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and responsibilities that authors agree to when submitting and publishing
their papers.
Manuscripts should be submitted at our manuscript submission and
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Abstract
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Design and implementation of Diet Guru System
Shubham D. Patila*, Amruta S. Tupea, Ganesh S. Nhivekara

aDepartment of Electronics and Computer Science, Yashavantrao Chavan Institute of Science
Satara - 415001
*Corresponding Author Email - ltshubhamdpatil2121@gmail.com,

Abstract
During this COVID-19 situation, we have to face various problems related to our health. In
day to day life some people where get ill because of poor health. In this pandemic situation, we
have to maintain our health at any cost. To solve this problem, we have created one device which
we named Diet Guru. All of us have basic idea about BMI (Body massindex) which is simply
mass upon height square{ Weight(kg)/Height^2(Meter) } but our Project is based on the accurate
calculation of BMI (Body mass index) value for human being by using various aspects like
weight, height, age, gender, and region. Depending upon this aspect we have created one value
named GURU VALUE, by using this value we will provide Diet Plan and Exercise Plan to user. As
the name suggests, this device simply a combination of Software and Hardware. In software part
we have created our own website by using programming languages like HTML, CSS, JavaScript,
PHP, and MYSQL was used to design the database, interface and graphics for the system... As we
require height and weight of user, and it is not possible to every user to measure their height and
weight at own, we have provided them height measurement tool and weight measurement tool as
hardware part. So the Hardware part will be divided into two sections one is of height
measurement tool and other is of weight measurement tool, for that we commonly use Arduino
UNO, Connecting wires, USB cable, battery etc. only difference is that in height measurement
tool we use ultrasonic sensor to measure the height and in weight measurement tool we use load
cell to measure weight.
Keyword: Guru Value (value which is provided by Diet Guru Device), COVID-19, BMI (Body
Mass Index)
Introduction
In COVID-19 situation, we have to maintain our health as good as possible, this device
will provide whole information about diet and exercise of user depending upon their calculated
Guru Value. Our Project is based on the accurate calculation of BMI (Body mass index) value for
human being by using various aspects like weight, height, age, gender, and region. As users are
able to measure their height and weight, we provide them height measurement and weight
measurement tool. To overcome the Language Issue, we provide whole information in Marathi,
Hindi and English Language and to create user friendly website. In this system we are able to
provide information on user‟s personal accounts like what‟s App, Telegram, G-mail etc. As we
discussed by using this system we can get whole information with one click, so we don‟t want to
go anywhere which will save time of user and maintain social distancing. As the system provide
whole details related to diet and exercise in our G-Mail, so it will avoid unnecessary paper work.
EXISTINGAND PROPOSED SYSTEM:
In the previous systems we can observe that they can‟t provide whole diet in detail. As
existing devices only consider Height and Weight, there is no accuracy maintained. There may be
Language Issue; near about all the websites prefers only English language. This issue may be
solved by Google Translator but it is not able to translate whole the data in proper manner i.e. with
exact meaning. There are various BMI Calculator which is available in market in hardware form
Section -Physical Science
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only and there are various websites which can provide Diet (Only in English) but there is no
combination of it. If we consider any website which provides diet but it is unable to provide any
system to measure height and weight. All this problem, we are solved in our device.
Methodology:
For better understanding of our project, we have created following some steps:-

Take Height and
weight from
device provided.

Enter required value at
Calculation Form and
Click on Submit button.

Open Website and
details.

Get Your Diet Plan for
At least 7 days

Figure 1: Block diagram of the Diet Guru System
As every single human has their different food needs, and depending upon their age they
eat or they were able to exercise, so depending upon gender of user, we have categorized our
system into two parts this are Adult and child. But there is slight difference in food consumptions
of male and female in each category so further we classified it into male and female:-

Adult

Male

Child

Female

Male

Female

Figure 2: Two categorized used into system
Circuit information:
Height-Measurement-Machine:We will be using Ultrasonic Sensor to measure the height. Ultrasonic contains two round
looking component which are ultrasonic speakers. One of transmits a 40 kHz sound wave that will
bounce (echo) back upon hitting a solid surface. The other one detects the echo. By measuring the
total time taken for this process, we can measure the distances between the sensor and the object.
We will be using Ultrasonic Sensor to measure the height. Ultrasonic contains two round looking
component which are ultrasonic speakers. One of transmits a 40 kHz sound wave that will bounce
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(echo) back upon hitting a solid surface. The other one detects the echo. By measuring the total
time taken for this process, we can measure the distances between the sensor and the object.
Weight-Measurement-Machine:The electronic weighing machine uses a load cell to measure the weight produced by the
load, here most load cells are following the method of a strain gauge, which converts the pressure
(force) into an electrical signal, and these load cells have four strain gauges that are hooked up in
a Wheatstone bridge formation.
We will make a Weighing Scale Machine which can measure weights up to higher-value
like 40KG. We need to calibrate the load cell and find the calibration factor. Once the calibration
is done, we can include that factor in our code. Thus this will make the scale precise and accurate.
The greater is the mass the greater the error. So we will try to remove the error from the weighing
scale. We will finally display the measured weight in the 16×2 I2C LCD Display. We will use a
push button to reset the weight value to zero.

Figure 3: Circuit diagram of the Diet Guru system
Screen Shots of website:
The main objective of this system is to provide the whole diet and exercise plan in user
friendly environment i.e. in their language. Bellow we have provided the screen shots of our
website by which one can understand easily the idea. Today we are focusing on only Maharashtra
region, so we use only provides data in Marathi, Hindi, and English Languages. Step by step we
are going to increase our work area.
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Home Page:-

Basic Info Page:1. English:-
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2. Hindi:-

3. Marathi:-
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Register Page:Sign In:-

Sign Up:-
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Calculate Page:-

TEST CASE:
One of our friend name AakashFalle who is from my village Tambave has some problems
related to his health. So we decided him as our test case, we calculate Guru Value depending upon
various aspects and provided him diet plan and exercise plan. Now he is healthier than previous.
Some picture of him is given bellow:
Section -Physical Science
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 1st Pic: When we start our diet
 2nd Pic: After 10 days
 3rd Pic: After 35 days
Name:AakashAvinashFalle
Address: Tambave (Supane), Tal. Karad, Dist.: Satara

Results and Discussion
We have created the website which is user friendly, using this site he or she can easily get their
diet and exercise plan in their language. In other words we have solved the language issue. In this
website, you will have 7 days diet and exercise depending upon your Guru Value, this diet plan yin
this way you will become the healthy soon. User can save your money and time too, also able to
maintain social distancing.
Conclusion
Having the knowledge of how much user weigh and maintaining it is not enough in keeping
fit. In fact what really matters is to know how much you weigh in accordance with your height, age,
gender. A Diet Guru shows whether user are healthy or not, if user is unhealthy it will provide diet
and exercise plan which will makes him healthy. It provides whole information about diet and
exercise of user depending upon their Guru value. BMI is used as a general population measure to
determine the level of health risk associated with obesity.
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Social distancing cap
UmadeviS.Guttedara, Rohini R. Jadhava,Swapnil. D. Jadhava

aDepartment of Electronics, YashavantraoChavan Institute of Science, Satara, 415001
*Corresponding Author Email Id:Umaguttedar2000@gmail.com

Abstract
In view of the current situation the COVID-19 has become ubiquitous in every corner
of the world. We must aim at preventing the community spread of the virus. To achieve this
we must make sure a proper social distance is maintained from individual to individual. To
make sure that a proper social distance is maintained from individual to individual we are
coming up with the idea of social distancing cap.
Keyword:
Sensor,
WHO,
Social
Distancing,
COVID-19,
Economical,
Microcontroller,Servomotor
Introduction
In India,after the three months of lock down phase. Now government initiated Unlock
phases. Maintaining a social distancing in a country with 1.3 billion population is a tough
task. Even I noticed in public transports, grocery shops where someone trying to maintain
social distancing but they missing the 1 to 2 meters gap from behind. This is a common
problem faced by all of us in worldwide.

We are planned to develop a Caps which can be wore in offices, public transports and
grocery shops where the social distancing is mandatory. Since we can be cautious in front and
sideways to maintain the distance, I want to place a sensor in backside of th e caps to detect
and notify us, If the social distancing is violated from the person who stood behind us.
2. System architecture and Working Principal

Figure 1: Basic structure of isSocial distancing cap
Section -Physical Science
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Basic structure of isSocial distancing cap illustrated in Figure 1. The block diagram shows
the system sensors, an Arduino Uno microcontroller, Motor
The working principle of the system is based on sensor detection. There are three Ultra
sonic Sensors Placed in front, Back, Right side of cap. The ultrasonic sensor is used to measure
the distance between the sensor and person stood nearby us.The data send by the sensors are
handled by the Arduino Uno controller. The Arduino Uno controller has been program for
different input and send output through transmission pin. Commands are send using C compiler
program with relevant (Attention) AT commands. The transmitted output from the Arduino Uno
controller is conveyed to Servo motorIf the measured ultrasonic sensor distance is lesser than
the "SuggestedSocialDistance", then the servo motors start rotating gently from 0 to 180
degree and falls back to 0 quickly to get your attention..
3. Hardware description
3.1. Sensors:
A sensor is a device, module, machine, or subsystem whose purpose is to detect events or
changes in its environment and send the information to other electronics, there are three Ultra
Sonic sensors used to measure distance.
For distance measurement we use Ultrasonic sensor
Ultrasonic ranging module HC - SR04 provides 2cm 400cm non-contact measurement function, the ranging
accuracy can reach to 3mm. The modules includes
ultrasonic transmitters, receiver and control circuit. The
basic principle of work Using IO trigger for at least
10us high level signal. The Module automatically sends
eight 40 kHz and detect whether there is pulse signal
back. IF the signal back, through high level , time of
high output IO duration is the time from sending
ultrasonic to returning. Test distance = (high level
Fig2:Ultrasonic sensor
time× velocity of sound (340M/S) / 2. Figure shows
the image for Ultrasonic sensor.
3.2. Microcontroller ATMEGA328
It is a microcontroller board based on
ATMEGA328. The Uno comes programmed
with a bootloader for uploading a new code
without the use of an external hardware
program. It consist of a 16MHz ceramic
resonator,6analog inputs, 14 digital input/output
pins, a USB connection, a power jack, a reset

Fig3:Microcontroller ATMEGA328
button and an ICSPheader. It contains everything needed to support the microcontroller. By
connecting the controller to a computer with a USB cable or power it with an adapter or battery to
get started. Figure4 shows the image for Arduino UNO microcontroller.
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2.3 Motor
A person or thing that imparts motion, especially a contrivance, as a steam engine, that
receives and modifies energy from some natural source in order to utilize it in driving machinery.
Also called electric motor. Here we use servomotor
A servo motor is an electrical device which can
push or rotate an object with great precision. If you
want to rotate and object at some specific angles or
distance, then you use servo motor. It is just made
up of simple motor which run through servo
mechanism. If motor is used is DC powered then it
is called DC servo motor, and if it is AC powered
motor then it is called AC servo motor.
Fig4:Servomotr
We can get a very high torque servo motor in a small and light weight packages. Doe to these
features they are being used in many applications like toy car, RC helicopters and planes, Robotics,
Machine etc.
3.3.1. Why Servo motor?
 I planned to design this caps for office uses and also in public places too.
 In office space, If the caps notify us through buzzer sound, then it will create noisy
environment in office. And also user might feel uncomfortable.
 In public places, the environment noise will be higher than the buzzer sound. For
example, let consider the person travelling in public transports, where the noise will
be higher and the person might miss to recognize it.
 For a gentle movement, I decided to include servo motor. It will tickle the person's
ear which won‟t cause any irritable sensation to the user and also it won't cause any
kind of disturbance to the person standing nearby.
3. Social distancing mode
It has a switch to turn ON/OFF the device attached to the caps, So If you are decided to
turn off the device, just swipe it to turn off the device
4. Conclusion
The developing nations with high population, where the social distancing is still
questionable. My project idea will be cost effective and common for any gender and also
easily implemented in any Cap model.
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Abstract:
Study on water purification is a largely explored topic. Various conventional physical and
chemical methods of water purification are currently used for removal of microbes and other
harmful contaminants. Since these methods have several demerits of releasing byproducts a new
approach of nanoparticles is widely explored. Microbial contamination in drinking water leads to
disease such as cholera, gastroenteritis, typhoid, dysentery. New methods of water purification
have shown excellent antimicrobial potential of silver nanoparticles. Attempts are made to
synthesize AgNPs by biological, chemical and physical methods. Instead of using alone these are
incorporated on fibers, polymers and sorbents. With ease of preparation and efficient antimicrobial
activity AgNPs are studied extensively.
Keywords: Antimicrobial, Silver nanoparticles, Water treatment.
1.Introduction
Water purification is a major problem in 21st century. The conventional water treatment
methods such as aeration, by KMnO4 method, chlorination, ozonization can remove the basic
pollutants in water but they also left disinfection byproducts. Conventional water purification or
disinfection also forms disinfection byproducts. Synthesized nanoparticles have the potential to
avoid such problems [1]. It was found that silver nanoparticles possess disinfectant properties.
Also increasing resistance of bacterial cells to the antibiotics has lead to formation of interest in
silver as a disinfectant. Silver ions exert antiseptic property by blocking the enzyme required for
oxygen metabolism, destabilizing the cell membrane and inhibiting bacterial cell division [2].
Numerous nanomaterials such as silver, chitosan, titanium dioxide (TiO2), fullerenes and its
derivatives and zinc oxide (ZnO) show potential in the water treatment as antimicrobial agents.
Among these mentioned agents AgNPs is the most extensively studied antimicrobial agent for the
water treatment [1]. Silver can be readily combined with materials such as proteins and polymers
in the form of NPs. For water treatment NPs are mainly employed for the removal of three major
pollutants like pesticides, heavy metals and microorganisms. The silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) can
be combined with other metals or non-metal particles to form nanocomposite which are further
used for water treatment [3]. The dose or concentration of nanoparticles should be maintained
because excess of nanoparticles may exert toxic effects [4]. Direct addition of AgNPs in water for
water treatment may cause problems due to its tendency to aggregate in aqueous media and losing
efficacy during long term use. So, attaching AgNPs to filter materials such as cellulose fibers can
be a promising approach [5].
2. Methods of preparation
Various methods of preparation like chemical, biological and physical methods are used
for synthesis of metal nanoparticles.
2.1 Biological Methods
These methods are also known as green synthesis when a plant part extract is used in the
preparation of NPs. A plant extract is prepared and in this extract metallic salt is added. Secondary
metabolites present in the extract reduce the salt past and formation of nanoparticles takes place
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[6,7]. Secondary metabolites in plants are alkaloids, tannins, anthraquinones, phenols, terpenoids,
glycoside, saponins, flavonides, steroids, etc.
Biological method also involves the extraction of secondary metabolites from bacterial cells [8,9]
and fungi. Here these metabolites are mixed and stirred with metallic salts to obtain NPs.
2.2 Chemical Methods
Chemical reduction method is another efficient method for synthesis of nanoparticles. The
silver nitrate was reduced by trisodium citrate and ascorbic acid as a surfactant to form uniform
and spherical silver nanoparticles. XRD, SEM and TEM characterization shows the range
nanopartical size (35-80nm) with the average size of 50nm [10].
Silver nanoparticles can also be synthesized by taking silver nitrate as metal precursor and
reduce it by reducing agent such as hydrazine hydrate. Such method is capable of formation of
silver nanoparticles ranged between 40-60nm [11].
2.3 Physical Method
Silver nanoparticles were synthesized by in situ preparation using microwave irradiation.
Microwave irradiation was able to form nanoparticles between the range 5-10nm where silver
nitrate was used as precursor solution. For in situ preparation of AgNPs microwave heating with
excess of glucose is used to form Ag-cellulose fibers within three minutes. For microwave
irradiation the time requires to form in situ nanoparticles was 3-7 minutes where for conventional
oven it is 30-70 minutes at 105°C [12].
3. ANTIMICROBIAL APPLICATIONS OF SILVER NANOPARTICLES
Silver nanoparticles have a great antimicrobial potential due to their penetration capacity in
gram positive as well as gram negative bacteria. Silver NP attached to filter materials e.g.
cellulose fibers have been considered efficient for water disinfection due to their high antibacterial
activity and cost effectiveness.
The cylindrical ceramic filters doped with silver NPs are capable of removing E.coli in the
rate between 97.8% to 100% [5].
Chitosan is a polysaccharide having good biocompatibility and antimicrobial activity along
with low immunogenicity and toxicity. Its rigid and brittle structure consists of amino groups and
hydroxyl groups in the backbone. Silver deposited chitosan nanofibrous web can be explored as
filters for purifying water contaminated with bacteria. Antimicrobial activity of Silver can be
enhanced by Chitosan with the embedded AG-NPs with chitosan [1].
A water purification experiment conducted with Silver nanoparticles coated fibrous
sorbent showed effective antimicrobial properties of nanosilver. The sorbent is a porous structure
in which microbes in the water were found to deposite and populate which can be a pathogenic
condition. So, Ag-NPs were coated on the fibrous sorbent. After passing the water from this NP
treated filter, deposition of microbes in the porous structure filter was not observed. The effective
concentration of AG-NPs for this antimicrobial property was observed to be 20mg/kg. This study
was conducted for 60 days and antimicrobial activity on variety of bacterial cells was observed
[13].
Green synthesized Silver nanoparticles synthesized from Penciilliumcitreonigumdierck and
Scopulaiopsosbrumptiisalvanetadsorbed on foam are capable of removing gram positive and gram
negative bacteria completely. The concentration of 676.9 mg/ml with contact time of 15-120
minutes is sufficient to remove all the microbes in water sample [14].
Silver NPs were synthesized by aqueous leaf extract of Piliostigmathonningii employing
green synthesis. Precursor solution of 1mM AgNO3 was used to form 88-114 nm sized particles.
These particles were found to be efficient for removal of heavy metals such as copper, lead, iron,
magnesium and magnetic ions [15].
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For removal of microbes from water few methods were tested in which silver NPs were
deposited on zeolite, sand, fiber glass, anion and cation resin. Among them Ag-cation resin
showed better results. Ag-cation resin was able to remove targeted bacterial completely (100%).
The Ag-zeolite filter was able to remove 8-67% of targeted bacteria. Targeted bacteria used for
this purpose were E.coli, S. typhimurium, S. dysentriae and V. cholerae [16].
Silver nanoparticles can be deposited on various materials/ bases which are used in or as
filters such as sand, zeolites, fiber glass, activated carbon, blotter paper, cellulose filters, ceramic
filters and polyurethane foams [17].
When a mixture containing silver nitrate and excess of glucose is subjected to thermal
evaporation, the experiment showed deposition of AG-NPs on cellulose fibers. When there is an
excess amount of glucose is used in the reaction mixture, the obtained NPs were uniform and
smaller in size. This microwave irradiation technique yield the NPs coated on the paperwithin 3
minutes. This NP impregnated paper was characterized using techniques such as electron
microscopy, UV visible reflectance spectroscopy and Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy. UV
visible reflectance spectroscopy showed the reflectance value of 420 nm which confirmed the
formation of Ag-NPs.Efficiency of these NP embedded sheets was assessed by using bacterial
suspension of E. coli and Enterococci faecalis[12].
The silver nanoparticles have great antimicrobial potential but also they have the capability
to degrade and remove dyes and nitro-compounds. The dyes in water sample such as methylene
blue and azo dyes can be removed by photocatalytic degradation by silver nanoparticles. The dyes
and nitro compounds can also be removed by physical, chemical and biological processes using
silver nanoparticles [18].
Saifuddinet. al prepared chitosan-silver NP composite for use in household drinking water
filtration system for the removal of pesticides. Chitosan was used as polymer in this experiment
because of its biodegradable and non-toxic nature. Here silver (Ag+) ions electrostatically bind to
the chitosan macro molecules. It was observed that the nanosilver embedded chitosan was able to
remove pesticide such as Atrazine (94% removal) from ground water sample. Because the
chitosan is biodegradable in nature, the Ag-NPs embedded in it could be directly released in the
water in the form of free radicals after its degradation. It could cause harm to the human life and
aquatic life forms [19].
A study of silver NP incorporated in rice husk ash (RHA) showed efficient antimicrobial
activity against E. coli. A mixture of rice husk ash and silver NPs was magnetically stirred for 2
minutes and dried at 80°C for 24 hrs. SEM analysis showed uniform distribution of NP on the rice
husk ash. Activity of RHA-Ag-NPs was compared with commercial activated carbon filters.
Antimicrobial potential of developed system was found to be more superior than the commercial
one [20].
After desalination of water, the use of chemical disinfection method leaves harmful
compounds in water. Hence, an alternative method involving different nanoparticles was used for
disinfection of water. For this purpose seven types of nanoparticles such as silver, copper, silvercopper, zinc oxide, magnesium oxide, silicon dioxide and carbon nanotubes were evaluated for
their action on micro-organisms such as E. coli, Enterobacter, Salmonella and Enterococci. The
silver and silver-copper NP showed highest disinfectant properties than all other types of NP in
which Enterobacterstrain was most inactivated and Enterococci strain was least affected [21].
Different types of nanomembranes namely nanofiber membranes, nanocomposite
membranes, aquaporin- based membrane, self-assembly membranes, nanofiltration membranes are
used for filtration of water. Various nanosorbents are also used for this purpose where these
sorbents commonly remove metallic contaminants and pharmaceutical wastes and other toxic
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pollutants. Nanosorbents such as nano-metal oxides, nano-iron oxides, polymer fibers, graphite
oxide, etc are used [22].
A study of antibacterial activity of Ag-NPs prepared by using fresh aqueous extract of
tuber Jatropaheyneishowed excellent activity against both gram positive and gram negative
bacteria. Different phyto constituents in the extract participated in the reduaction of silver nitrate
to Jt-AgNPs. UV spectroscopy study of Jt-AgNP suspension showed an absorbance at 420 nm
confirming the formation of NPs [6].
Like plant extract, various bacteria are also used for NP synthesis. A marine derived
bacteria Streptomyces rocheiwas used for synthesis of AgNPs. Silver nitrate solution in the
concentration of 0.1 mM and 1mM was used for synthesis. The NPs synthesized using 0.1mM
silver nitrate (AgNO3) showed higher antibacterial efficacy than 1mM solution. When synthesized
NPs were subjected to UV spectroscopic analysis the NPs synthesized from 0.1mM and 1mM
AgNO3 solution showed maximum absorption at 405 and 380nm, respectively [9].
4. CONCLUSION
The silver nanoparticles were synthesized by physical, chemical and biological methods.
Antimicrobial activity of AgNPs was tested on various gram positive as well as gram negative
pathogenic bacteria. Various other metal nanoparticles are also tested as antimicrobial agents but
the efficiency of silver NPs was found to be higher. Various base materials were used for
deposition of AgNPs such as cellulose fibers, zeolites, activated carbon and polymer such as
chitosan for drinking water purification as well as waste watertreatment. Researchers have found
thatthe silver nanoparticles embedded in cellulose fibres and deposited on base materials found to
be leaking into the purified water. Further studies are required to enhance the entrapment ability
and to increase the durability of nanoparticle embedded filter materials.
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ABSTRACT
The expansion of global population and the inflammation of in global food demand has
given rise to numerous research in the agriculture sector as well as domain of fertilizers. The use
of fertilizer in agricultural field is important for the plant growth, but more amount of pure
chemical contents used to serious problem to all leaving beings as well as environment. The
problem is reduce to chemical exposure, the use of materials coated controlled release fertilizer or
calcium phosphate fertilizers becomes essential. After further study we have concluded that the
coated calcium phosphate nanoparticles and liquid calcium phosphate Nano fertilizer are also
apply on crops for increase their efficiency. The present study covers the extensive evolution of
controlled release fertilizers this done by because of the modern and smart Nanotechnology.
Key Words: Calcium Phosphate, Nanoparticle, Nano fertilizers, Agriculture
1. INTRODUCTION
The term agriculture is the inspire to economy of our country. It is more required to
improve technical changes in the agriculture sector. Poor use efficiency of current fertilizers is
major issue instant profit, loss of fertilizers has survived environmental reaction such as
eutrophication and leaching. Nanotechnology is applied in the agricultural sector for plant
nutrition with the aim of increasing the efficiency of current fertilizers. The nano fertilizers are
being studied as a way to increase nutrient efficiency and improve plant nutrition compared with
traditional fertilizers. A nano fertilizer is any product that is made with nanoparticles or use
technology to improve nutrient efficiency.[2]
Calcium is an essential plant nutrient it plays important role in plant like nutrient uptake,
improve efficiency, metabolic process. Phosphate is also an essential element required for the
energy storage. Calcium phosphate are emergent materials for sustainable applications in
agriculture. [7] They are sparingly soluble salt, and can be conveniently synthesized in the
laboratory. The coating is done to ensure a gradual release of the nutrients from the active core so
that the total nutrient demand of the plant worth time is fulfilled, the plant in initial stages of
growth requires fewer nutrients, and so, the coating has to be designed in a manner which would
start the dissolution very gradually and would last up to a considerable period of time for the
plant.[10]The fertilizer of Calcium Phosphate for improve their efficiency and slow release of
micronutrients we can coat urea by using calcium phosphate nanoparticle. we have use alternative
methods for liquid Nano-fertilizers which will be beneficial for to increase the soil fertility and
efficiency.
Nano-fertilizers
The nanofertilizer is any product that is made with nanoparticles to improve nutrient
efficiency. Nanofertilizer are synthesized from the traditional fertilizers. Nano sized particle can
even pass through the cell wall in plants and animals.[11]
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Need of Nano fertilizers in agriculture
The Fertilizers play important role in increasing agricultural production, but excessive use
of chemical fertilizers irreversibly damages of soil and reduces the available area for crop
production but, Nanomaterial improve the productivity if crops and efficiency to deliver nutrient
to plants. [1]
2. METHODS OF PREPARATION
Chemical method are used for synthesis of calcium phosphate nanoparticle.
Material and Method:
Sodium hydroxide, Calcium nitrate, Hydrogen phosphate, calcium phosphate, urea,
vegetable oil, black colour,
Method 1:
Coprecipitation Method
 NaOH (4g) + DW (50%) mixed solution stirred at room temperature for 10 Min with 700 rpm.
Ca (NO3)2, 4H2O (11.8g) +DW (100ml) stirred at RT for 10min with 100rpm

(NH4)2, HPO4 (3.9g) +DW (100ml) stirred at RT 100 rpm.

Add (NH4)2. HPO4 solution in Ca(NO3)2.4H2O drop wise.

PH maintain at 9 by add 7ml NaOH solution.

Transfered in microwave oven at temp 150W for 15min.

Filtered given solution.

Wash by distilled water for two times

Dried at 105oc for 3Hrs

Calcium Phosphate material synthesized. [8][11]

Method 2:
Coating of calcium phosphate on urea:
Dry calcium phosphate (0.4g) were placed in transparent glass bottle. To those were added
0.4ml of vegetable oil (Conola) and 0.08ml of black food colour. The urea granules and the
Ca3(PO4)2 powders are each white in colour; Thus, the food colour provided a contrast that
signaled the physical binding of Ca3(PO4)2 powder onto the urea. Surface that would otherwise
be visually difficult to be observed. The solution were mixed to generate a grey colour calcium
phosphate slurry. Urea granules stived in 2mm cut off sieves to obtain uniformly sized granules.
Approximately 4og of urea granules was added to the Ca3(PO4)2 slurries. At this rates the
vegetable oil and food colour amounted to 1.0 and 2.0% by weight, respectively of the urea
granule for the control and Nano powder mixtures; the control urea was coated with vegetable oil
and food coloring only and lacked addition of Ca3(PO4)2 powder. Each of the slurry granules
urea mixture was transferred to a slow speed mechanical shaker that generates roughly 32rpm and
all samples were allowed to mix overnight. The Ca3(PO4)2 coated urea analyzed for the final
calcium phosphate content by acid digestion (20ml of 50% HCl) fallowed by boiling for the
15min. filtration, and dilution. ICP-OES was used to determine the calcium phosphate content.
The original urea contained 46%N after coating the N content was 45.7 and 45.3%
respectively.[5][6]
Solid calcium phosphate is are insoluble in water and alcohol. It is very hard substance, but
can be dissolved in acid. acetic acid and silver carbonate.
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3. IMOROVE EFFICIENCY AND CONTRLLED RELEASE APPLICATION OF
CALCIUM PHOSPHATE
Controlled release coated fertilizers comprise of a coating over the active material. The
coating is done to ensure a gradual release of the nutrients from the active core so that the total
nutrient demand of the plant worth time is fulfilled, the plant in initial stages of growth requires
fewer nutrients, and so, the coating has to be designed in a manner which would start the
dissolution very gradually and a considerable period of time for the plant But, with the passage of
time and over enhancing food demand, the agro-sector still lags behind in terms of efficiency
commercial grade improved fertilizers.[1]
The present study relates generally to a method for coating urea, and in particular to a
method for coating urea granules or pallets with calcium phosphate to reduce nitrogen loss while
providing a source of calcium phosphate. Urea is a widely used, non-burning source of nitrogen
for plants and is generally sold in pelletized or granular form. When spread on the soil, the urea
dissolves by absorbing water form source such as irrigation, rain, or moisture from the air,
dispersing the urea into the soil so that it is available to the plant.[14]
Calcium phosphate particles are typically 10 – 80 nm. Nano calcium phosphate particles are also
in passivated and ultra-high purity and high purity coated.[10]
The use of slow release fertilizers are promising to improve the effect of macronutrients.
Urea is one of the most improved synthetic fertilizers worldwide. Due to its low cost and high
nitrogen content. Nitrogen are the growth and yield of agricultural crops. Urea fertilizer is easily
soluble in water and evaporates into the air so that the nitrogen fertilizer is low fertilizer
efficiency. Therefore, the innovation is required to improve the efficiency of fertilization. One
attempt to reduce the nitrogen fertilizer by using the calciumphosphate making it in a slow release
form.[2]

Propertie
s

Nanofertilizers

Chemical fertilizers
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Controlled
release
modes

Release rate and pattern of Excess release is not available for
nutrients for water soluble roots and decrease efficiency
fertilizer might be precisely
controlled through encapsulation
in envelops forms

Effective
Nanofertilizers
can
extend Used by the plants at the time of
duration of effective duration of nutrient delivery, the rest is converted into
nutrient
supply of fertilizers into soil
insoluble salts in the soil
release
Nutrient
uptake
efficiency

Might
increase
fertilizer Bulk composite is not available
efficiency and uptake ratio of the for roots and decrease efficiency.
soil nutrients in crop production
and save fertilizer resource.

Solubility
and
dispersion
of mineral
micronutrie
nts

Improve solubility and dispersion Less bioavailability to plants due
of insoluble nutrient in soil to plants due to large particle size
reduce soil absorption and and less solubility.
fixation
and
increase
the
bioavailability.

Loss rate of Reduce loss rate of fertilizer High loss rate by leaching, rain
fertilizer
nutrients into soil by leaching and off and drift.
nutrients
leaking
Table no. 1.comaparative data over nanofertilizer and chemical fertilizer
4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
we have worked on urea coating and modify new generative techniques by using liquid
concentration of calcium phosphate nanoparticle. it will be advanced level techniques and we have
to cheake these methods will be applied on calcium phosphate. In present study were synthesized
by coprecipitation and coating of urea method. [7] we have studied this method on crops for data
analysis and vary concentration for best result for improve efficiency and controlled release of
nutrients.
5. CONCLUSION
The evaluation of traditional Nitrogen based fertilizers has seen improvement from being
converted into controlled release fertilizers or CRFs to the latest and all new formulations done
with the extensive support of Nanotechnology in agriculture has promising scope in the
development same, which has lead agro-based economics to newer heights. Nanoparticle
production is comparatively easier and has the great potential in Calcium Phosphate Nano
fertilizer are promising to improve the effect of Macronutrients. [1]
calcium phosphate nanoparticle alters growth and antimicrobial response in dose dependent
manner it may help in formulation of new nano growth promoter and nano fertilizers for
agriculture use.
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ABSTRACT:
The carbon is the sixth element in periodic table. The invention of carbon and its allotropes
have made a large revolution in the electronic and optoelectronic industry due to their outstanding
properties in a large spectrum of applications. The interesting characteristic of carbon is its ability
to form many allotropes due to its valency. In recent decades, various allotropes and forms of
carbon have been invented, including fullerenes, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), and graphene (GR).
Since the origin of nanotechnology, carbon allotropes-based nanocomposites have become a
leading sector of research and development due to their unique bonding properties. Fullerenes,
grapheme and CNTs-based polymer nanocomposites have attracted significant research interest
due to their vast applications in every era of science and technology. Recent advances in various
aspects of graphene, CNTs, fullerenes and their nanocomposites with polymeric materials and
their different applications are reported in the present article. Also, current status and future
prospects of graphene-based polymer nanocomposites are presented in common along with proper
citations extracted from the scientific literature.
Keywords: Carbon, graphene, carbon nanotubes, fullerene, polymer nanocomposites.
INTRODUCTION:
Carbon, the sixth element in the periodic table is denoted by letter „C‟. Almost each and
everything is formed by carbon and therefore it is one of the most abundant materials on the earth.
It is the 4th most common element in the universe and 15th most common on earth‟s crust. The
name carbon comes from a Latin word “carbo,” which means coal and charcoal; hence, it is also
derived from the French word “charbon” which means charcoal. All the organic life on earth is
made up of allotropes of carbon. All living organisms are composed of carbon, including human
beings, animals, plants etc. In the human body, carbon is the second most abundant element by
mass after oxygen, carbon has two types of allotropes crystalline and amorphous. Carbon has
basically 8 allotropes namely, 1) diamond, 2) graphite, 3) lonsdaliete, 4) C60 (buckminister
fullerene or bucky ball), 5) C540, 6) C70, 7) amorphous carbon, and 8) carbon nanotubes (CNTs;
buckytube). Carbon has been the subject of intense interest from researchers for decades. Ever
since, the discovery of fullerene in 1985, by Kroto et al, many new allotropes of carbon were
discovered. Among them are CNTs, discovered in the year 1991 by Iijima and graphene, which is
a single layer of carbon atoms arranged in a honey comb lattice, discovered in the year 2004 by
Novoselov following They were rewarded with Nobel prize in physics in the year 2010 , which
showed the importance of carbon nonmaterial. Graphene is a wonderful material on the earth due
to lots of potential applications.
Allotropes of carbon:
Allotropes have same chemical element but different physical structure. Allotropes of
carbon are classified on the basis of their dimensions as follows.
Classification of carbon allotropes according to their dimensionality:
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Diamond (3D):
Diamond is probably the most well known carbon allotrope. The carbon atoms are
arranged in a lattice, which is a variation of the face-centered cubic crystal structure. It has
superlative physical qualities, most of which originate from the strong covalent bonding between
its atoms. Each carbon atom in a diamond is covalently bonded to four other carbons in a
tetrahedron. These tetrahedrons together form a three-dimensional network of six-membered
carbon rings in the chair conformation, allowing for zero bond-angle strain. This stable network of
covalent bonds and hexagonal rings is the reason that diamond is so incredibly strong as a
substance.
Applications:beauty product, industrial application, to replace silicone in computer, high end speaker,
health industry, jwellary making, etc.
Method of synthesis:
HPHT (high pressure high temperature), chemical vapor deposition, ultrasound cavitation,
etc.
Graphite :
It occurs naturally in this form and is the most stable form of carbon. In graphite they are
2
sp orbital hybrids. In each layer, the carbon atoms are arranged in a honeycomb lattice. Atoms in
the plane are bonded covalently, with only three of the four potential bonding sites satisfied. The
fourth electron is free to migrate in the plane, making graphite electrically conductive. Bonding
between layers is via weak Van-der Waals bonds, which allow layers of graphite to be easily
separated, or to slide past each other.
Application:
refractories, batteries, steel making, pencil, electrode, neutron moderator, etc.
Method of synthesis:
Naturally occurred Graphene: (2D), A single layer of graphite is called as graphene and
has extraordinary electrical, thermal, and physical properties.

Graphene (2D):
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Each atom in a graphene sheet is connected to its three nearest neighbors by a σ-bond, and
contributes one electron to a conduction band that extends over the whole sheet. Scientists have
theorized about graphene for decades. It has likely been unknowingly produced in small quantities
for centuries, through the use of pencils and other similar applications of graphite. It was
originally observed in electron microscopes in 1962, but only studied while supported on metal
surfaces. The material was later rediscovered, isolated and characterized in 2004 by Andre Geim
and Konstantin Novoselov at the University of Manchester, who were awarded the Nobel Prize in
Physics in 2010 for their research on the material. High-quality graphene proved to be surprisingly
easy to isolate and dispersion of graphene in water was achieved for creating conductive patterns
and bio-interfacing Application:- anti-corrosion coatings and paints, efficient and precise sensors,
faster and efficient electronics, flexible displays, efficient solar panels, faster DNA sequencing,
drug delivery, and more
Method of synthesis:
Chemical vapor deposition, Hammers method, etc. Hummers' method is a chemical
process that can be used to generate graphite oxide through the addition of potassium
permanganate to a solution of graphite, sodium nitrate, and sulfuric acid. It is commonly used by
engineering and lab technicians as a reliable method of producing quantities of graphite oxide. It is
also able to be revised in the creation of a one-molecule-thick version of the substance known as
graphene oxide. Then graphene oxide can be reduced to graphene
Properties of Graphene:
Graphene is completely stable at room temperature, unlike all other 2D materials that
degrade when placed under the same environmental conditions. The mobility of electrical charges
(displacement speed under the effect of an electric field) is much higher (300 times greater than
that observed for silicon).This high electronic mobility offers completely new perspectives for the
design of field-effect transistors, with extremely quick switching speeds. Such a characteristic has
recently been implemented by researchers at IBM. They have in fact designed a field-effect
transistor with a graphene sheet that allows electrical signals to be amplified with switching
speeds of approximately 100 GHz, whereas the same transistors based on Si are only able to
obtain, in the best situation, approximately 40
Carbon nanotubes (1D):
Carbon nanotubes are cylindrical fullerenes. These tubes of carbon are usually only a few
nanometres wide, but they can range from less than a micrometer to several millimeters in length.
They often have closed ends, but can be open-ended as well. There are also cases in which the
tube reduces in diameter before closing off. Their unique molecular structure results in
extraordinary macroscopic properties, including high tensile strength, high electrical conductivity,
high ductility, high heat conductivity, and relative chemical inactivity (as it is cylindrical and
"planar" that is, it has no "exposed" atoms that can be easily displaced). One proposed use of
carbon nanotubes is in paper batteries, developed in 2007 by researchers at Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute. Another highly speculative proposed use in the field of space technologies is to produce
high-tensile carbon cables required for a space elevator. carbon nanotubes has two types single
walled nanotubes and multiwalled nanotubes.
Fullerenes (0D):
Fullerene is an allotrope of carbon whose molecule consists of carbon atoms connected by
single and double bonds so as to form a closed or partially closed mesh, with fused rings of five to
seven atoms. The molecule may be a hollow sphere, ellipsoid, tube, or many other shapes and
sizes. Graphene (isolated atomic layers of graphite), which is a flat mesh of regular hexagonal
rings, can be seen as an extreme member. (Buckminster fullerene, nanotubes etc)
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Buckminster fullerene:
Buckminsterfullerene is the smallest fullerene molecule containing pentagonal and
hexagonal rings in which no two pentagons share an edge (which can be destabilizing, as in
pentalene). It is also most common in terms of natural occurrence, as it can often be found in soot.
The empirical formula of buckminsterfullerene is C60 .and its structure is a truncated
icosahedrons, which resembles an association football ball.
Applications of fullerene:Fullerene molecules can be used for drug delivery into the body, as lubricants, as catalysts
and in the form of carbon nanotubes can be used for reinforcing composite materials, eg. sports
equipment like tennis rackets. They have many chemical synthetic and pharmaceutical
applications.
Method of synthesis:
arc discharge method, CCVD (chemical catalytic vapor deposition)
Carbon Quantom Dot (0D):
The structures and components of (Carbon Quantom Dots)CQDs determine their diverse
properties. Many carboxyl moieties on the CQD surface impart excellent solubility in water and
biocompatibility. CQDs are also suitable for chemical modification and surface passivation with
various organic, polymeric, inorganic or biological materials. By surface passivation, the
fluorescence properties as well as physical properties of CQDs are enhanced. Recently, it has been
discovered that amine functionalized CD can produce tricolor (green, yellow and red) emission
when introduced with different pH environment and this tricolor emission can be preserved in
ORMOSIL film matrix. A paper published in 2019 showed that CQD can resist temperatures as
high as 800°C, paving way for applications of CQD in high temperature environments. Based on
carbon, CQDs possess such properties as good conductivity, benign chemical composition,
photochemical and thermal stability
Applications of CQDs:
applications of quantum dots include single-electron transistors, solar cells, LEDs, lasers,
single-photon sources, second-harmonic generation, quantum computing, cell biology research,
and medical imaging
Synthesis method:
Several routes have been used to synthesize QDs like Electrochemical, hydrothermal etc.
CONCLUSION:
briefly introduced the allotropes of carbon, and it can be understood that allotropes of
carbon can banic materials. Nanoscale carbon has the power to change the world in terms of
technology, strength, and precision and to help mankind to touch new heights and new depths.
Carbon allotropes are the new face of technology. The synthesis methods have proven a successful
achievement, but when it comes to the efficient application of carbon allotropes the results are not
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highly satisfactory because present technologies are a few steps behind what is needed for its
perfect application
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Abstract:
Solar cell is electronic device directly convert sunlight into electricity.Light shining on
solar cell produces both current and voltage to generate electric power. Development for
sustaining growth of Indian economy in existing infrastructure is crucial. Power is the most
paramount in gradient of infrastructure of growth and economics and welfare of nation. Power
sector of India is one of the largest and expanded in sector in world. Due to continuous increment
of electricity demand shortage of power occur. So, it is need to use such type of sources. This
research paper compares development of solar energy production in India with other countries
with respect to time. Solar energy remains as the most prominent source of energy as it is cost
effective and environmentally friendly. Reviews convey that solar energy systems will play a
major role in the power generations. As per present scenario there is a great importance to the
solar energy using photovoltaic systems. Photovoltaic systems exhibit an important role for solar
energy production.
Key Words:Solar Energy, Production, Time.
Introduction:
There is only way to overcome disaster of climate change is to use solar energy. It is more
beneficial. India has geographical advantage. Geographical location of India is such that it cannot
only produce enough energy for their own need but also for entire world. Prices fossil fuel and the
electricity prices have risen continuously, since last few years. Through the utilization of the
renewable power generation systems large amount of the energy will be saved and a great
contribution will be made to environment through an increase in users of it, also there will be
protection of the environment as there is a reduction in the carbon dioxide emission and its effects.
Throughout the world there is an issue on the global warming which is due to the emissions of the
carbon dioxide. In most of the countries, the huge amount of the CO2 is emitted through the
electric power generation. This global warming has a significant impact on the climate change
which is a major issue. Due to the regular human activities there is a major cause in a climate
which is due to the excessive emission of greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide, methane and so
on. In the recent years, environmental issues have intentioned to every individual in the world and
solar power generation is a method of solving the energy related issues which is gaining
unprecedented attention. Compared with any other energy source, the photo voltaic energy is nonpolluted and has many benefits.
Material & Methods:
Proper and detailed methodology is used to conduct the research work. Conducting data
from paper published till 2019.Also analyse the graphs to study deep. We compare solar energy
production in India with other countries by statistical representation i.e. pie diagram (Fig. 1) we
observe that solar energy production increases day by day from following graph.
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Figure
1Analysis of progress of India with other countries in solar energy production with time
Result & Discussion:
China,U.S,Japan, India, Germany, Italy are top countries produce most solar energy. China
being highest and India is in top 5 countries which produce most solar energy in world. It is
shocking that till 2000 we are not in top 15 countries. In India solar power production is
increasing. India get turning point nearly in 2011 and made progress in solar energy production.
India never stop till today. India targeting to invest US $ 100 and 100 GW capacity till 2022.
Conclusion:
Solar energy is best solution to satisfy world energy demand. Solar energy production is
increasing day by day in world as in India. Nevertheless, India‟s position is comparatively better
than many countries like China and France. There is necessity to capitalize on these strengths for
competitive advantage in the era of globalization and cry for clean energy technology. Further,
India needs to strengthen its solar energy research programme if the intention is serious about
giving renewable sources of energy a major share in the national energy mix
Acknowledgement: Physics department
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Abstract:
Fruit processing is important to increase shelf life of fruits as per quality. Manual sorting
of fruits in huge number is like an impossible task which can be done with Machin with Artificial
Intelligence (AI). Autonomous fruit sorting system can be designed reducing time, cost of fruits
sorting and improving shelf life to greater extent. The performance of system uses AI for
eliminating human interference completely.
Keywords: Fruits Processing, Artificial Intelligence (AI), Raspberry Pi etc.
Introduction:
Food Processing is important to fulfill the hunger of increasing population of world. Major
population migration is going on towards cities while food supply is from agriculture. Food
processing includes processing of raw food materials, fruits etc. fruits processing as per quality is
again very important to increase keeping time as well as shelf life.
The increased shelf life will help to reduce wastage of food ultimately reducing carbon
excretion from various agricultural stages crop sawing to harvesting.
In food processing raw agricultural items can be processed to have a ready to eat product
while some agricultural items can be consumed without processing in its natural state e.g. fruits.
After harvest Fruits can be inspected in two stages internal fruit inspection and external fruit
inspection. The internal inspection requires fruits to be processed by external means and
processing fruits such means not allowed as per food processing standards. The second mean is
easy alternative of sorting and can be accomplished through processing of color images, while
internal inspection requires special sensors for contents.
The introduction of machines to do this can solve all problems associated in manual mode.
The decision making ability of machine can be made powerful with introduction of AI for data
processing. As machine is used to perform this operation the final sorting of fruits can be done
with various categories viz. immature, matured, over matured.
A low cost machine design with vision system using webcams and image processing
algorithms for defect detection and sorting in fruit with AI interface is designed aiming the
outcome. [1]
Method:
The system can be designed around raspberry pi microcontroller as a central processing
unit a camera module to works as vision system to detect fruit quality two capture cards, an
appropriate lighting system, a personal computer and other mechanical parts. The algorithm
initially extracts the fruit from the background.By comparing the information during sorting phase
with the available information inside the database, the final grade of the passing fruits is
determined. This algorithm can be easily adapted for grading and/or inspection of other
agricultural products such as cucumber and eggplant. [2]
This system are work of the principle is the image processing algorithms. The objective in
that study was to achieve an automatic rating of fruit quality, to model factors involved in
consumer preference and producer‟s needs.The algorithm initially extracts the fruit from the
background by comparing the information during sorting phase with the available information
inside the database, the final grade of the passing fruits. [3]
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A weighted color parameter based on human perception that provided a stable model that
was invariant to changes in lighting conditions with excellent classification into 12 maturity
classes of fruit. The objective in that study was to achieve an automatic rating of fruit quality, to
model factors involved in consumer preference and producer‟s needs.
Block Diagram:
Fruit Sample
under Test

Camera
Module

Raspberry Pi
CPU

Sorted
Fruits

Fig. 1 Block Diagram of Autonomous fruit sorting mechanism
Result & Discussion:
This system is automatically sort fruits independently and save time, faster rate of
production and count fruits of any shape and size. The most important sensing mechanisms used
for measurement of external features viz. color, color homogeneity, bruises, size, shape, and other
feature identification in many types of fruits. The system is easy to detect damaged fruits and good
qualities of fruits aresortedaside.The final system is low costincreasing safety for employees and
faster rate of operation.
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Abstract
Into days world automation is playing important role in each and every individual‟s life.
Every individuals want to get the work done fast, save time, put less efforts and make things more
and more easier. Smart home automation is a way to have things around your home should work
automatically. This automatically will save time. The purpose of this research paper is to control
all the home appliances through smart phone. The user can increase or decrease the speed of fan,
turn on or off light and many more appliances at home through smart phone or tablet. This project
presents a design and prototype implementation of new electric appliances automation system that
uses Bluetooth technology as a network infrastructure connecting its parts. It manages, controls,
and monitors user‟s electric appliances. Users and system administrator can locally or remotely
manage and control system. Hardware interface module, which provides appropriate interface to
sensors and actuator of home automation system. Unlike most of available home Automation
system in the market the proposed system is scalable that one Device can manage many hardware
interface modules as long as it exists on Bluetooth network coverage. System supports a Short
range of home automation devices like power management components, and security components.
The proposed system is better from the scalability and flexibility point of view than the
commercially available home automation systems.
Key words: Bluetooth technology, Microcontroller, Home automation, Wireless network.
1. Introduction
The project aims at designing an advanced home automation system using Bluetooth
technology. The devices can be switched ON/OFF and sensors can be read using a Smart Phones
through Bluetooth. HC-05 module is an easy to use Bluetooth SPP (Serial Port Protocol) module,
designed for transparent wireless serial connection setup.Home automation is the automation
process of home appliances and other home functions so that they can be controlled with your
phone, computer, or even remotely. Day by day, the field of automation is blooming and these
systems are having great impact on human beings. The project which is to be implemented is a
home automation using Bluetooth and has very good future development. In the current system the
home appliances can be controlled using only by using the device Bluetooth Module HC-05.
Nowadays, we have remote controls for our television sets and other electronic systems,
which have made our lives real easy. Have you ever wondered about home automation which
would give the facility of controlling tube lights, fans and other electrical appliances at home
using a remote control? Off-course, Yes! But, are the available options cost-effective? If the
answer is No, we have found a solution to it. We have come up with a new system called Smart
home automation using Bluetooth. This system is super-cost effective and can give the user, the
ability to control any electronic device without even spending for a remote control. This project
helps the user to control all the electronic devices using his/her smartphone. Time is a very
valuable thing. Everybody wants to save time as much as they can. New technologies are being
introduced to save our time. To save people‟s time we are introducing Home Automation system
using Bluetooth.
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2. Literature Survey
In current situation home automation system is developed using many technology like IoT
and cloud etc. There are many systems in market like
2.1. Sensor Based Home Automation and Security System
This is a web based home automation system in which user can interact with the system
through a web based user interface over the Internet. The system connected to home appliances.
The main processor interacts with external components, viz. sensors, appliances and devices.
2.2 An Intelligent Self Learning System for Home Automation Using IoT.
In this system, Home automation is working on cloud principle. With the help of different
sensors, monitoring is done. Home pc is going to report that problem to Cloud Server. Cloud
server will store the information into the database and will take actions according to output.
2.3 Java-Based Home Automation System.
In this system home appliances can be monitored and controlled locally via the embedded
system board, or remotely through a web browser from anywhere in the world using Internet. This
system is scalable that can add any appliances and it is also secured by password.
3. Motivation
In some cases there may be handicapped people in house and they are not able to move
frequently for controlling appliances in house, so using home automation system these people can
easily control all the appliances. For handicapped people it is essential to develop home
automation system which required less and easy user interaction.
Home automation system also improves the standard of living and provide easy, flexible and
interactive user interface. To provide all functionalities in low cost and flexible environment we
need to apply modern technology and devices.
4.Proposed System
In this system android application used to send signal to arduino board and Bluetooth
module connected to arduino gives this signal to arduino for controlling appliances using relay
board.
4.1 System Architecture
Home Unit-

Android Mobile

Application
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Fig 1: Syste
Architecture Diagram
1. Android application in mobile sends the signal to the Bluetooth module which is connected to
same network. Android application has all the GUI buttons for each appliance.
2. Bluetooth module receives the signal from the mobile application and gives this signal to the
arduino board for processing.
3. We use arduino board as controller to control all the appliances. Relay board and Bluetooth
module is connected to arduino board. Each command is processed by arduino board and
control the relay board for switching on/off the appliances.
4. Relay board use as electrical switches, for performing on/off operation. Power supply is
provided through the relay board to the appliances.
5. Finally user can access the android application in mobile and give command to Bluetooth
module which is connected to arduino which can control the all appliances.
4.2 Mathematical Representation
Theory for representing system Let S be the System
S={S, E, I, O, Send (), Receive ()}
Where, S = Start state of system, I = Input Command for system, O = {O1, O2.O3, O4}
Where,
O1 = Operation for Bulb
O2 = Operation for Fan
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O3 = Operation for Windows
O4 = Operation for Tube
Send () = is a function for sending the commands to controller. For Ex. - Send (I).
Receive () = is a function for receiving the commands from android application. For Ex. - Receive
(I).
E = End State of system.
5. Material & Methods
5.1 Software Implementation

Fig 2: Android Application GUI
To build the android application we used the MIT app inventor that is online android
application development tool provided by Google. For each appliance we use one button for
turning ON/OFF the appliance, after clicking the button it will automatically get toggle.
Commands are sent through the application to the Bluetooth module. Application passes the
commands through the address of Bluetooth Network.
5.2 Hardware Implementation
This section describes the technologies used for developing the Smart Home Automation
System Using Bluetooth Technology. The platform used is android phone to create user interface
application from that the user can control the home appliances. In software part we are using
android phone to create user interface. In hardware part we are using Arduino Uno and relay
circuit.
5.2.1 Android Mobile
User interface is created using android so that the user can easily controlled the home
appliances. The android mobile phone is used control the home automation system. There are
various UI components and layout controls that allows to build the graphical user interface.
Android also provides other UI modules for special interfaces such as dialogs, notifications, and
menus. The interface should allow user to view device status and to control device.
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5.2.2 Arduino Uno
The Arduino Uno is an open-source microcontroller board based on the Microchip
ATmega328P microcontroller and developed by Arduino.cc. The boards are equipped with sets of
digital and analog input/output (I/O) pins that may be interfaced to various expansion boards or
Breadboards and other circuits. The boards feature serial communications interfaces, including
Universal Serial Bus (USB) on some models, which are also used for loading programs from
personal computers. The microcontrollers are typically programmed using a Several of features
from the programming languages C and C++.
Features of the Arduino UNO:
Microcontroller: ATmega328
Operating Voltage: 5V
Input Voltage (recommended): 7-12V
Input Voltage (limits): 6-20V
Digital I/O Pins: 14 (of which 6 provide PWM output)
Analog Input Pins: 6
DC Current per I/O Pin: 40 mA
DC Current for 3.3V Pin: 50 mA
Flash Memory: 32 KB of which 0.5 KB used by boot loader
SRAM: 2 KB (ATmega328)
EEPROM: 1 KB (ATmega328)
Clock Speed: 16 MHz
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5.2.3 Relay
A relay is like a switch which is electrically operated. Relays are used to control a circuit
with low power signal or where several circuits must be controlled by one signal. The relay circuit
is given the output which is generated by the arduino. Due to this the relay will turn on and the
device will work. NPN transistors are used in relay. According to the purpose of our application
the relays can be selected.

5.2.4 Bluetooth Module
HC-05 module is an easy to use Bluetooth SPP (Serial Port Protocol) module, designed for
transparent wireless serial connection setup. HC‐05 module is an easy to use Bluetooth SPP
(Serial Port Protocol) module, designed for transparent wireless serial connection setup.The
Bluetooth module HC-05 is a MASTER/SLAVE module. By default the factory setting is
SLAVE. The Role of the module (Master or Slave) can be configured only by AT COMMANDS.
The slave modules cannot initiate a connection to another Bluetooth device, but can accept
connections. Master module can initiate a connection to other devices. The user can use it simply
for a serial port replacement to establish connection between MCU and GPS, PC to embedded
project, etc.
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Result & Discussion
 The project aims at designing an advanced home automation system using Bluetooth
technology.
 The goal of this project is to develop a home automation system that gives the user complete
control over all remotely controllable aspects of his or her home.
 The home automation systems are also used for controlling the indoor & outdoor lights, heat,
ventilation, air conditioning in the house, to lock or open the doors & gates, to control
electrical & electronic appliances and so on using various control system with appropriate
sensors.
 The devices can be switched ON/OFF and sensors can be read using a Smart Phone through
Bluetooth.
 This project is totally safe in terms of electricity & other hazards.
Conclusions
The objective of this proposal was to develop a home automation system based on
Bluetooth wireless technology. The result is a system which allows the user to monitor and control
different appliances connected over a Bluetooth network in home environment. The system has
been demonstrated to be functioning by developing a room temperature control system.
In this system, the error detection and correction facility is only handled at the Bluetooth
level. Similar facility can be developed at the application level. Also, some security measures to
avoid interference of neighboring home automation systems can also be incorporated into the
application. The home-office concept that enables consumers to control their home appliances via
the Internet is also possible. Efforts in such direction will help realize a truly wireless, fully
automated home automation system.
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Abstract:Ferimagnetic substances referred to as ferrites are ionic crystals whose chemical composition is
of the form XFe2O4 where X significant potential in many applications. They have renewed in
recent years in the context of microwave industry, disk recording, refrigeration system, electrical
devices, transformers, frequency filters, sensor pigments and medical applications cancer
treatment by hyperthermia, MRI contract agent, drug delivery, DNA hybridisation and cell
seperation. Soft ferrites Mn-Zn, Ni-Zn and Mg-Zn are well known for their high magnetic
permeability. In present research work we have prepared Mnx-Zn1-xFe2O4 ferrite Powder with
varying x-concentration (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, ......0.8) by chemical co-precipitation method. The effect
of x-concentration on the particle size of the MnxZnx ferrite has been discussed on the basis of
XRD. FTIR (Fourier transform infrared) spectroscopy, TEM (transmission electron microscopy),
SEM (scanning electron microscopy) & VSM (vibrational sample magnetometer) characterized
the crystal structure, functional group, particle size, morphology and magnetic behaviour.
Keywords:Mn-Zn ferrite Powder, co-precipitation method, magnetisation, application,
nanoparticles, X-ray techniques.
Introduction:As one of the important classes of soft magnetic materials, Mn-Zn ferrites have high
magnetic permeability, saturation magnetization, electrical resistivity and low power losses.

Fig. Classification of ferrites
Ferrites are commonly produced by ceramic process involving high temperature solid-state
reactions between the constituents oxide/carbonates. The use of Co-precipitation process it is
most convenient method because it allows firing powder with good chemical homogeneity and
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small grain size distribution due to the components mixed at a molecular level during
nanopowder synthesis these advantages the chemical Co-precipitation method is an emerging
popular process to synthesis ferrite Powder. Ferrites can represented by chemical formula
AB2O4. A and B denoted metal cation at tetrahedral (A) and octahedral (B) site. [1]
The magnetic properties of the spinel ferrite materials originated form the
antiferromagnetic coupling. The spinel metal ions Fe3+ is present largest molar concentration in
ferrite crystallography point of view Mn-Zn is spinel ferrite were prepared by a modified Coprecipitation technique which as shown promising due to easy operation, low cost, low
temperature, controllable condition and high reactivity of the obtained product. Such as Co 2+,
Ni2+, Zn2+, Mn2+. It‟s crystallises in a face centered (FCC) structure belonging to the space group
of Fd3-m. The major unit cell of 8 sub unit cells with FCC structure. There are total 64
tetrahedral and 32 octahedral interstitial site available within each unit cell. In which zinc ions
occupy tetrahedral site (A site) and while iron and manganese ions occupy both tetrahedral sites
(A-site) and octahedral (B-sites). [2]
Literature studies:The MnxZn1-xFe2O4 nano particles with suitable metal is an attractive area of research
due to their excellent magnetic properties as well as their applications. In recent year some
researchers have been done this aspect in they synthesized structural magnetic properties of
MnxFe2-x RExO4 ferrite synthesized by Co-precipitation & refluxing method, they investigated
by the properties were obtained in these 3 series of alloys. It was also found that particle size, Ms
and Corecive force (Hc) strongly depends on the RE concentration due to the preferred occupied
position of RE ions. [7]
In Mossbauer evaluation of Mn substituted Co-Zn ferrite nanoparticles synthesized by
co- precipitation method. He found that substitution of magnetic Mn2+ is responsible for the
increase in the intensity of central paramagnetic doublet and Mn content increase up to 0.4 the
curie point, the corecivity and saturation magnetisation decreases.[9] In Synthesis and
characterization of metal (Mn,Zn) ferrite magnetic nanoparticles by Co-precipitation method,
result showed that sample product was crystalline with mixed type spinel with cubic structure
(XRD & SEM) , FTIR showed most intense absorption band 464cm-1 and 550cm-1 due to strong
metal stretching. Corecivity nanoparticles were calculated using VSM is the range of 14.456G
and 50.495G.[6] they investigation on structural and magnetic behaviours of spinel M- ferrite
[M=Fe, Zn, Mn] nanoparticles from Leon sand by co-precipitation method. Investigated that all
prepared samples formed a single phase with the spinel cubic structure the M-ferrite particle
formed in manometric size and tended to agglomerates the lattice parameter of the M-ferrite
nanoparticles varied [3]. The use of Co-precipitation to produce nanoMn-Zn ferrites nano-in-situ
composite. Discussed the effect of iron concentration on the microstructure and properties.
Result showed that a crystallinity of powder decreased with increasing ion concentration 50%wt
[11].
In currently research that on the Magnetic aging in TiO2- doped Mn-Zn ferrites investigated that
therotically predicted in terms of distribution of the anisotropy fields, that is of the ferromagnetic
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resonance frequencies and their effect on the rotational loss component, according to the Landau
lifshitz equation and the correspondingly calculated complex permeability [2]
In Structural transformations in Mn-Zn ferrite under low- energy electron beam
treatment. showed that the treatment by a low energy electron beam resulted in a large grain size
and a denser near surface layer. Additionally this type of treatment decreases concentration of
oxygen and zinc in the near surface layer and causes partial deferritization. [10]
Experimental method:The structural and magnetic properties of ferrites are found to be sensitive to their composition
and microstructure which depends upon the processing condition. Magnetic properties are
depending upon the preparation techniques. Manganese-Zinc ferrite belonging to the series of
Mnx-Zn1-xFe2O4 (X=0.1, 0.2, 0.3........0.8) were synthesized by wet chemical Co-precipitation
technique. The sample with varying X-concentration were prepared.
The chemical that have been used in experimental were manganese sulphate(
MnSO4.7H2O), Zinc sulphate (ZnSO4.7H2O), Ferrous sulphate (FeSO4.7H2O), ammonia
(NH3.H2O) all the materials had purify and used without further purification. The beaker
containing 100ml solution of distilled water
Sample name
Manganese
(II) sulphate
Zinc sulphate
Ferrous iron
(II) sulphate

Formula
MnSO4.H2O
ZnSO4.7H2O
FeSO4.7H2O

Molar mass
151.001
g/mol
161.47 g/mol
151.908
g/mol

Melting point
710oC

Boiling point
850oC

Appearance
White crystal

680oC
70oC

740oC
330oC

Colourless
Colour
change form
light green to
white
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fig. Synthesis of MnxZnxFe2O4
the all sample measured by molar percentage (0.1) dissolved to obtain aqueous solution was
placed on magnetic stirrer of moderate speed(50rpm) at room temperature. Still the solution
becomes clear during this addition dark brown precipitate was obtained. In this solution added
dropwise ammonia until pH is greater than 11 and stirrer continuous 2 hour. Ammonia solution
was used to adjust the pH value the pH value 11 to 13.5 higher concentration pH value enhances

the growth of grain which is in good agreement with XRD results. The solution was centrifuged
to half hour at 3000rpm and washed 5 times with distilled water to remove the impurities and
unreached species. The particle were down at the bottom of the beaker 85min. The particle were
obtained through Filtration. The filtered particle were dried at room temperature. Powder to
grinding continuously 1hour. 1000 C this duration was sufficient to form of spinel ferrite, a
sufficient amount of fine particles was collected at this stage by using magnetic Separations.
These sample were characterized by x-ray ray powder diffraction technique using CuKα
radiation.(λ =1.5405AO). The lattice parameter of these samples of different compositions was
calculated.
Fig. Various applications of ferrite .single phase ferrite core transformer, magnetic core
memory, lsolator (microwave), soft ferrite core, ferrite core transformer, ferrite bead, drug
delivery.
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Ferrite material is extremely uesd at microwave high frequencies. Electromagnetic wave
propagation undergoes phase shift due to ferrite influenced by the applied DC magnetic field.
Popularly used in microwave isolators, circulars, and switches. Isolator is a passive ferrite device
which allows energy to pass in one direction only an prevents any reflection to travel in the other
direction. Drug delivery using ferrites belong to category of magnetic astonishing drug delivery
system where in the drugs can be released to the desired targets by using magnetic probes. In
present research self-healing hydrogel loading DOX MMSNRBITC can achieve tumor diagnosis
and efficiently synergistic magneto thermal-chemodynamic therapy. This strategy could inspire
people to construct more promising Self-healing hydrogel with multifunctional nanoparticles for
more efficient cancer treatment with versatile therapeutic method. Ferrite is a kind of nonmetallic magnetic material. It is a composite oxide of magnetic ferric oxide and one or more
other metal oxides. The magnetic force is usually 800-1000 Gauss. It is often used in
loudspeakers and other instruments. Magnetic filters a ferrite bead can be added to an inductor to
improve, in two ways it‟s ability to block unwanted high frequency noise. First the ferrite
concentrates the magnetic field, increasing inductance and therefore reactance, which impedes or
filters out the noise. The ferrite creates an inductor with a very low Q factor. Large ferrite beads
are commonly seen on external cabling various smaller ferrite beads are used internally in
circuits on conductor or around the pins of small circuit board components, such as transistors,
connectors and integrated circuit. Ferrite are used in many different electronic devices, from
personal computers and power supplies to Televisions and even children toys, by using ferrites
with these products, manufacturers are able to greatly improve their products ability to reduce
high frequencies EMI/RFI electronic noise.[4] [7][9][11].
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Conclusion:Referred to research article confirmed that they efficiently control morphology, and
chemical composition of the prepared powder to the MnxZn1-xFe2O4 nanoparticles ferrite are
successfully synthesized by Co-precipitation method.
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Abstract
In present work, Z n d o p e d Ba h e x a ferrite is synthesized by co-precipitation
method. To Study Structural properties we use XRD, SEM, FTIR. Magnetic properties will be
done by vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). The phase morphology & particle diameter of
Sample were studied by X-ray diffraction (XRD) & Scanning electron microscope (SEM0. In
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) infrared light uses to scan test sample &
observe Chemical properties.
Keyword : Co- Precipitation method, FTIR, VSM
Introduction:
Ferrite word originates form Latin word „foriron .ferrite is a ceramic material made by
mixing and firing large proportions of iron(III) oxide (Fe2O3,rust) blended with small
proportions of one or more additional metallic elements, such as barium, manganese, nickel,
andzinc. They are electrically nonconductive, meaning that they are insulators, and
ferromagnetic ,meaning they can easily be magnetized or attracted to a magnet. Hard ferrites
have high coercivity, so are difficult to demagnetize. They are used to make permanent magnets
for applications such as refrigerator magnets, loudspeakers, and small electric motors..They are
used in the electronics industry to make efficient magnetic cores called ferrite cores for highfrequency inductors, transformers and antennas, and in various microwave components.
In present work our aim is to prepare Zn doped Ba hexaferrite by co-precipitation
method. The effect of Zn content on the structural properties of barium hexaferrite using XRD,
SEM, FTIR and magnetic properties by VSM will be reported.In synthesis of techniques play an
important role in controlling the size & surface area of material.
2)Theory of co-precipitation
When concentration of a solute in the solvent exceeds its equilibrium solubility, a new
phase that is supersaturation takes place. Without supersaturation no nucleation would occur.
During chemical reactions, precipitation may also occur particularly if an insoluble substance is
introduced into a solution and the density becomes greater (otherwise precipitate would float or
form a suspension). Precipitation is started once the solution becomes super saturated.
An important stage of precipitation process is the onset of nucleation. The creation of
hypothetical solid particle includes the formation of an interface which requires some energy
based on the relative surface energy of the solid and the solution. If surface energy along with
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suitable nucleation surface is not available, supersaturation occurs [i]. The schematic of the
chemical co-precipitation method is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of chemical co-precipitation method .
1) Synthesis of Zn doped Ba hexaferrite by chemical co-precipitation technique
The Zn doped Ba hexaferrite synthesized by chemical co-precipitation technique by
using barium nitrate, cobalt nitrate, Zn nitrate and ferric nitrate as starting materials in
stoichiometric proportion. Stoichiometric amounts of starting materials were dissolved one by
one in distilled water. Ammonia solution was added slowly in the solution to obtain precipitate
and pH was kept 9 during the precipitation reaction.

The solution was stirred for two hours at room temperature. The brown coloured
precipitate obtained was washed several times with distilled water and dried. The powder was
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sintered for 8 hours in a muffle furnace at 800°C with the rate of 10°C/min in order to obtain
sample „Ba-M-Y‟. Sintered precipitate was milled into fine powder for ½ hours in pestle and
mortar. These Sintered powders will be used for preparation of thick films with various
compositions.
2.4 Characterization techniques used
To explore the formation of crystal structure, microstructure various characterizations
tools was used such as FTIR, X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopic (SEM &
FESEM), and energy dispersive X-ray spectrum (EDAX),transmission electron microscopy
(TEM), vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM)
2.4.1 X-ray diffraction studies
X-Ray diffraction is the basis of crystallography, the study of the structural parameters
of material [ii]. In fact, polycrystalline aggregate solids other than powder are commonly
examined by this technique. In the diffractometer, an X-ray beam of a single wavelength is used to
examine polycrystalline specimens.
By continuously changing the incident angle of the X-ray beam, a spectrum of
diffraction intensity versus the angle between incident and diffraction beam is recorded.
Diffractometry enables us to identify the crystal structure and quality by analyzing then
comparing the spectrum with a database containing over 60,000 diffraction spectra of known
crystalline substances.
(a) Instrumentation
The sample in the form of powder either in form of smear or compact flat pack or a
capillary is exposed to monochromatic beam of X- ray and the diffracted beam intensity is
collected in a range of angles (2θ with respect to the incident beam). The intensity corresponding
to a constructive interference of the diffracted beam from a crystallographic plane is observed as
peak, corresponding to a Bragg angle.
X ray diffraction through specimen placed in the X ray diffractometer gives information
of crystal structure, orientation of planes, lattice parameters and crystal size [iii]. X ray diffraction
technique based on monochromatic radiation is more important because the spacing of the planes
(d-spacing) can be deduced from the observed diffraction angles. The phenomenon of X ray is
governed by the Bragg‟s equation [iv], as shown in Fig. 2.6.

2d sin  n

(2.11)

In above equation, d is lattice spacing, λ- wavelength of monochromatic X-ray, n is the
order of diffraction and θ is diffraction angle. The (hkl) planes which satisfy above condition
diffracted. The diffracted beam was detected by detector. X ray diffraction data was compared
with Joint Committee Powder Diffraction Standards (JCPDS) powder diffraction data for
identification of crystallite phase.
The crystallite size of the specimen was calculated from the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the most intense diffraction peak by Scherer‟s equation as [ v],
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D

K .
 . cos

(2.12)

Where, D is crystallite size, λ is wavelength of X rays used, β is full width of half
maxima (in radians) of the peak, K is shape factor and θ is Bragg‟s angle.
The crystal structure of hexaferrite powder and thick films were studied by X ray
diffraction Cu-Kα radiation (λ= 1.54 A°) (Philips diffractometer PW 3710).
For hexaferrite structure the interplaner distance „d‟, the lattice constant „a‟ and the Miller
indices (hkl) of reflecting planes are related by the equation [vi],

1 4  h 2  hk  k 2  l 2
  2
 
d 2 3 
a2
 c

(2.14)

Equation 2.14 gives the observed „d‟ spacing. If d observed is equal to the d calculated
then the values of hkl taken are correct.

Fig. 2.6 Interaction between atoms and incident X-rays. Atoms within the material cause
the X-ray photons to be detected when they collide with electrons in the material
[vii]
2.4.2 Fourier transforms infrared spectroscopy
Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is a chemical analytical technique, which measures the
infrared intensity versus wavelength (wavenumber) of light. Based upon the number, infrared
light can be categorized as far infrared (4 ~ 400 cm-1), mid infrared (400 ~ 4,000 cm-1) and near
infrared (4,000 ~ 14,000 cm-1) [viii]. Infrared spectroscopy is based on the phenomenon of
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infrared absorption by molecular vibrations. When a molecule is irradiated by electromagnetic
waves within the infrared frequency range, one particular frequency may match the vibrational
frequency of the molecule. Consequently, the molecular vibration will be excited by waves with
the frequency.
The absorption intensity depends on how effectively the infrared photon energy can be
transferred to the molecule [ix]. Infrared absorptionstudies provide qualitative and quantitative
analysis of complex structurefrom the point of view of atomic groups, their linkage and
identification ofcomplex molecules. For hexaferrite, lattice vibrations occur in the frequency
range 300cm-1to 800cm-1. These vibrations are unique for specific crystalline compoundsand
therefore are useful finger prints for identification, these lattice vibration frequencies can be
correlated with crystal structure [x,xi].

Fig. 2.7 Schematic diagram of a FT-IR spectrometer [xii]
The synthesized powder was mixed with KBr, pelletized and FT-IR spectra were
recorded using Perkin Elmer-USA FT-IR spectrometer. In the common types of Fourier
transform absorption spectrometer a two beam, variable-path length interferometer is used in lieu
of the wavelength isolation device Schematic diagram of a FT-IR spectrometer is shown in Fig.
2.7.
2.4.3 Scanning electron microscopy
Interactions of the electrons with the elements are widely used for material
characterization. Advantages of using electron beam for characterization is that micron and sub
micron sized areas can be analyzed. When electron strikes the sample, some get transmitted
where as some escape the surface as back scattered or secondary electrons. These electron
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signals carry information about the microstructure. The Auger electrons and x-rays are also
produced in this interaction. These carry information about the chemistry of the sample. In new
generation of the instruments, scanning electron microscope (SEM) backscattered or secondary
electrons are utilized to carry out the microstructural investigations of the samples. Field
emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) provides topographical and elemental
information with 10 times to 300000 times higher magnifications with virtually unlimited depth
of field.
Field emission SEM (FESEM) produces clearer, less electrostatically distorted images
with spatial resolution three to six times better compared with conventional scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) [xiii].The energy dispersive X-ray Analysis (EDAX) was used for the
analysis of actual stoichiometry of the bulk and thick film hexaferrites. Schematic of SEM is
shown in Fig. 2.8.

Fig. 2.8 Schematic of scanning electron microscope [xiv]
(a) Instrument specifications:
Surface morphology was studied using SEM, Model JEOL-JSM 6360 at Shivaji
University, Kolhapur EDAX spectrum was recorded using model Hitachi S-4700.
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(b) Principle of detection
When a primary electron (PE) beam hits a sample, certain electron beam interaction
processes occur. Secondary electron (SEs) and backscattered electrons (BSEs) are then
generated. Specific types of detectors are able to detect the SEs and BSCs, and the detector
signals can be used to create images and produce information about the properties of the sample.
Secondary electrons are ejected from the outer atomic shell of the sample material upon impact
by the primary electron beam. Fig. 2.9 shows a simplified example of the generation of
secondary electrons [xv].

Fig. 2.9 Interaction between primary electron and sample [xv]
The three main categories of secondary electrons are shown in Fig. 2.9, these categories
are based on the origin of the secondary electrons and on the distance from the PE impact point,
where they leave sample.
2.4.4 Transmission electron microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) by far is the most powerful technique for
micro-structural analysis. The most common types of TEM have thermionic guns generating
accelerating electrons through potential difference of 100-300 kV [xvi]. The TEM analysis in this
study is performed using Philips CM-30 TEM unit, Point resolution = 2.4 Å.
A parallel beam of electrons accelerated by a voltage V0 is transmitted through a
specimen (thin foil) and is diffracted in a number of directions by the crystal. The diffracted
electron beams are brought into focus in the back focal plane of the objective lens, forming a
diffraction pattern that can be magnified and studied if subsequent lenses in the microscope are
arranged to focus on the back focal plane of the objective. The diffraction pattern consists of a
two dimensional array of spots corresponding to a particular set of reflecting planes.
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From the diffraction pattern one can approximately derive the inter planar spacing d by
means of the eq. 2.15
d=Lλ/ d
(2.15)
This is derived by Bragg‟s law. Here L is distance between specimen and focal plane, λwavelength of the electron beam that depends on the acceleration voltage, and r is the distance
of a diffracted spot and the center spot on the back focal plane. Lλis called the apparatus
constant [xvii].

Fig. 2.10 Schematic diagram for TEMimaging and diffraction [ xviii]
The objective lens also forms an image of the lower surface of the specimen in the
image plane. This image can be magnified subsequently by other lenses of the instrument and
is finally projected onto the fluorescent screen. Since a set of planes participating in the
diffraction is perpendicular to the direction from the diffracted spot to the central spot, one
may also find some special crystallographic directions in image.
In the TEM, three kinds of images can be obtained with different mechanisms of image
formation: bright-field, dark-field and high-resolution image. Fig. 2.10 shows the basic principle
of electron microscopy imaging and diffraction [ xix]. In spite of the useful information
obtainable from BF images, it should be mentioned that the interpretation of contrast is often
impeded since these phenomena occur simultaneously [ xx]. In bright field mode, from contrast
of the image, information about thick areas, areas in which heavy atoms are enriched and
crystalline areas appear with dark contrast whereas in dark field mode, planar defects, stacking
faults or particle size can be obtained [xx].
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2.4.5 DC electrical properties
DC electrical properties such as resistivity, activation energy and Curie temperature of
hexaferrite bulk and thick films were studied by two probe method. Two probe resistivity set up
is shown in Fig. 2.11.
The resistivity can be calculated from resistance measured over specific area. The change
in resistance was measured with variation in temperature from room temperature to 550°C.
Silver paste was used to make contact between power source and detector. LCR meter (Meco306) was used to measure resistance and muffle furnace was used to vary the temperature.
For uniform sample the resistivity is given by [14],
R. A

(2.18)
d
Where, ρ is resistivity (Ωcm), A is cross-sectional area and d is the thickness of the
sample. In case of semiconducting materials with negative temperature coefficient of resistance;
resistivity decreases with increase in temperature.

Fig. 2.11 Two probe resistivity method to measure dc resistivity of (a) ferrite pellets and (b)
thick films [Error! Bookmark not defined.]
The thermal activation energy „Ea‟ is calculated by using resistivity.
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 Ea 

 k.T 

   0 exp 
Where

(2.19)

ρo = Resistivity of the material at infinite temperature
ΔE = Activation energy
K = Boltzmann constant
T = Absolute temperature

2.4.6 DC magnetic properties
DC magnetic properties of hexaferrite powder and thick films were measured by
vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM Lakeshore 7307) at University of Pune, Pune. From
hysteresis, magnetic properties such as saturation magnetization, coercivity and remnant
magnetization were obtained. The vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) operates on Faraday's
Law of induction, which tells us that a changing magnetic field will produce an electric field.
This electric field can be measured and can tell us information about the changing magnetic
field. A VSM is used to measure the magnetic behavior of magnetic materials [xxi].
A VSM operates by first placing the sample to be studied in a constant magnetic field. If
the sample is magnetic, this constant magnetic field will magnetize the sample by aligning the
magnetic domains, or the individual magnetic spins, with the field. The stronger the constant
field, the larger the magnetization will be. The magnetic dipole moment of the sample will create
a magnetic field around the sample, sometimes called the magnetic stray field. As the sample is
moved up and down, this magnetic stray field is changing as a function of time and can be
sensed by a set of pick-up coils.
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Fig. 2.12 Schematic of vibrating sample magnetometer [xxii]
The alternating magnetic field will cause an electric field in the pick-up coils according to
Faraday's Law of Induction. This current will be proportional to the magnetization of the sample.
The greater is the magnetization, the greater is the induced current. The induction current is
amplified [xxiii].The schematic of VSM is given in Fig. 2.12. The hysteresis measurement of
typical powder and thick film samples was studied with maximum field strength of 12 KOe. The
measurements were done at room temperature.
2.5 Microwave (8-18 GHz) properties of hexaferrites by different techniques
The microwave properties such as transmittance, reflectance and absorbance of barium
hexaferrite bulk and thick films were measured by waveguide reflectometer technique [ xxiv] and
VSWR slotted section method [xxv]. The measurements were carried out using scalar microwave
bench available in the Thick and Thin Film Device Laboratory, Department of Physics, Shivaji
University, Kolhapur. To study the properties of hexaferrite bulk and thick films, the pellets of
diameter 2.5 cm, thickness 1.5 mm of each sample were prepared. The thick films of dimension,
2.5 X 1 cm2 and of thicknesses ~20 µm were fabricated.
Conclusion
The Synthesis of Zn doped Barium hexa ferrite by Co -Precipitation method is
successfully done With brown color powder At different concentration and different temperature.
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Abstract
From ancient times plants are used in festivals of India.The use of plants in many rituals is
well known.The leaves, fruits, flowers and almost all parts have an importance in Indian
tradition.The present paper deals with providing a scientific outlook to the use of plants in the
festivals.
Introduction
Since the times of the Mahabharata and the Ramayana, for all Gods and Goddesses, the
importance of plants is well known to everybody. In ancient times there were no tools, calendar or
instrument to note a day or month, at that time people used sprouting of leaves and blooming of
flowers to mark the season.The beginning of season was celebrated using varieties of flowers.There
are many varieties of plant species used in the festival of Indians. Every region has its own tradition,
so the use of the plants gives it more importance. Today in many villages people grow some trees in
the surrounding of their homes which have great importance. The use of plants was not only for
festivals, but plants also have been given a place of medicine, e.g. Mango, the leaves of mango are
frequently used in all festivals not only for it aesthetic value but also purifying properties. So, since
centuries we are using the plants, but now a days the use of these plants has reduced. It is our belief
that conservation of these plants was enabled through their active use in our traditions. That mode of
conservation has now become a mode of exploitation of these plants specially during the festive
times. The need of the times points to use of the plants in festivals not as offerings to god but as
plants planted in the festivals.
Material and methods
The survey of plants was conducted in Javali taluka, in Kharshi village from 12/10/2020 to
14/10/2020. During the survey interrogation with the old people, housewives as well as priests of the
village was done.The identification of the plants was done by interacting with the elders and
referring the Cooke‘s flora. The information was collected and recorded along with local names,
utilization, ritual values, etc.
Results and discussion
From the overall investigation we came across with many more plant species and they were
recorded.The plants have been enlisted in Table I
Table I: List of the plants in Kharshi Village

Sr.
no
1
2

Botanical
Name
Achyranthes
aspera.L
Aeglemarmelos
Correa ex Roxb

Common
Family
Name
Chaff flower, Amaranthaceae
Aghada
Bel
Rutaceae
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Rushipanchami,
Gauripujan
Mahashivratri

Plant part
used
Flowering
twig
The leaves
are used in
puja .
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3

Bambusasp

Bamboo

Poaceae

Gudipadwa

Stem

Azadirachtaindic
a
Bauhinia
hookerii
Celosia
argentea

Neem

Meliaceae

Gudipadwa

Gold tree

Fabaceae

Dassera

Young
leaves
Leaves

Silvercock
comb

Amaranthaceae

Dassera
,Gauripujan

Flowering
twig

6

Cocosnucifera

Araceae

7
8

Cyandondactylon
Ficusbenghalensi
s
Lawsoniainermis
Mangifera
indica
Ocimumsanctum

Kalpvruksh,
Naral
Harali
Banyan tree

In all
festivals
Ganesh pujan
Vatpourima

Mehandi
Mango

Lythraceae
Anacardiaceae

Tulsi

Lamiaceae

The
fruit
and leaves .
Leaves
Worship of
tree is done
Leaves
Leaves are
used
leaves

Banana

Musaceae

4
5

9
10
11
12

Poaceae
Moraceae

Gauripujan
In all
festivals
Satynarayan
puja
Satynarayan
puja

The banana
leaves and
fruit
are
utilized
13 Piper betel
Khauche pan
Piperaceae
Makar
Leaves are
sankaranti
used
14 Areca catechu
Supari
Arecaceae
Puja
The
fruit
has
great
importance
15 Tagetussp
Jhendu,
Asteraceae
Dassera, Diwali
The flowers
Marigold
are used for
garlands.
16 Oryza sativa
Rice
Poaceae
All festivals
Used
as
akshata and
also
for
preparation
of
Naivadya
17 Curcuma longa
Haldi
Zingiberaceae
All festivals
Offered to
the gods
18 Santalum album
Chandan
Santalaceae
All festivals
Wood paste
offered to
gods
The above plants are planted by the people around the villages so that they remain available
for the use in the festivals. But it is observed that the villagers cut the branches of these plants
Musa
paradisiaca
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indiscriminately, specially Bauhinia, Neem, Tagetus, Aegle and take them to the city in huge
numbers for earning money in the festivals.
ConclusionThe people need to be made aware of the scientific reason behind the use of these plants in
those festivals. Also once people know the real purpose behind the use of the plants they might stop
the indiscriminate cutting and uprooting of these plants. Also the need of the times is that some
plants whose population is getting diminished need to be planted in the festivals through mass
plantation drives instead of offering them in temples and so that they will be available for future
generations as well.
References
[1] Cooke T., 1901, The Flora of Bombay Presidency Vol.I-III,Botanical survey of India,Calcutta.

[2] Religious texts used in festivals
[3] Survey conducted with the people of Kharshi village.

FUTURE COURSE OF ACTIONThe scientific basis behind the use of the plants will be investigated by intensive interviews
and referring to ancient texts. Apart from the major festivals, the use of plants in traditions and
festivals of local nature will also be studied, for e.g., Shravan somvar, Ashadhi Ekadashi, etc. Once
the scientific basis is known the plants which need conservation would be identified and plantation
drives of the college will be suggested to include those plants.
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Abstract
Now a days wild vegetables are not in the dish of everyone. The wild vegetables are rarely
eaten , mostly by tribels. Now a days we all eat authentic food and new vegetables from world wide
are seen in market, but the wild species are rarely seen. This paper gives the idea about the
significance of nutrient values in wild vegetables which should be eaten by everyone and include in
our diet.
Keywords –
Wild vegetables, Health, nutrient values.
Introduction
We have all heard the pronouncing FOOD IS REMEDY. Due to their inherent medicinal and
healing properties for the human body. Wild edible plants constitute an important source of the
dietary habit of tribal and villagers living in and around the forests. In modern agriculture ,they can
be used for the development of varieties. Presently the world is dealing with the health issues like
diabetes, cancer, blood pressure and so on . Along with the regularly used vegetable the wild edible
species should be included. As they are good sources of vitamins and minerals as well as cheaper in
the cost. Farmer don‘t have to do much efforts to grow this vegetables and without use of any
chemical fertilizers. Therefore the wild edible species can play important role in maintaining the
health. Also fulfill the demand of nutrition in upcoming generations. But unfortunately these
knowledge is restricted upto the old peoples only. The species are becoming endangered and
vanished . Its a time now to again introduce these varities in the market and utilize them daily in our
food. The present investigation will help to develop the wild species. For domestication in
agriculture which will provide a income source for People .
Material and methodos
The survey was done in the Mahagaon and kameri village, from district Satara. Intensive
field survey with the help of village heads and person who has knowledge of wild vegetables and
fruits were undertaken for collection and to record their uses. The information regarding the plants
were taken like, local names, its medicinal values, recipes , availability period was collected. The
information collected were recorded in a data sheet following standard ethanobotanical method Flora
of Kolhapur.
Result and discussionThe Present paper will help in signifying the nutrient values and uses of wild vegetables.
Listing of the species in tabular form Sr Botanical
.
Name
n
o.
1 Colocasia
esculenta

Comm
on
Name

Family

Season

Nutrient
Values

alu

Araceae

It the
Perennial
plant

It is rich in The people
source
of munda tribe
vitamin A,B ,
use it a
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β-carotene
and
minerals
like
iron
,
calcium,
magnesium

remedy on
bodyache.
After cooking
It is effective
on nervine
Tonic
These vegetable It was used as
is rich source of washing agent
Salicylic acid, , itching of
vanllic acid,2- eyes and also
effective on
methyl
resorcinol
kidney and
liver diseases.

2

Launaea
Procumbens

Pathri

Asteracea

Specifica
lly
Grows in
Summer
season

3

Moringa
olifera

Drumst
ick
Leaves

Moringacea
e

It contain
vitamin A,
B , Minerals
like ion, calcium
zinc

Very effective
On cancer and
Diabetes .
Previously it
was known as
Tree Of Life.

4

Hibiscus
sabdraiffa

Ambad
a

Malvaceae

Excellent source
of
Vitamins B,
C and
maintain
low
homocysteine
Level.
Also
contain 68.7%
of carbohydrates

The chakma
Community
People used
these plant
to cure
cardiac and
nerves disease.

5

Amaranthus
spinosus

Katema
th

Amaranthan
ceae

It
is
annual
plant
grows
yearround in
every
climate
It
is
annual
Plant
which
grows
in
tropical
and sub
tropical
climate
It grows
in
all
seasons

Rich in source
of
Micronutrients
and
Minerals.

6

Amaranthus
viridae

Tandali

Amaranthan
ceae

7

Celosia

Kurdu

Amaranthan

This
plant
like
a
weed
grows in
all
seasons
It
is

It contain high
concentration of
minerals
like
copper and iron
, protein-2.11%,
carbohydrates 7.67%
It contain high

Smooth part of
leaves are applied
to skin, boiled
leaves
are
effective
on
jaundice.
Used to reduce
labour pain, act as
antipyretic, antiinflammatory.
Respiratory tract
infection can be
reduced.
Plant is widely
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used to treat
diseases
like
diarrhea, itching,
inflammation,
fever,
wounds,
etc.
8 Portulaca
Ghol
Portulacace
It is medicinally
oleracoa
ae
important weed
and wild species
used to control
high
blood
pressure, the plant
have anticancer
properties
also
beneficial
for
weight loss.
In the present investigation we recorded eight plants which are easily available to everyone.
The plant parts of various species are utilized for various purposes. Out of 17,000 documented
species, one third species are of economic use ( Chandel , 1997). Wild edible plants are still eaten by
a large section of the universal population and ensure both cheap food and nutritional security.
Bhogaonkar et.al (2010) recorded some edible plants from Melghat forest Maharashtra. Marathe
(2012) studied wild edible plant esources from Thane district. Deshpande et.al (2019) studied some
of the wild plants which are utlilized as food from Satara district. We tested this an Indian
perspective specifically in Satara district from Maharashtra, where an enormous diversity of such
plants constitute a significant part of the rural diet and their acceptance has been high. In this study
,we evaluated this diversity of wild edible plants and the importance of species based on the suitable
season, use and nutritional significance.
argentia

1. Celosia argentea

ceae

annual
plant
mostly
grows in
rainy
season
Mostly it
grows in
summer
season

2. Moringa oliferea
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amount
of
minerals
like
iron, calcium,
sodium . also
contain
βCarotene.
Plant
contain
antioxidant
values ,omega-3
, fatty acid,
antibacterial
properties,
minerals
like
calcium
and
iron.

3. Amaranthus spinosus
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4. Hibiscus sabdraiffa

6. Amaranthus viridis

7. Launaea procumbens

5.Colocasia esculenta

8. Portulaeca oleracoa

4.ConclusionFrom the survey the value of nutrients and resources were gathered. It is helpful to know the
economic value of these all wild vegetables to many people.
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Abstract
Biomedical Waste (BMW) can be defined as any squander, which is caused during
identification of any illness, rehabilitation or flu shot of human beings or animals, or during any
existing research activities thereto, or in the production or testing of biologicals. There is grievous
impact due to the waste that is generated by HealthCare facilities due to incongruous management of
waste not only on Community Health Care Workers but also on the environment. This HealthCare
facility at its core consists of solid and liquid which may or may not be infectious. It mainly consists
of four types: General, Infectious, Hazardous and Radioactive. It's not only legitimate inexorability
but also a social responsibility. This study bestows an exhaustive summary of India‘s current
scenario due to Biomedical Waste (BMW) and how pandemic (COVID-19) has affected the
environment, it‘s adverse effects and management.
Key Words:
Biomedical Waste, COVID-19, Healthcare, Management.
Introduction
Plenary activities of human beings beget more squander. This squander may be hazardous
and needs harmless discarding management. Biomedical Waste (BMW) is ineluctably generated by
the Healthcare industry. Biomedical Waste can generally be classified into four sets (Fig.1).
HealthCare services elicit such squander in institutes of research, clinics, health care teaching
institutes, sanatoriums, laboratories, blood banks, animal houses and veterinary institutes.
Irrespective of the place safety measures are to be taken for handling of Biomedical Waste. It is
necessary to be more cautious about handling of Biomedical Waste as improper management or
indecorous knowledge may lead to terrible ultimatum to human and animal health and also have a
major impact on the environment.
Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is an infectious disease caused by a newly discovered coronavirus.
Taking into consideration Biomedical Waste elicited by COVID-19 is the main topic of discussion.
The World Health Organization (WHO) recognized Coronavirus (COVID-19) as a pandemic on 11th
March 2020 as there was a fleeting increase in countries like Italy, South Korea, Iran, Japan etc., as
there was a sudden surge in the number of cases. The first case of (COVID-19) was found in Wuhan,
China transcended in China and outside China more quickly.
(Fig.1)Types of Biomedical Waste
COVID-19 a pandemic disease:
Biomedical Waste is an ultimatum to the public and environment especially in the lowermiddle income countries like India. Millions of people die each year because of diseases related to
unmanaged biomedical waste. Today (COVID-19) has caused outrageous Biomedical Waste which
has become a new measure peril to public health and the environment. Indecorous handling of
sanatorium waste might aggregate the spread of (SARS-CoV-2) to medical staff and people who
handle waste.
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In India despite the introduction of the medical waste management and processing rules in the year
2008 no safe system has yet been developed to manage Healthcare waste generated daily in clinics,
sanatoriums and households. Approximately 400000 informal waste collectors working in India are
at grave danger of getting infected by COVID because they work without adequate protection there
might be a serious risk of spreading (SARS-CoV-2) if used mask, gloves and other personal
protective equipment are not managed and disposed properly.
In India not far from 530 metric tons per day Biomedical Waste was generated before
(SARS-CoV-2). But taking into consideration today‘s scenario India is eliciting almost 18,006
tonnes of biomedical waste past four months. Maharashtra endowed the pinnacle of 3,587 tonnes of
biomedical waste, according to Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) data. Biomedical waste
generated across the country due to (COVID-19) in the month of September is at acme hitherto. The
data received from State Pollution Control Boards, all States and Union Territories have elicited
18,006 tonnes of biomedical waste related to COVID-19 which is gathered, treated and discarded by
198 common medical waste treatment facilities (CBWTFs.)
Effects of Biomedical Waste:
The pernicious ammunition from biomedical waste contaminates air, water and land which in
turn cause health issues to the townspeople. As well all are aware that biomedical waste consists of
sharps, blood products, any type of squander contaminated with feasibly infectious human blood,
body fluids, or blood components, pathological waste, carcasses, trace chemotherapy waste etc.
Hence segregation, treatment and discarding of such hazardous wastes is indispensable. There are
also various States laws applied for management of biomedical waste.
Improper segregation and discarding of biomedical waste is feasible to contaminate
groundwater which has the tendency to infect humans as well as animals. Indecorous and unscientific
discarding of biomedical waste alters the quality of soil near the site of dumping the waste. Various
contaminants may get mixed with the soil and may amend the chemistry and biological contents in
the ecosystem of soil. Biomedical waste also contaminates air as various hazardous pollutants are
released such as diethyl phthalate, decane, dodecane, octane, nonane, methenamine, cyclobutane,
carbon disulfide, and acetone diperoxide. The squander from sanatoriums is dumped in landfills,
biomedical waste needs to be properly contained to keep it away from birds, rodents, and stray
animals. If proper care is not taken is discarding biomedical waste it may cause hazardous diseases

Biomedical Waste

General

Infectious

Hazardous

Radioactive

like Lung infection, Parasitic infections, Skin infections, Spread of viral illnesses such as HIV,
Hepatitis B and C, Bacteremia ,Cholera, Tuberculosis,etc.COVID-19 biomedical waste includes PPE
kits, masks, shoe covers, gloves, human tissues, items contaminated with blood, body fluids like
dressings, plaster casts, cotton swabs, beddings contaminated with blood or body fluid, blood bags,
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needles, syringes etc., if not decomposed improper management can lead to severe ultimatum not
only to living beings but also the environment.
General biomedical waste includes syringes, needles, swabs, plasters and bandages. It also
includes blister packs and ampules. Infectious waste consists of pathogens (bacteria, viruses,
parasites, or fungi) in large quantities that it can enter the host. It is elicited by infectious agents,
squander from operation (body tissues, materials, instruments having come into contact with blood or
body fluids), fecal matter, urine, dressings of surgical wounds etc., to the infected patient are
classified under infectious biomedical waste. Hazardous biomedical waste consists of various severe
contagions such as HIV, hepatitis viruses, Tuberculosis, pneumonia, diarrhoea, tetanus, whooping
cough etc. spread due to biomedical waste. Radioactive waste consists of radioactive materials in
both determination and treatment process. It includes radiation therapy, nuclear section; which would
result in radioactive pathological waste of fecal and urine of patients. If any human is exposed to
radioactive elements in large amounts it may cause nausea, vomiting, hair loss, diarrhea,
hemorrhage, destruction of the intestinal lining, central nervous system damage, and death. It also
increases risk of cancer and DNA damage.
If we bear in mind the adverse effects of improper management only then we would focus to
work even harder to make proper management and cease its side effects on living beings and the
environment.
Methods of Management of Biomedical Waste
Each and every biomedical waste needs a different method of management as all biomedical
waste can‘t be discarded in the same way. There are various methods to manage biomedical waste.
Legal Management is one main method under rule 4(1) of Biomedical Waste Management Rules,
2016, it‘s the responsibility of the one who occupies it, should take all the needed steps to ensure that
biomedical waste is handled with caution so that it doesn‘t cause any adverse effect to living beings
and the environment according to the rules.
Different management methods include incineration, plasma pyrolysis, deep burial, autoclave
etc. Incineration includes high temperature, (850-1400 C). It's a dry oxidation process which
decreases organic and combustible waste into inorganic, incombustible matter. Plasma pyrolysis
method is a resistance of the ionized gas to the flow of other conductors which creates a high
temperature of 21000 Fahrenheit. These methods help in controlling the damage caused by BMW to
humans and the environment. These management techniques need to be set up by every HealthCare
Facilities so as to minimize risks caused due to biomedical waste.
Conclusion
If proper segregation methods of biomedical waste are taken into consideration it minimizes
the load of recycling and reusing. Harmless management of BMW is not only a legal need but also a
social responsibility. This paper is an overview of Biomedical Waste to highlight its effects on
human and animal health and also on the environment. Looking into current scenario of Global
Pandemic it is the responsibility of every civilian to use biomedical products wisely and also discard
in proper manner so as to avoid dreadful transmission if infections and diseases to other people and
also prevent contamination of environment.
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Abstract
In recent years, stem cell therapy has become a very promising and advanced scientific
research topic. They are characterized by the ability to renew themselves through mitotic cell
division and differentiating into a diverse range of specialized cell types. They are vital to the
development, growth, maintenance, and repair of our brains, bones, muscles, nerves, blood, skin, and
other organs .Stem cells are found in all of us, from the early stages of human development to the
end of life. Stem cell based treatments have been established as a clinical standard of care for some
conditions, such as hematopoietic stem cell transplants for leukemia and epithelial stem cell-based
treatments for burns and corneal disorders, the scope of potential stem cell-based therapies has
expanded in recent years due to advances in stem cell research.
Keywords: Stem cell, therapy, research, treatment etc.
Introduction
Stem cells have the ability to build every tissue in the human body, hence have great potential
for future therapeutic uses in tissue regeneration and repair. Stem cell research holds tremendous
promise for the development of novel therapies for many serious diseases and injuries. While stem
cell-based treatments have been established as a clinical standard of care for some conditions, such
as hematopoietic stem cell transplants for leukemia and epithelial stem cell-based treatments for
burns and corneal disorders, the scope of potential stem cell-based therapies has expanded in recent
years due to advances in stem cell research [6].
Stem cells can now be grown and transformed into specialized cells with characteristics
consistent with cells of various tissues such as muscles or nerves through cell culture. Highly plastic
adult stem cells from a variety of sources, including umbilical cord blood and bone marrow, are
routinely used in medical therapies. This review focuses on types of stem cells, their sources, stem
cell research and future aspects [1].
Materials and methods
The literature survey for the preparation of this review was carried out in research articles
written in English.
Stem cell:
A stem cell is a non-specialized, generic cell which can make exact copies of itself
indefinitely and can differentiate and produce specialized cells for the various tissues of the body
[10]. They are characterized by selfrenewal and potency i.e. the ability to renew themselves through
mitotic cell division and differentiating into a diverse range of specialized cell types [10]. They are
vital to the development, growth, maintenance, and repair of our brains, bones, muscles, nerves,
blood, skin, and other organs [4] .
Research on stem cells continues to advance knowledge about how an organism develops
from a single cell and how healthy cells replace damaged cells in adult organisms. Over the past
year, adult stem cells have been used either exclusively or in combination with other treatments to
achieve significant "healthcare benefits" for sufferers of the every tissue of human body [14] .
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Figure: Healthcare benefits for every tissue of human body.
Table 1 Classification of stem cells derived from various sources based on their differentiation
potential.
Types of stem Developmental potency
Examples
Cell
Totipotent
Ability to differentiate into all cell Zygote and the first few cells that
types and a functional organism
result from the division of the zygote
Pluripotent
Ability to differentiate into almost Embryonic stem cells and cells that
all cell types but cannot form a are derived from the mesoderm,
functional organism
endoderm, and ectoderm germ
layers that are formed in the
beginning stages of embryonic stem
cell differentiation.
Multipotent
Ability to differentiate into a Hematopoietic (adult) stem cells,
closely realted family of cells
MSCs, dental pulp stem cells, etc
Oligopotent
Ability to differentiate into a few Lymphoid (adult) or myeloid stem
cell types
cells
Unipotent
Ability to only produce cells of Muscle (adult) stem cells
their own type, but have the
property of self-renewal required
to be labeled a stem cell

Classification of stem cells on the basis of their sources:
The easiest way to categorize stem cells is by dividing them into two types: Early or
embryonic and mature or adult. Early stem cells, often called embryonic stem cells, are found in the
inner cell mass of a blastocyst after approximately five days of development. Mature stem cells are
found in specific mature body tissues as well as the umbilical cord and placenta after birth [7].
Embryonic stem cells:
Embryonic stem cells are self replicating pluripotent cells that are potentially immortal [9].
They are derived from embryos at a developmental stage before the time of implantation would
normally occur in the uterus [10]. The embryos from which human embryonic stem cells are derived
are typically four or five days old and are a hollow microscopic ball of cells called the blastocyst
[12].
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Adult stem cells:
Adult stem cells are undifferentiated totipotent or multipotent cells, found throughout the
body after embryonic development, that multiply by cell division to replenish dying cells and
regenerate damaged tissues. The primary roles of adult stem cells in a living organism are to
maintain and repair the tissue in which they are found.
Pluripotent stem cells:
Recently, a third type of stem cell, with properties similar to embryonic stem cells, has
emerged. Scientists have engineered these induced pluripotent stem cells (iPS cells) by manipulating
the expression of certain genes - 'reprogramming' somatic cells back to a pluripotent state [2&3].
Applications of stem cells:
The goal of any stem cell therapy is to repair a damaged tissue that can't heal itself. Ongoing
research on stem cell therapies gives hope to patients who would normally not receive treatment to
cure their disease but just to alleviate the symptoms of their chronic illness. Stem cell therapies
involve more than simply transplanting cells into the body and directing them to grow new, healthy
tissue.
Medical researchers anticipate that adult and embryonic stem cells will soon be able to treat
cancer, Type 1 diabetes mellitus, Parkinson's disease, Huntington's disease, Celiac Disease, cardiac
failure, muscle damage and neurological disorders, and many others [5].

Figure: Possible treatment by stem cells.
Conclusion
We conclude that ongoing research on stem cell therapies gives hope to patients who would
normally not receive treatment to cure their disease. Stem cells have a bright future for the
therapeutic world by promising stem cell therapy. We hope to see new horizon of therapeutics in the
form of bone marrow transplant, skin replacement, organ development, and replacement of lost
tissue such as hairs, tooth, retina and cochlear cells.
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Abstract
Tinospora Cordifolia and Azadirachta indica are important medicinal plants and have been
used in daily life for treatment of various diseases. The research work will focus on study of
antibacterialactivityofleavesandstemextractofT.CordifoliaandAzadirachtaindica(Neem)
againstE.coli(Gramnegative)andStaphylococcusaureus(Grampositive)organismsbyusing agar well
diffusion method.. Alsothe comparative study of antibacterial activity of T. Cordifolia creeped on
Azadirachta indica tree and on fencing can be done. The extract of T. Cordifolia creeped on
Azadirachta indica shows more effective antibacterial activity against test organisms than T.
Cordifolia a creeped-on fencing. This suggests that the host plant Azadirachta indica enhances
medicinal value of T. Cordifolia . So results support the traditional therapeutic uses of T. Cordifolia
and Azadirachta indica against variousdiseases.
Keywords –
Antimicrobial activity, Tinospora cordifolia, Azadirachta indica, pathogenic bacteria, leaf and
bark extract.
Introduction
Tinospora cordifolia commonly named as ―Gudichi‖ in Sanskrit While Azadirachta indica
has common name as ―Neem‖. Recently these plants are of great interest to researchers across the
globe because of its reported medicinal properties like anti-microbial, anti-inflammatory, antiallergic activities(3). These are the most valuable traditional Indian medicinal herbs and have been
used in 'Ayurvedic' preparations for the treatment of various diseases throughout the centuries.
Earlier studies on neem have shown its antibacterial role (1, 2). Neem leaves have antibacterial
properties and could be used for controlling airborne bacterial contamination in the residential
premise (3 ). The stem of Tinospora cordifolia is also one of the constituents of several Ayurvedic
preparations used in general debility, dyspepsia, fever and urinary diseases. Tinospora cordifolia
stem extract creping on Azadirachta indica has potential antimicrobial activity similar to that of neem
tree when compared to Tinospora cordifolia creepingon
fencing. This can explain that Tinospora cordifolia will gain some of the activities when they survive
on medicinal plants(5) .
Daybyday,bacterialpathogensbecomeresistanttotraditionalantibioticsastheyareacquiring
antibiotic resistant genes and create threats to human health. To solve this problem, combination of
plant extracts and antibiotics provide one of the best results in such direction.
Alsocombinationofextractsofstemandleavesandantibioticsareusedtodecreasesideeffect of allopathy
drugs and also used to increase sensitivity of plant extracts(7).The present study evaluates the
antibacterial activities of the stem and leaves extract of Tinospora cordifolia and Azadirachta indica
and also reports the comparative study of antibacterial activity of T. Cordifolia creeped on
Azadirachta indica tree and onfences.
Material and method
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Collection of plant materials:
Leaves and stems of both plants Tinospora cordifolia and Azadirachta indica (Neem)
will be collected andidentified.
Preparation of extract:
The plant materials will be collected and shade dried. These dried materials can be powdered
by using electrical grinder. The powdered material will be extracted by hydroalcoholic (2:8) using
maceration method reported by Nagaprashanthi Ch et al to get extract.
Test organisms:
Two test organisms E.coli and Staphylococcus aureus will be tested for antibacterial activity
of Tinospora cordifolia and Azadirachta indica.
Antibacterial activity:
The antibacterial activity of the hydroalcoholic extracts of Tinospora cordifolia and
Azadirachta indica can be determined by agar-well diffusion method. The test
bacteriacanbeculturedinanutrientbrothfor24hbeforeuse.ThenO.1mlofthestandardized cell suspensions
can be spread on the surface of sterile Mueller-Hinton agar. Sterile 4 mm
diameterofcorkborercanbeusedtoborewellsintotheMHagar.Approximately100µlofT. cordifolia (TC1
& TC2) and Azadirachta indica extracts will be introduced into the wells separately and can be
allowed to stand at 4 0 C for about 30 min and then will be incubated at 37°C. The plates will be
observed for zones of inhibition after 24 h and compared with Gentamycin at a concentration of
10mg/ml.
Result and Discussion
Many reports showed antimicrobial activity of Tinospora cordifolia and
Azadirachta indica stems and leaves extract against Gram positive (Staphylococcus
aureus) and Gram- negative (E.coli, Klebsiella pneumoniae ,Pseudomonas) bacteria(4).
Nagaprashanthi Ch et.al.reported results that revealed as the extracts of stem were
significantly effective against both Gram-positive and Gram-negative organisms when
compared to antibacterial activity of Gentamycin (Table 1).Larger zone of inhibition
were exhibited by Tinospora cordifolia creeped on Azadirachta indica than Tinospora
cordifolia creeped on fences. This results explained that the host plants Azadirachta
indica may incorporate the medicinal substances when Tinospora cordifolia survives
on neemplants.
Table :1 Anticacterial activity of hydro alcoholic stem extract of Tinospora
cordifolia (Nagaprashanthi.Ch et al /Int.J.PharmTech Res.2012,4(3))
Microorga
nism
Gram +ve /
Gram –ve

Contro
l

Staphylococ
cus aureus
Escherichia
coli
Klebsiella

04

T
C
1
14

04
04

Zone of
Inhibition (mm)
Test samples
TC
Gentamicin (10
2
mg/ml)
12

17

12

-

15

11

10

13
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pneumonia
Pseudomon
as sp

04

12

08

16

Antibacterial activity of leaf and bark extract of neem was evaluated
against both gram positive and negative bacteria. Leaf and bark extract of
Azadirachta indica showed more inhibition zone against Vibrio cholerae and
Bacillus subtilis, while E. coli and S. typhi are less susceptible to neem extract
(8).
Therefore, results of designed work are expected nearly as per in above
reports and will be obtained after performing the experiments.
Conclusion
It may be concluded from the different reports that Tinospora cordifolia and
Azadirachta indica stems and leaves extracts have potential antibacterial
activity(1,2,4). Also Tinospora cordifolia creping on Azadirachta indica reported
to
have
potential
antimicrobial
activity
similartothatofneemtreewhencomparedtoTinosporacordifoliacrepingonfencing(4).
This can explain that Tinospora cordifolia plant will gain some of the activities
when
they
survive
onmedicinalplants.Itisessentialthat
researchshouldcontinuetoisolateandpurifytheactive components of this natural
herb. Also these reported in vitro studies and such works must be followed by
toxicity test and in vivo tests to determine its therapeuticapplication.
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Abstract
Phosphorus is one of the significant elements acting as the nutrient for plant growth promotion.
After nitrogen, phosphorus is the second most essential element that plays a key role in many
biological processes.In nature 95%–99% of phosphorus is present in insoluble, immobilized, or
precipitated forms. Thus plants cannot easily absorb this phosphorus. Phosphate-solubilizing bacteria
convert unavailable forms of phosphate into available forms.. In order to meet the increasing demand
of P in the soil, many chemical fertilizers are used.Excess use of these chemicals has ruined soil
health, ecosystem and microbiota of soil. In order to contain this situation, use of PSB as a
bioinoculant is one of the eco friendly and effective strategies that can help in sustainable agricultural
practices.
Keywords –
Phosphate-solubilizing microorganisms, Organic acids, Phosphorus solubilization
Introduction
Phosphorus is the second most essential element that plays a key role in many biological
processes including respiration and photosynthesis,macromolecular biosynthesis, energy transfer, and
signal transduction . Phosphorus is one of the significant elements acting as the nutrient for plant
growth promotion. In nature 95%–99% of phosphorus is present in insoluble, immobilized, or
precipitated forms. Maximum amount of phosphorus is present in the insoluble form of mineral salts,
rock phosphate, tricalcium, dicalcium phosphate, hydroxyapatite, or organic compounds. Thus plants
cannot easily absorb this phosphorus. Phosphate only in the form of monobasic (H2PO4−) and dibasic
(HPO4−2) ions is absorbed by plants (5,6).In order to meet the increasing demand of P in the soil,
many chemical fertilizers are used.Excess use of these chemicals has ruined soil health, ecosystem and
microbiota of soil.(8) In order to contain this situation, use of Phosphate-solubilizing microorganisms
(PSM) as a bioinoculant is one of the eco friendly and effective strategies that can help in sustainable
agricultural practices (1,3,7).
Biogeochemical cycles are driven by microorganisms that are ubiquitous in nature. High numbers of
microbes are found in the plant rhizosphere. They are an integral part of nitrogen, carbon as also
phosphorus cycle. Thus microbes play an important role in nutrient cycling. Soil microorganisms that
are capable of solubilizing/mineralizing insoluble soil phosphate to release soluble P making it
available to plants are called Phosphate-solubilizing microorganisms (PSMs).
Present study concerns with isolation and screening of PSM from rhizospheric soil. Further field
experimentation is needed to check the efficiency of PSM. Such field experiments would enable
formulation of bioinoculants to be used as plant growth promoters thereby increasing crop yield
Phosphorus Solubilizing Microorganisms (PSM)
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Strains from bacterial genera (Bacillus, Pseudomonas, and Rhizobium), fungal genera
(Penicillium and Aspergillus), actinomycetes, and arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM)(1,5,6,7) are prominent
PSMs.
Various bacterial strains of Azotobacter , Bacillus , Burkholderia , Enterobacter, Erwinia ,
Kushneria , Paenibacillus , Ralstonia, Rhizobium , Rhodococcus, Serratia, Bradyrhizobium,
Salmonella, Sinomonas, and Thiobacillus solubilize and mineralise phosphorus.(1,5,6,7)
The microbial fungal strains of Achrothcium, Alternaria, Arthrobotrys, Aspergillus,
Cephalosporium, Cladosporium, Curvularia, Cunninghamella, Chaetomium, Fusarium, Glomus,
Helminthosporium, Micromonospora, Mortierella, Myrothecium, Oidiodendron, Paecilomyces,
Penicillium, Phoma, Pichia fermentans, Populospora, Pythium, Rhizoctonia, Rhizopus,
Saccharomyces, Schizosaccharomyces, Schwanniomyces, Sclerotium, Torula, Trichoderma, and
Yarrowia (1)(5)(6)(7) also function as PSMs.
Actinomycetes in the genera Actinomyces, Micromonospora, Streptomyces and algae (1,5,7) such as
cyanobacteria also show P solubilization activity.
Materials and methods Screening and
isolation of psms
For preliminary screening and isolation of potential PSM, rhizospheric soil was collected in
sterile plastic bags. One gram of soil was weighed and serially diluted. 0.1 ml or 1 ml of serially diluted
soil suspension was plated on on a sterilized Pikovskaya's (PVK) medium supplemented with insoluble
tricalcium phosphate (TCP)/hydroxyapatite as the only P source.
After incubation at appropriate temperature, colonies forming a clear halo zone around each
colony were screened as PSM. Pure cultures of such colonies were further processed for identification.
The solubilization index (SI), the ratio of total diameter, i.e., clearance zone and the colony
diameter is used to assess the P solubilizing ability of a particular PSM.
Following formula is used to determine the phosphate SI
SI = colony diameter + halozone diameterColony
diameter
Mechanism of P solubilization
Different strategies to convert unavailable forms of phosphate into available forms are
employed by Phosphate-solubilizing microorganisms (PSMs).
1. Lowering Soil pH
Lowering of soil pH by microbial production of organic acids or the release of protons is the
acids (e.g., carboxylic acid), which lowers the pH in the rhizosphere and thus release the bound forms
of phosphate.Organic acids that solubilize phosphates are primarily citric, lactic, gluconic, 2ketogluconic, oxalic, glyconic, acetic, malic, fumaric, succinic, tartaric, malonic, glutaric, propionic,
butyric, glyoxalic, and adipic acid.(5)
1. Chelation
PSM produces Organic and inorganic acids that dissolve the insoluble soil phosphates by
chelation of cations and competing with phosphate for adsorption sites in the soil. The hydroxyl and
carboxyl groups of the acids chelate the cations bound to phosphate and convert it into soluble forms
(5)(6). These acids may compete for fixation sites of Al and Fe insoluble oxides, on reacting with them,
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stabilize them, and are called ―chelates‖.
1. Mineralization
Through the process of mineralization Organic phosphate is transformed into utilizable form by
PSM (5). PSMs produce phosphatases like phytase that hydrolyze organic forms of phosphate
compounds, thereby releasing inorganic phosphorus that will be immobilized by plants. Alkaline and
acid phosphatases use organic phosphate as a substrate to convert it into inorganic form. Mixed
cultures of PSMs (Bacillus, Streptomyces, and Pseudomonas) are most effective in mineralizing
organic phosphate.
Result and Discussion
Phosphate-solubilizing microorganisms (PSMs) were isolated and screened from rhizospheric
soil.
Further investigation is needed for characterization and checking the potential of isolates
obtained.
Conclusion
Phosphate-solubilizing microorganisms (PSMs) isolated and screened from rhizospheric soil
may possess the potential to be applied in improving soil recovery and crop production.
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Abstract
Kass plateau has a unique characteristic which holds different ecological systems. Many
microorganisms and endemic, endangered plants and animals are found here. In the present study, soil
sample from kass plateau was collected during the rainy season. After collection of soil sample it was
analyzed by using physiochemical test electrical conductivity of the water collected from kass soil were
analyzed. The physicochemical study of soil is based on various parameters like total Organic Carbon,
Nitrogen (N), Phosphorus (P2O5), Potassium (K2O), pH and Conductivity. This study leads us to the
conclusion of the nutrient‘s quantity present in soil from kass plateau.
Keyword: kass soil, test, physiochemical test.
Introduction
Soil is the main region geology and biology meet. The land provide home to plant, animals as
well as microbes. Bacteria, fungi, protozoa, various are the native microbes of soil. Soil is a vital
component, medium of unconsolidated nutrients and materials, forms the life layer of plants. It is a basic
life support components of biosphere. The physicochemical study of parameters is important to
agricultural chemists for plants growth and soil management. The organism found in particular soil
depends upon the environmental factor such as, amount and type of nutrients, available moisture ,degree
of aeration , pH, temperature etc. soil microorganisms influence plant health, soil structure and soil
fertility. The physicochemical properties such as moisture content, specific gravity Nitrogen as a
fertilizer required for the growth of plant. Potassium is used for flowering purpose, it is also required for
building of protein, photosynthesis, fruit quality and reduction of diseases and phosphate is used for
growth of roots in plants. Calcium is an essential part of plant cell wall, which provides normal transport
and retention of other elements. Kass plateau famous for its rich diversity of flowers during the monsoon
.Many microorganisms and endemic, endangered plants and animals found at this place during rainy
months. The whole plateau covered by various coloured flowers more than 450 species was found.
Material and methods
I) Collection of sample:
The soil samples from kass plateau were collected during rainy season. Then the stored at 40c for further
use.
ii)Physiochemical analysis:
Soil sample were tested on soil testing laboratory to calculate the percentage of Nitrogen, Phosphorus,.
Also pH and electrical conductivity were checked.
OBJECTIVES
●To check the content of soil E.g. Nitrogen, phosphorous, potassium, pH, electrical conductivity.
Project was carried out by preferring Bergey‘s manual:
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Result and discussion
Physical chemical properties of soil samples was studied, all the samples are reddish brown in
colour and have pleasant smell. The pH of soil is one of the most important physiochemical parameters.
It affects mineral nutrients soil quality activity .The pH range of 6.9 to 8.0 has been recommended
optimum for plants growth, pH of soil samples shows variations.

The values are shown in respective table.
Sr.no

Test

Value

Result

1.

pH

6.9

Neutral

2.

Electrical conductivity

1.25

Neutral

3.

Nitrogen

313.6Kg/ha

High

4.

Phosphorus

20kg/ha

High

5.
Potassium
240kg/ha
High
Conclusion
The physiochemical study of parameters is important to agricultural chemists for plants growth
and soil Management. A physiochemical study from kass plateau that shows all the soil parameters
conductivity, pH % Electrical Conductivity N%, P%, K%. These studies give information about nature
of soil, Present nutrients in soil.
● The NPK Contain is high in kaas plateau.
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Abstract
Traditional synthetic techniques for silver nanoparticles synthesis involve toxic chemicals that are
harmful to humans as well as the environment. The green chemistry method for nanoparticle synthesis is
rapid, eco-friendly, and less toxic as compared to the traditional methods. In the present research, we
synthesized silver nanoparticles employing a green chemistry approach from Parthenium hysterophorus
leaf extract. The optimized parthenium silver nanoparticles (PrSNPs) had a mean particle size of 187.87
± 4.89 nm with a narrow size distribution of 0.226 ± 0.009 and surface charge −34 ± 3.12 mV,
respectively. The physicochemical characterization of optimized SNPs was done by Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC). Moreover, the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis indicates the spherical shape of
NPs with an average diameter of 20–25 nm. PrSNPs were investigated for in vitro antibacterial,
antifungal, anti-inflammatory, and antioxidant properties, and showed excellent profiles. The cytotoxic
activity was analyzed against two cancer cell lines, i.e., B16F10 and HepG2 for 24 h and 48 h. PrSNPs
proved to be an excellent anticancer agent. These PrSNPs were also employed for the treatment of
wastewater by monitoring the E. coli count, and it turned out to be reduced by 58%; hence these NPs
could be used for disinfecting water. Hence, we can propose that PrSNPs could be a suitable candidate
as an antimicrobial, antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, and antitumor agent for the treatment of several
ailments.
Keywords:
Silver nanoparticles, parthenium hysterophorus, green chemistry,
antimicrobial, antiinflammatory, antioxidant, cytotoxicity.
1.Introduction
Nanotechnology is emerging field of science which involves synthesis and applications of
nanoparticles.Metallic nanoparticles of Pb, Au, ZnO, Fe and Ag have applications in various
fields.Elemental silver and silver nanoparticles have many applications due to their unique optical,
electrical and medicinal properties. Nanoparticles are synthesized by physical, chemical and biological
method. Biological method involves the application of plant or microbial based enzymes for synthesis of
nanoparticles.
2.Material and Methods
1. Plant material- Congress weed was collected from Modern College campus and authenticated by
Dept. of Botany, Modern College-05.
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2. Synthesis of AgNp- 50ml of (4g/L) plant extract was added to10 mM AgNO3and incubated at 28oC
till color changes to dark brown. The AgNps were dried in ovenat 80oC.
3. Characterization- The AgNps were characterized by UV-Vis Spectroscopy,Scanning Electron
Microscopy(SEM), Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy(EDX), X-Ray Diffraction and Fourier
Transform Infrared) spectroscopy (FTIR).
4. Application- Antimicrobial activity of AgNp was studied by agar well diffusionassay against Bacillus
cereus, Klebsiellapneumoniae and E.coli.
2.1 Green synthesis of nanoparticles.
It is the synthesis of nanoparticles using plant extracts that reduce or eliminates use and/or
generation of hazardous substances. It is sustainable synthesis that prevents pollution by using reducing
properties and enzymes of plant extracts.
2.2 Significance of work:
1. Utilization of obnoxious Congress weed.
2. Green synthesis of silver nanoparticles is economic.
3. The by-products are non toxic.
4. Effective method to control pollution .
5. Cleans up environment as weed is used in the process.
6. AgNps coated with plant based proteins have greater antimicrobial activity
2.3 Characteristics:
Parthenium hysterophorus is an obnoxious weed commonly known as the Congress weed. It is a
common invasive speciesin India, Australia and parts of Africa. P. hysterophorus invades all land
including farms, pastures and roadsides. In some areas, outbreaks have been almost epidemic affecting
crop production, livestock and human health. It can trigger allergies and is a common cause of pollen
allergy.In the present study, Congress weed is used for green synthesis of AgNps.
Result: UV-Vis
3.Result
UV-Vis spectrograph of colloidal solution of silver nanoparticles has been recorded as function
of a time. Absorption spectra of silver nanoparticles formed in the reaction media at 10 min has
absorbance peak at 474nm, broadening of peak indicated that the particles are polydispersed. TEM
micrograph of silver nanoparticles synthesized after10 min reaction kinetics having irregular shapes of
30 -80 nmwith average size of 50nm.The selected area electron diffraction pattern of silver nanoparticles
shows face centered cubic crystalline structure of silver with indexed different diffracting .
4.Antimicrobial activity :
The result for antimicrobial activity of silver nanoparticles are shown in table no 1 zone of
inhibition was observed with crude extract and different concentration (1 Mm,5 Mm ,10 Mm) of silver
nanoparticles against gram positive and negative Bacillus spp., pseudomona spp. bacteria . The
antibacterial activity of silver nanoparticles showed more activity at concentration 1Mm, 5Mm,10Mm
than other microorganism.
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Preparation

2 ml extract +100 of 1mM
silver

Bacillus spp.

2 ml extract+100 of 1mM
silver

Pseudomonas spp.

Zone of inhibition (mm)
Extract
By
BY
AgNO3 AgNO3
8
19
21
9

13

11

Table 1 : Antimicrobial activity.
1) Synthesis of AgNp
2) Characterisation of AgNp:

Fig. Plant extract
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Fig. Plant extract with AgNo3

a) Surface Plasmon resonance
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b) XRD

c) SEM.

C)EDX

4. Discussion
Reduction of silver ions present in the aqueous solution of silver complex during the reaction
with the ingredients present in the plant leaf extract observed by the UV-Vis spectroscopy revealed that
silver nanoparticles in the solution may be correlated with the UV-Vis spectra. As the Parthenium leaf
extract was mixed in the aqueous solution of the silver ion complex, it started to change color from
water color to yellowish brown (Fig.1); color was changed due to excitation of surface plasmon
vibrations, which indicated formation of silver nanoparticles21. UV-Vis spectroscopy is well known to
investigate shape and size controlled of nanoparticles. UV-Vis spectrograph of the colloidal solution of
silver nanoparticles has been recorded as a function of time by using a quartz cuvette with water.
5. Conclusion
Silver nanoparticles were synthesized using P. hysterophorus as observed by color change to
dark brown . AgNps were characterized by U.V spectrophotometer(470nm
peak), SEM, FTIR, XRD and EDX. The AgNps demonstrated antibacterial activity against gram
positive and negative bacteria.
Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) were successfully obtained from bioreduction of silver nitrate
solution by using neem leaves extract. AgNPs have been appropriately characterized using UV-
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Vsiblespectroscopy,stabilization properties of these AgNPs. Beside they also aided in plant germination.
Hence their stable nature and neem leaves also exhibits great antimicrobial activity againstample
bacteria cultures.theseAgNPs may be well utilized in industrial purpose and medical purpose.
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Abstract
The present work deals with study of hydro biological studies and diversity of phytoplanktons of
fresh water bodies from Satara city. Hydro biology deals with physico chemical factors such as
temperature, hardness, calcium, pH and turbidity of water. Comparative study of two local water bodies
in Satara, Mangalwar Tale and Jalmandir Tale was done. Six genera of phytoplanktons were reported
from water bodies under study. From study, it was concluded that phytoplanktons has a crucial role in
determination of physicochemical properties of water bodies.
Keywords:
Phytoplankton diversity, Mangalwar tale, Jalmandir Tale, Physico chemical analysis
Introduction
Plankton is an important component of ecosystem, which responds to ecosystem alterations
rather rapidly. It is due to the fact that planktonic organisms play a key role in the turnover of organic
matter and energy through the ecosystem. (Elena Litchman et., al., 2015) The phytoplankton is
microscopic algae suspended in water whose movements are less dependent on currents. They include
micro and macroscopic suspended or free floating non motile or motile unicellular colonial or
filamentous algae. They are ecologically significant as they form the basic link in the food chain of all
aquatic animals.
Planktonic organisms are known to react to different types of water pollution (Asha et al., 2015).
This reaction is very rapid because of relatively short lifetime and high reproduction rates of the
organisms. Since the phytoplankton plays a key role of primary producer in aquatic environment, it is
the first component in the trophic tier affected by pollution. They provide a crucial source of food to
aquatic organisms such as fish and crustacean (Brierley 2017). They are found in all types of water as
their presence or absence in water indicates the quality of water. They have played an important role for
environment management as soil conditioners, Biofertilizers, bio indicators, biomointers, feed for
animal, rehabilitators of degraded ecosystem through bio absorption of pollutants (Yusuf 2020).
Material and methods
Two fresh water bodies were selected from study area, Mangalwar tale and Jalmandir tale, from
Satara city. The water from these reservoirs is used for drinking, domestic purpose, irrigation, power
generation and aquaculture practices. Phytoplankton samples were collected with plankton net. Samples
were preserved by using 0.4 ml of formalin in 50 ml sample collected after filtration of 50 liters of
water. The phytoplankton was studied under the microscope and micrographs were taken using Nikon L20 camera. Identification of phytoplanktons was done using Phytoplankton Identification Manual of
National Institute of Oceanography, Dona Paula, Goa.
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The water samples were brought to the laboratory in the month of January and February 2020 for
physico-chemical analysis in separate plastic cans. Physics-chemical parameters (such as Temperature,
Hardness, pH, Turbidity) were studied by following APHA, (1992), Trivedy and Goel, (1986).
Result and discussion
The Physico-Chemical Parameters of the reservoir showed mean monthly variations. From the
observations, it was clear that hardness is more in Mangalwar tale water sample than Jalmandir tale
water sample. Similar trend was recorded in case of turbidity. However, in case of pH, water in
Jalmandir has more alkaline pH than that of water in Mangalwar tale (Table 1)
Total six species of phytoplanktons were recorded form both water samples. Navicula sps.,
Fragilaria sps., and Aphanizomenon sps. are common in both water bodies. (Table 2).
Several studies on the phytoplankton distribution with availability of light reported by Indian
researchers (Singh and Sharma, 2012), physical, chemical and biological qualities (Zafar, 1986;
Munawar, 1974) in freshwater lakes. Two lakes of Mysore city in India were correlated by Mahadev and
Hosmani., (2002) with respect to Langliers index and phytoplankton. According to them absence of
Desmids is an indication of heavy pollution in water. The study by Izaguirre et al., (2004) revealed
presence of many small autotrophic green algae, accompanied by many flagellates of the classes
Cryptophyceae, Euglenophyceae and Dinophyceae in a wetland in South America.

Sr. No.

Localities
Mangalwar Tale
Jalmandir Tale
Month of water sample collection
Jan 2020 Feb
Jan
Feb
2020
2020
2020
1
Hardness (mgCaCo3/lit)
238.6
239.0
232.0
233.2
o
2
Temperature ( c)
33
36
31
34
3
Turbidity (Feet)
4.5
4.5
2.5
2.6
4
pH
7.8
7.9
8.0
8.2
Table 1 Physico chemical properties of water bodies form study area
Sr.
Phytoplankton sp.
Mangalwar tale
Jalmandir tale
No.
i
Navicula sp.
++
++
ii
Gyrosigma sp.
++
-iii
Fragilaria sp.
++
++
iv
v
vi

Parameters

Sardine eggs
++
-Aphanizomenon sp.
++
++
Melosira sp.
-++
Table 2 Diversity in phytoplanktons in water bodies from study area

Conclusion
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From this experiment it is concluded that there is diversity of phytoplanktons in water bodies and
phytoplanktons play important role in environment.
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Abstract
Fruit and vegetable get attacked by pests and disease during their production andstorage. Farmers
used fertilizer and pesticides in order to reduce the loss caused by disease and also maintain the quality.
Farmers used the pesticides in higher amount. However, these pesticides remain on the fruits and
vegetables in the form of residue. These pesticidal residue is causing harmful effect on human beings
and environment. We have chosen this project because India is an agricultural country, but due to
atmospheric changes and tremendous use of pestisides affecting human life and nature. Therefore in the
present study the efforts where taken to detect pesticidal residue on some fruits and vegetables.
Farmers are not aware of all this. However, through this project, will try to bring awareness by advising
the farmers and we will advise them on organic farming
Keywards:
Pesticides , Grapes , HPLC.
Introduction
In human dietfruits and vegetable are important components as they are source of essential
ingredients like minerals, vitamins, proteins and fibres etc. However fruits and vegetables get attacked
by pests and diseases during their production and storage. In order to reduce the loss and maintain the
quality of fruits and vegetables, several pesticides are used. Day by day use of pesticides is increased.
Surveys and monitoring programmes of pesticide residue in food chain have been carried out for over
two decades in many developed countries such as United State of America (Luke et al.,1988). Britain
(Egan and Weston ,1977).However these pesticides remain on the fruits and vegetables in the form of
residues. After the consumption of such fruits and vegetables with pesticidal residue are found to be
harmful and causing hazardous effects. Some of the diseases like Asthma,Cancer,
respiratory,paralyticeffects, Intestinal disease are found to be due to consumption of such fruits and
vegetables.
Among the different pesticides known, organochlorine pesticides are extensively used by
farmers. However, because of their highly toxic and persistent nature, their residue still appear as
pollutant in food as well as in the environment (Bempah et al., 2011) The level of these residues can be
below the Maximum Residual Limit ( MRL) if Good Agricultural Practices(GAP)were used. The
presence of residues with level exceeding MRL's show to be interpreted as violation of GAP.In these
work we are going to detect pesticidal residue from fruits and vegetables using particular techniques.
Material and method
1) Study region:-field from Miraj, Bedag, Sangli, KasbeDigraj, Astha villages selected for the study.
2) Field Visit: - Visit the field and collect the fruits and vegetables from different fields.
3) Field Note: - Frequent visit will be arranged for the screening of fruits and vegetables After field
visit, record the name of area, names of fruits and vegetables, name of farmer and collect the data
of farming.
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4) Pesticidal Data:- Data will be collected by interacting with farmers and providing questionaries, and
collect the information about the pesticides used for fruits and vegetables in field. They use
fertilizers and pesticides such as:
List Of Fertilizers:
•Main Or Primary Fertilizers: Nitrogen,Phosphorus, Potassium
•Secondary Nutrients: Calcium,Magnesium,Sulphur
•Micronutrients: Zinc Sulphate,Ferrous, Manganese,Copper, Molybdenum, Boron
Fertilizers Grade: N:P:K ,19:19:19, 12:61:00,00:52:34, 13:40:13, 00:00:50 etc
Pesticides:
A. Fungicides: Azoxystrobin, Benomyl, Captan, Carbendazim, Cymoxanil, Difenoconazole, Flusilazole,
Fosetyl-Al, Hexaconazole, Iprovalicarb, Mandipropamid, Metalaxyl And Metalaxyl-M,
Myclobutanil, Picoxystrobin, Propiconazole, Pyraclostrobin, Thiophanate methyl
B.Insecticides: Abamectin, Acephate, Acetamiprid ®, Azadirachtin, Chlorpyrifos, Cypermethrin,
Dichlorvos, Dicofol, Difenoconazole, Dimethoate, Fipronil, Imidacloprid, Indoxacarb, LambdaCyhalothrin, Malathion, Methomyl, Monocrotophos, Phorate.
C. Herbicides: Glyphosate
D. Plant Growth Regulators:
1.Cytokinin- Chlormequat Chloride, Benzyl Adenine, (6BA)
2.Gibberellic Acid- GA3
3. Auxins- IAA, IBA, Naphthalic A
5)HPLC, Gas chromatography Method:- The extraction is collected from fruits and vegetables .To detect
the pesticidal residue from fruits and vegetables the HPLC and Gas chromatography technique
should be used.
Procedure:1kg sample was comminuted with vertical cutter and approximately 200 g subsample was
homogenize with probe blender. From the 200g homogenize subsample, 50g of subsample was transfer
to 15 ml Teflon tube. Add 15 mL 1% Acetic acid (HOAc) in MeCN,1.5 g anhydrous NaAc, 6g
anhydrous MgSo in 75 ul. Shake vigorously for 1minute and centrifuge at 1500 rcf for 1minute. The
transfer 1-8 ml solution to the test tube with 150 mg anhydrous MgSO4 and 50 mg primary secondary
amine (PSA) Sorbant per ml extract and shake for 30 second. Again centrifuge at 1500 rcf for 1minute.
Option A.—If 1 mL extracts are taken for dispersive-SPE in Step 8, prepare extracts for
concurrent LVI/GC/MS and LC/MS/MS analyses as given (if 2 mL extracts are taken for dispersiveSPE in Step 8, then double all volumes given). Transfer 500 mL final extract from dispersive-SPE tubes
to as vials for LVI/GC/MS. Add 50 mL TPP solution to all vials and 25 mL MeCN to test sample
extracts, QC spike, 0-standard, and reagent blank. For the 6 calibration standards, add 25 mL each of the
respective cal-standard mix to the appropriately labeled vials.Cap the vials, shake to mix, uncap the
vials, and transfer 150 mL aliquots to similarly labeled AS vials for LC/MS/MS.
Add formic acid solution in water to achieve the acid concentration and organic solvent
content at the initial LC mobile phase conditions (e.g., after transfer of 150 mL extract, then add 450 mL
of 6.7 mM formic acid in water to yield 25% MeCN in 5 mM formic acid aqueous solution). Cap the
vials, and conduct LVI/GC/MS and LC/MS/MSanalytical sequences according to H. (Note: Ensure that
the AS needle is set sufficiently low to uptake the relatively small volume contained in the AS vials.)
Option B.—
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If LVI is not available, then $8 mL of each extract must be taken for dispersive-SPE. Prepare
extracts for concurrent GC/MS and LC/MS/MS analysis as follows:
Transfer 250 mL MeCN extract from dispersive-SPE tube to AS vial for LC/MS/MS. Add 25
mL TPP solution to all vials and 12.5 mL MeCN to test sample extracts, QC spike, 0-standard, and
reagent blank. For the 6 calibration standards, add 12.5 mL each of the respective cal-standard mix to
the appropriate vials. Add formic acid solution in water to achieve the acid concentration and organic
solvent content at the initial LC mobile phase conditions (e.g., add 860 mL of 6.7 mM formic acid in
water to yield 25% MeCN in 5 mM formic acid aqueous solution).
For evaporation and solvent exchange to toluene for GC/MS analysis, transfer 4 mL MeCN
extracts to 10–15 mL graduated centrifuge tubes. Add 400 mL TPP solution and 1 mL toluene to all
tubes. Evaporate the extract in a Turbovap or N-Evap at 50°C and sufficient N2 flow until volume is
0.3–0.5 mL. For the 6 matrix-matched calibration standards, add 200 mL each of the respective calstandard mix-tol (in toluene) to the appropriate vials.
Add toluene to take the extract up to 1 mL and add anhydrous MgSO4 to reach the 0.2 mL
mark on the tube and swirl to rinse above the 6 mL mark. Centrifuge the tubes at >1500 rcf for 1 min
and transfer 0.6 mL of the final extracts to the appropriate AS vials for GC/MS analysis. Cap the vials,
and conduct GC/MS and LC/MS/MS analytical sequences (AOAC Official Method 2007.01 Pesticide
Residues in Foods by Acetonitrile Extraction and Partitioning with Magnesium Sulfate Gas
Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry and Liquid Chromatography/Tandem Mass Spectrometry First
Action 2007)
Observation Table :
Sr.
No

Parameter

Unit

value

Limit as per EU

1

2,4 D

Mg/kg

<0.01

0.10

2

Acephate

Mg/Kg

<0.01

<0.01

3

carbaryl

Mg/Kg

<0.01

<0.01

4

DDT

Mg/Kg

<0.01

<0.05

5

Dichlorvos

Mg/Kg

<0.01

<0.01

6

Chlorpyrifos

Mg/Kg

0.3313

<0.01

7

Chlormequat
Chloride

Mg/kg

0.0711

<0.05

8

Endrin

Mg/Kg

<0.01

<0.01

9

Glyphosate

Mg/Kg

<0.01

<0.50
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10

Quinalphos

Mg/Kg

<0.01

<0.01

Result and Discussion
In this project, the value of chlropyrifos and chlormequate chloride in the grape is higher than the
normal value.
These values are harmful the human beings, it causes diseases related to digestive track, respiratory
system, and cancer. It effects the nervous system of the human beings and causes paralytic effect, and it
is harmful to the animals and environment.These residue fruits affect the body when eaten by animals
and birds. Also those pesticides and chemicals affect the fertility of the soil. oSawareness against the
use of pesticides is important. (Marry CW, Egan SK, KimH, Beru N, Bolger L. (2008) US food and
drug Administration‘s Total Diet Study: dietary intake of perchlorate and iodine )
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

value
limit as per EU

0.1
0

Conclusion
The study of pesticidal residue on grape project has found residue of the chlorpyrifos and
chlormequate chloride which are harmful to human body and nature. Chlormequat Chloride is plant
growth hormone. It Inhibits cell elongation in plant. It causes harmful effects such as it affect on
nervous system. It Causes like respiratory irritation/burning, irritation to mouth, throat, nose; vomiting,
nausea.Chloropyrifos is Insecticide. Chlorpyrifos works by blocking an enzyme which controls
messages that travel between nerve cells. It causes harmful effects such as, exposure to small amounts
of chlorpyrifos can cause runny nose, tears, and increased saliva or drooling. People may sweat, and
develops headache, nausea, and dizziness. More serious exposures can cause vomiting, abdominal
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muscle cramps, muscle twitching, tremors and weakness, and loss of coordination. It acts on the nervous
systems of insects by inhibiting the acetylcholinesterase enzym.
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Abstract
Fishes are very sensitive to aquatic environmental changes so they are important bio-indicator for
monitoring the contamination of water bodies. Numerous organophosphate pesticides are widely used in
domestic, industrial and agricultural fields to protect the crops from various pest and diseases owing to
their high insecticidal property and low persistence in the environment. Pesticide exposure may also
fatal to many non-target organisms like fish where it hampers its health through impairment of
metabolism. Dichlorvos is an organophosphate insecticide and widely used in all fields. Present study
was aimed to detect the pesticide residue from different tissues of fish, Pungasius bocourti exposed to
organophosphate pesticide dichlorvos. In present study fishes were exposed to 1/10th ofLC50
concentration (20 ppm) of dichlorvos for 30 days (chronic). Accumulation of pesticide was also
observed in gill and liver of fish by HPLC method. Biotransformation and bioaccumulation of pesticide
and their residues in food chain can cause detrimental health effects on non-target organism.
Keywords: organophosphate pesticides, bioaccumulation, LC50, gill, liver
Introduction
With the increasing population, industrialization and revolution in science and technology,
human beings are continuously disturbing the delicate environmental balance in ecosystems. Toxic
chemicals are deliberately introduced into the environment including pesticides, heavy metals and
effluents. Now a days use of pesticides tremendously increased to control pests in agricultural, industrial
and domestic fields. In early decades organophosphorus pesticides are employed in medicine and
industry, because of their relatively low persistence due to biodegradability. Due to Unprecedented
growth in human population, pesticides now become a necessity of farmers to increase crop yield and
fulfill the requirement of sufficient amount of food. But, when chemicals, fertilizers and pesticides,
applied in the field, they affect on survival, growth, metabolism and reproduction on non-target
organisms.
The fish is a good indicator and highly sensitive in such ecosystem where the water gets
contaminated to toxic chemicals. Dichlorvos belong to widely used organophosphorus group of
pesticides. Its hazardous chemical has been known to accumulate in fish tissue and other edible
organisms have a chance to reach the predators like birds and man through food chain. Extensive
biochemical studies have been carried out on the effect of pesticide on fishes. Sing et al. evaluated effect
of cypermethrin on biochemical profile of the fish, C. fasciatus[1]similarlyTantarpale in tissues of C.
striatus exposed to cypermethrin[2],Vasantharaja et al. in fish, C. mrigala exposed to cypermethrin[3],
Magar and Dube in C. punctatus exposed malathion[4],Shaikh and Gautam in H. fossilis exposed to
nuvan[5], Justin and Josef in O. mossambicus exposed to acetamipride[6]. Alterations in biochemical
parameters and metabolism indicated the susceptibility of organ to pollutant followed by accumulation
of pesticides in tissues and altering their function. The alterations in fish tissues used as a biological
indicator for pollution with pesticides. So the present study was aimed to evaluate alterations in
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biochemical constituents and bioaccumulation of pesticide in liver and muscle of fresh water edible fish,
P. bocourti after exposure to potent insecticide dichlorvos.
Material and Method
I] Selection of fish –
In present research work the fresh water fish, Pungasius bocourti locally known as ‗Shengal‘
was selected keeping in mind this fish is sturdy, easy to handle and its availability throughout the year in
Kanher dam, Dist. Satara.
II] Selection of pesticide –
In present study organophosphate pesticides i.e. dichlorvos was used for toxicity testing against
the selected fish, which were purchased from local agro chemist shop.
III. Research Design and Research Methodology:
Fishes were divided in to two groups
i) Group I (control group) ii) Group II (experimental group)
1) Chronic toxicity:
For the chronic toxicity study 1/10th (2 ppm) value of LC50 concentrations (20 ppm) of pesticide
selected. The chronic toxicity experiment will be conducted for 30 days. After 30 days alive fishes will
be sacrificed and desired organs will be quickly excised to study the various parameters by employing
the methods for HPLC.
IV) Concentration of pesticide was determined by HPLC method [7].
Tissues extraction:
Gill and liver of the fishes exposed to LC50 concentration of pesticide. The tissue (1 gm) was
first minced with scissors and then homogenized in homogenizer acetonitrile (5 ml). The homogenate
was filtered through filter paper (Whatman No. 1) and the remnants of tissue were re-homogenised and
re-extracted twice with acetonitrile (5 × 2 ml) and filtered through above filter paper. The acetonitrile
filtrates were transferred to a clean, dry separator funnel and n-hexane was added to it (1:1). The mixture
was shaken vigorously for 2 min and allowed to settle (2 min) till the two phases were distinctly
separated. The lower acetonitrile phase was collected in another separator funnel and re-partitioned
twice with n-hexane. The acetonitrile phase was then collected in another conical flask and evaporated
to dryness using rotary vacuum evaporator. Final volume was made to 1 ml with acetonitrile (HPLC
grade). The sample was filtered through 0.20μ membrane filter before injection to HPLC.
Mobile phase: Acetonitrile and Water (90:10). Column: 5μ Luna C18 (2); 250 × 4.6 mm (RP). Wave
length: 270 nm, Retention time: 20 min. Standard and sample (20 μl each) were injected by Hamilton
Syringe into the injector port of liquid chromatography. The concentration of dichlorvos in tissue was
calculated using the following equation:
Residue of dichlorvos in tissues (μg/gm) = a2 × v2 × C/ a1× g
a1=area of standard chromatogram
a2=area of sample chromatogram
V2=Final volume of sample after processing (ml)
V1=Volume of plasma and urine taken for processing (ml)
C=concentration of standard
g=amount of tissue taken for processing.
Result
HPLC Analysis:
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The presence of dichlorvos in liver and muscle in fishes exposed to LC50 concentration for 30
days was measured by HPLC. The chromatogram (graph 1, 2 and 3) showed a well resolved peak of
dichlorvos and the retention time was at 20 minutes under the operating condition of the separation and
quantification of dichlorvos by HPLC is better at wavelength of 270 nm with mobile phase of
acetonitrile and water (90:10 v/v).The concentration of dichlorvos in tissue was calculated using the
above (mention in method) formula. In present investigation the concentration of dichlorvos in gill was
22.61 µg/gm. of wet weight of tissue whereas concentration of dichlorvos in liver was 3.45 µg/gm. of
wet weight of tissue.

Graph 1: Typical Chromatogram of standard dichlorvos.

Graph 2: Typical Chromatogram of Gill in fishes exposed to dichlorvos.
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Graph 6: Typical Chromatogram of Liver in fishes exposed to dichlorvos.
Discussion
From earlier research it is understood that dichlorvos was stated to be producing biochemical,
metabolic and physiological stress in different tissues of fish but we cannot conclusively say like that
without any proof. Dichlorvos residue in water refers to its concentration that has remained in the water
after it has been added to water bodies. The presence of dichlorvos residue in water after 30 days similar
observation was made by Manjunatha et al., they stated that the amount of chlorpyrifos added to water
was 200 μg/L and it was remained in water up to the 96 hrs. but the concentration of chlorpyrifos was
decreased when time period was increased[8]. This phenomenon was supported by Saad et al., according
to them the organophosphorus compounds are quickly degradable in the aquatic environment[9].However
these compounds accumulates in the tissues and cells of the fishes and exerted their effects on the
biochemistry and physiology of them. The residue of the pesticide found in the gill and liver of the
present fish studied. Gill get intimate contact with toxic medium and might be the primary rout for the
uptake of water pollutants. However the liver serve as a storage organs for vast variety of nutrient.
Accumulation of this pesticide in the muscle and liver can also be as a result of detoxification
mechanisms and may originate from pesticides deposited in the aquatic environment. However, the liver
is the preferred organs for pesticides accumulation as could be deduced from the present study.
Accumulation of pesticides is the function of their respective membrane permeability and enzyme
system, which is highly species specific and because of this fact pesticides accumulated in tissues of the
fish[10].
Conclusion
The widespread use of pesticides in agricultural, domestic and industrial fields raise toxicological
and environmental problems resulting potential toxic effects in human and animals. The pesticide
intoxication might disturb the normal functioning of the cell with the alterations in the biochemical,
metabolic and physiological mechanism in fish. This may results in the mortality of fish on chronic or
acute exposure to the pesticide. The pesticide might be deposited in fish accidentally or by means of
contaminated water bodies with pesticide and it might lead to harmful effects in human being by
continuous consumption of those fish.
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Abstract
Pesticides have been commonly used in agriculture for gaining more yield from farm. Different
types of pesticides are used but commonly used are fungicide, insecticide, herbicide etc. Propiconazole
is a fungicides used to control fungus. Propiconazole is continual in environment causing risk to aquatic
biota. The present study was aimed to investigate the acute toxicity of Propiconazole fungicide on
freshwater fish Catla catla. The toxicity concentration of Propiconazole for 24 to 96 hrs was found to
be 12.6 and 8.2 mg L-1, respectively. The present study indicates that Propiconazole is harmful which
alters the behaviour, appearance of fish.
Keywords:- Propiconazole, Fungicide, Catla catla ,LC50.
Introduction
Fungicides are chemical compounds used to prevent the spread of fungi or plants in gardens and
crops, which cause serious damage in loss of yield. Fungicides can either be contact or systemic. A
contact fungicide sprayed on crops kills fungi on its surface; a systemic fungicide has to be absorbed by
the plant [2].
Propiconazole is a triazoles fungicide has caused drastic effect on aquatic biota such as thyroid
endocrine disruption, oxidative stress, toxicity in development and alteration in neurochemical
parameters.
Fish found to be good indicators of water contamination in aquatic systems because they occupy
different trophic levels. Fish respond to environmental toxic changes with adapting their metabolite
functions [5]. They are present virtually in all environments and many species have been found to be
susceptible to environmental pollutants [6]. The present study was designed to understand the acute
toxicity level in fish Catla catla with an exposure period of 24, 48, 72 and 96 hours.
Material & Method
Chemicals:
Propiconazole fungicide was purchased from commercial source.
Fish acclimatization:
The freshwater fish Catla catla size 10-12 cm and weight 8-9 g were brought from private fish
farm. Fishes were stored in aquarium and acclimatized to laboratory conditions for one week. Fish were
fed with groundnut oil cake and water was changed daily.
Toxicity testing:
Toxicity was performed by static bioassay renewal method. To find out the median lethal
concentration of Propiconazole for 24 to 96 hr plastic tubs of 20 litres capacity containing 10 litres of
water was taken and different concentration of fungicide was added. Simultaneously, tubs with 10 litres
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of water with 6 fishes were also kept for control. The median lethal concentration was taken when
concentration kills 50% of fishes for 24 and 96hr. LC50 was calculated by Finney Probit analysis
method [1].
Result and Discussion
The LC50 values for Propiconazole at 24 and 96hr were 12.6 and 8.2 mg L-1, respectively. The
observed data indicate that there was a decrease in LC50 values as the exposure period to Propiconazole
fungicide increased. It may be due to the resistance of the fish as the exposure period was increased.
Shrivastav et al, 2013 has observed that LC50 for the fungicide Propiconazole to the fish Clarius
batrachus was 45.6ppm. In silver catfish it was found to be 5.3 mg L-1[4]. Similarly, Christopher
reported that D. rerio is sensitive to Propiconazole it can cause more lethal effects on behavior of fish. In
the present study the changes in the LC50 value among different species may be due to the physic
chemical parameters of the water, size, sex and health condition of the fish.
Table 1. Effect of different concentrations of Propiconazole on the mortality of Catla catla.
Concentration
(ppm)

Percentage of mortality
(%)

10.0

0

12.5
22.6
26.5
28.0

25
50
75
100

120
100
80
60
Percentage of
mortality

40
20
0
10.0

12.5

22.6

26.5

28

Concentration in ppm

Fig. 1. Mortality of fish Catla catla against different concentrations of Propiconazole
Conclusion
The result of the present study shows that Propiconazole exerts more effect on fish and also show
quick and lethal response to the toxicant. Thus the use of Propiconazole should be properly and strictly
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controlled and regulated by appropriate legislation in order to prevent its bioaccumulation in the
environment, aquatic animals and ultimately to the human being.
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Abstract
16 isolates were obtain from the collected soil sample all 16 were processed for PHB granule
staining 4 of these isolated showed positive Phb granule staining. These isolates can act as potential
bioplastic producers after the extraction process.
KeyWords:Bioplstic, Biodegradable, Poly-hydroxybutyrate(PHB).
Introduction
Synthetic plastic it was produced first time by American Backer in 1909 (F Liu, J Li, 2019)
Production of synthetic plastic is the biggest invention of man and used in large amount in day today‘s
life (Sneha Bhat, Nichith K. R., 2017). About 4% of oil is directly consume to make plastic, and it
generate about 50 million tons of plastic waste per year(F Liu, J Li, 2019) Accumulation of non
biodegradable plastic in environment causes hazards, and recycling is the only way to reduce
accumulation (Jose M Luengo, Belen Garcia, 2003), (Anish Kumari Bhuwal, Gulab Singh,2013).
Million tons of plastic waste generated every year out of which 80% of plastic waste accumulating on
land surface, ocean, and shorelines. Accumulation in ocean shows death of thousands of marine animals
and millions of birds because of ingestion of plastic causes blocking their intestine and their feathers are
entangled in plastic bags. (Dr. Surjit Das, 2013). It is non-biodegradable material, it remains as it is for
thousands of year on earth surface, during the degradation process which potentially emits green house
gases like CO2 and CH4 (Swati Ojha and Sumeet Kapoor). To overcome these problems scientist and
researcher moves toward bioplastic synthesis. Bioplastic are Bio-based, biodegradable plastic which
synthesize by microorganisms in medium contain excess carbon source and in absence of single
nutrientlikenitrogen, sulphur, phosphate, iron, magnesium, potassium and oxygen intracellularly (Nur
Ceyhan and Guven Ozdemir), (Anish Kumari Bhuwal, Gulab Singh, 2013). They are water- insoluble
compounds and divided depending on the number of carbon atoms into long-chain length PHA (lclPHA), medium chain length PHA ( mcl-PHA) and short chain length poly-3- hydroxyalkanoate (PHA)
(scl-PHA) which including; Poly-3-hydroxybutyrate(PHB), Poly-3- hydroxyhexanoate(PHH), Poly-3hydroxyvalerate(PHV), Poly-3-hydroxydecanoate(PHD), Poly- 3-hydroxyoctanoate(PHO). PHB
producers are Alcaligenes eutrophus, Bacillus megaterium, Methylobacterium rhodesianum,
Pseudomonas putida etc. (Jose M Luengo, Belen Garcia, 2003). PHB and other bioplastics are
thermoplastics and have property of elasticity with melting point ranges from 40- 1800C, bioplastic
degrade completely in microbe rich environment within 5-6 weeks. After degradation only CO2 and
water is remain behind and it is used by plants during Photosynthesis (Nur Ceyhan and Guven
Ozdemir,.2011). They have low carbon footprint made from renewable resources and bioplastic
synthesis is energy efficient process than the synthetic plastic and emit less green house gasses they are
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able to minimize 80% of global warming (Swati Ojha and Sumeet Kapoor). Bioplastic used in
packaging material, catering products, toys industry, textile industry, to prepare bioplastic agricultural
film to reduce white pollution (F Liu, J Li,2019). PHB is immunologically compatible they are suitable
for medical applications like bone plates, nails, screw and the treatment of osteomyelitis (S. Kumarravel,
R..Hema, R. Lakshmi), (F Liu, J Li, 2019). Global bioplastic market increases rapidly about 20-25% per
year. It is increase from 1 billion US $ in 2007 to 10 Billion US $ in 2020. (F Liu, J Li, 2019). By 2017
report in more than50% of total bioplastic is produced in Asia. Japan is a leader in bioplastic production
and the USA and Latin America started investing in bioplastic (Swati Ojha and SumeetKapoor).
C/N ratio affects the PHB production by the organism. The ratio 20:1 was considered best ratio and
neutral pH is optimum pH for PHB production. Therefore from neutral soil many isolates of PHB
producers are obtain (Mohamed T. Shaaban, M. Attia 2012). Carbon source account for 70-80% of
total production cost due to which production cost is increases (Nur Ceyhan and Guven Ozdemir).
Production cost is higher than the traditional plastic to overcome this problem waste material and waste
water are used as a nutrient source (Anish Kumari Bhuwal et al,.2013). Around 695.7 million m3of
waste
water
generated
annually
from
cardboard
industry,
soitwasfirsttimeusedasnutrientsource.Tocheckbioplasticproductionbymore
specific stain, Sudan Black-B staining positive organism further checked by Nile blue-A
staining (Anish Kumri Bhuwal, Gulab Singh). Many studies discussed to increase a bioplastic
production by microorganisms using cheap energy source. Enterobacter aerogenes 12Bi
produce efficient bioplastic in domestic waste water medium up to 90% of dry cell weight.
Inclusion bodies are observes by TEM (Nur Ceyhan, Guven Ozdemir, 2011).
Many types of bacteria such as Bacillus spp, Pseudomonas spp, Cupriavidus spp,
Aerogenas spp are efficient to produce PHA, studied for their industrial uses (Dr. Surjit
Das.,2013). PHB producing bacteria Enterobacter aerogenes 12 Bi strain was designed which
produces 96.25% of PHB within 18 h in domestic waste water medium (Nur Ceyhan and Guven
Ozdemir,.2011). Higher PHB production requires high carbon source in medium (Nur Ceyhan
and Guven Ozdemir,.2011). Bioplastic mixed in conventional plastic contaminate the recycling
process. Density of bioplstic is higher if used in car increases a weight and also fuel
consumption. It is more expensive than petroleum based plastic ( MaximilianLackner).
Material
and
Methods
Sample
Collection
Sample was collected in sterile plastic bags from different places like garage, petrol
pumps, crop field to isolate PHB Producing bacteria.
Isolation of bacterial strains:Isolation of bacterial strain was carried out by serial dilution method. 1 gm of soil sample
collected from various places was added in 10 ml sterile distilled water mix vigorously, serial
dilutions (10-9-10-8) were made. Last three dilutions of each sample was plate on nutrient agar
medium by spread plate method, and incubated at 370C for 24 hours. Isolated colonies were
sub cultured on nutrient agar medium by streak plate method and after incubation stored at
40C. Further culture is maintained by sub-culturing.
Screening of isolated bacteria from production of PHB:Bacterial isolates were cultured for2-3 days at 370C on nutrient agar medium. The loop-
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full culture was taken on clean, glass slide and stained with Sudan black-B stain. PHB
producing bacteria stained with bluish black colour, non producers shows white colour. 4
bacterial isolate have ability to produce bioplastic.
Extraction and quantitative analysis:Hypochlorite-chloroform method
Selected isolates incubate in suitable medium at 370C for 3 day
After incubation centrifuge 10 ml of sample at 6000 rpm for
10min.
Discard the supernatant and pellet suspend in 5ml of 4% sodium hypochlorite add 5 ml of hot
chloroform and incubate at 370C for 1 hour.
After incubation, centrifuge suspension at 3000 rpm for 10 minutes.
Remove upper and middle part add 5 ml of hot chloroform and 5 ml of 1;1 mixture of ethanol:
acetone for precipitation of granules.
Precipitate allows evaporate at 300C, then measure weight of
PHB. This procedure processed further.
Result and Discussion
16 organisms were isolated from the soil sample after inoculation by spread plate
method on sterile nutrient agar medium and incubated at 370C for 24 hours.
16 organisms were stained for granule production by Sudan Black-B stain out of which
4 organisms produces large amount of PHB granule.
PHB granule staining is an important founding obtained after PHB granule staining.
PHB granules are key component in bioplastic production. We have successfully isolated 4
organisms after performing PHB staining. PHB is one of the potent substance leading to
bioplastic production after extraction process by hypochlorite-chloroform method. Wala‘a
ShawkatandN.H. Zaki collected soil sample and organic waste sample from areas near the AlMustansiriyhaUniversity, 28 bacterial isolates were obtained after incubation and out of which
five organisms shows high colour intensity after Sudan Black-B staining are efficient to
produce PHB granules. Soil sample collected by Christina Thapa and Pallavi Shakya, they
obtain 23 colonies and after staining with Sudan Black-B stain 7 organism shows ability to
produce high amount of PHB.

Pure culture was obtained on sterile nutrient agar medium
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Organism stained with Sudan Black-B stain.
Conclusion
Our isolated organism have potential to produce bioplastic. They show production of
PHB granule these organisms further proceeded for extraction by Hypochlorite-chloroform
method
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Abstract
Recent development in the field of nanotechnology leads to production of metal
nanoparticles by various methods. Among available methods, biological method is preferable
because of its certain advantages like ecofriendly nature, convenient method, generates non
toxic products. Copper nanoparticle has been found to be attention of the reseacher due to its
distinctive properties.. In recent, green synthesis of Cu nanoparticles was achieved by using
microorganisms, plant extract. The review focuses on collection of information related to green
synthesis of copper nanoparticle using plant extract. Ocimum sanctum (local name Tulsi) is a
traditional medicinal plant of India has a source of bio-reduction and stabilizers has
beenreported.
Key words: Cu nanoparticle, biosynthesis, Ocimum sanctum, extract
Introduction
Nanotechnology has attracted many researchers from various fields like biotechnology,
physics, chemistry, material sciences, engineering, medicine [3]. Since few decades ago, the
advance in nanoparticles technology have played a remarkable role in medical, pharmaceutical
and textile industries. Metal nanoparticles like silver, zinc and gold have been used as therapeutic
agents in medical institutes for some years. Transitional metal oxides such as CuO, TiO2, Fe3O4,
ZnO, and NiO. NPs have shown effective applications as advanced nano-substances in energy,
biomedical and environment fields of study. The strong adsorption capability exhibited by these
NPs significantly enhance their performance and applications[1].
Different physical and chemical approaches like microwave irradiation, thermal
decomposition, sol gel, colloidal thermal synthesis, sonochemical, hydrothermal, and quick
precipitation have been reported for the synthesis of CuONPs with desired morphologies
qualities [1]. These methods require labour-intensiveness, energy, intensive routes,expensive and
hazardous chemicals [1]. Hence, there is scope to develop new methods for the synthesis of
nanoparticles which should be required inexpensive reagent, less drastic reaction condition and
eco-friendly [3]. Although different methods exist for the synthesis of copper oxide
nanoparticles, most of the methods are inefficient, costly and generate toxic wastes to the
environment. Therefore, there arises need to develop an eco-friendly technique [2].
Green chemistry is advance method, its aim is to reduce the effect of damage caused to the
environment by manmade materials and the processes used to produce them [2].Records have
shown that there are increase in the shiftfrom the physical and chemical method of synthesizing
metal and metal oxide nanoparticles to the biological method termed biosynthesis or green
synthesis of nanoparticles. The biological approach of metal oxide nanoparticle synthesis focus
on the utilization of different biological agents like bacteria, fungi, algae, yeast and plant extracts,
as reducing agent for the synthesis of nanoparticles which support biocompatibility and largescale production [1]. Recently green synthesis of nanoparticles using plant such as Cassia
auriculata, Hibiscus rosasinenss, Calotropis gigantea, Ocimum sanctum and tea leaf have been
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reported. The presence of bioactive functional elements acts as reducing groups in green
chemistry[2].
Recently, several researchers had reported the biological activities of metal oxide
nanoparticles such copper oxide from which improved biological and photocatalytic activities
better than those obtained from metal nanoparticles have been reported. Copper (II) oxide has
been widely used for diverse applications like active electrode material for Li-ion batteries, field
emission emitters, heterogeneous catalysts, gas sensors and solar cells [2].
CuONPs showed exclusive anticancer, antimicrobial and antioxidant efficacy which renders
them a promising tool for biomedical applications [1]. In recent, green synthesis of Cu
nanoparticles was achieved by using microorganisms, plant extract. Ocimum sanctum (local
name Tulsi) is a traditional medicinal plant of India has a source of bio-reduction and stabilizers.
The constituent of Tulsi are alkaloids, glycosides, tannins, saponins and aromatic compounds. It
is used in the treatment of headaches, coughs, diarrhea, constipation, worts, worms and kidney
malfunctions [3].
It is well known that the copper has a wide activity against bacteria and fungi. In the last few
years, several organics copper complexes of Ni, Cu, and Co have been tested for their
antibacterial and antitumor properties. Their mode of action is probably the binding of amino
acids and metals ions, which is likely to leave some potential donors of free atoms and enhance
the biological activity. The antibacterial activity of copper nanoparticles is reported [4].
Materials and Methods
Many researchers have reported the various methods of synthesis of nanoparticles. Out of
that synthesis by biological method is ecofriendly. Recently use of various plant extracts for
synthesis of nanoparticles have been reported.
Ocimum sanctum leaves, Chemical reagents (CuSo4.5H20), Washed leaves have to be cut and
boil with 100 ml of deionized water for 15 min. Then the resulting product have to be filtered and
stored in refrigerator for furtherexperiments.
MethodologyFor Cu nanoparticles synthesis, 1 ml of Ocimum sanctum leaf extract was added to 100 ml
of1 mM aqueous CuSo4.5H2O solution in 250 ml Erlenmeyer flask. The flask was kept overnight
at R.T. The Cu nanoparticles solution thus obtained was purified by centrifugation at 12,000 RPM
for 15 min followed by dispersion of pellet in deionized water. Then the Cu nanoparticles were
dried at 80 degree Celsius. The formation of CuONPs occurs with an observable change in the
color of the extract when copper salt was added. Several studies have revealed that the
phytochemicals in the plant extracts first form complexes withtheiron salts and then reduce the
ions to form nanoparticles. The biomolecules in the plants extracts usually react with copper ion to
cause reduction which subsequently transform into CuONPs
Antimicrobial Test: The antimicrobial activity of the Cu nanoparticles was tested using the
standard micro dilution method, which determines the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC)
and the minimum bactericide concentration (MBC), leading to the inhibition of bacterial
growth. The strains tested were Escherichia coli, Escherichia faecalis and Staphylococcus
aureus. The bacterial concentration was standardized to an optical density of
0.2 at 568 nm (approximately 1 × 108 CFU/ml) using the McFarland scale.
Synthesis of copper nanoparticles
Nanoparticle synthesis in initial stage can be confirmed by colour change from blue colour
to brown colour (8). Intensity of colour change determined by using UV visible
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spectrophotometer for which wavelength of range used is 200-800nm. UV-visible spectroscopy
is a molecular spectroscopy that is based on Bouguer Lambert Beer law principle for its
operation. Copper nanoparticle shows UV visible absorption spectrum exhibited an absorption
band at 570-582nm(9)
X- rayDiffraction
According to scientific finding, XRD pattern of synthesized Cu nanoparticles using a leaf
extract of Ocimum sanctum is shown in Figure 3. The XRD pattern shows a high crystallinity

of Cu sample level with diffraction angles of 22.3°, 25.9°, 28.3° and 44.8°, which correspond to
the characteristic face centered cubic (FCC) of copper lines indexed at (111),(200), (210) and
(222), respectively. The diffraction angle observed at 21.1° is related to the tulsi leaf extract
medium. The size of the NPs obtained were estimated to be 77 nm using Debye- Scherrer
Equation, which may indicate a high surface area, and surface area to volume ratio of the Nanocrystals. The equation is writtenbelow:
d= Κλ/ β cos(θ)
Where K, known as Scherer‘s constant (shape factor), ranges from 0.9 to 1.0, λ is 1.5418 Å,
which is the wavelength of the X-Ray radiation source, β1/2 is the width of the XRD peak at
halfheight and θ is the Bragg angle.

FTIR

FTIR spectrophotometer operates in long wavelengths in order to identify different
functional groups associated with NPs.The FTIR spectrum of Cu nanoparticles is shown 1in Fig.
4.
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According to scientific findings, IR spectrum of Cu nanoparticles shows band at 3373 cm¹, 1635 cm-¹, 1516 cm-¹, 1376 cm-¹, 1198 cm-¹corresponds to O-H Stretching H-bonded
alcohols and phenols, carbonyl stretching, N-H bend primary amines, corresponds to C-N
stretching of the aromatic amino group and C-O stretching alcohols, ethers respectively(7)
FTIR spectrum of Cu nanoparticles suggested that Cu nanoparticles were surrounded by
different organic molecules such as terpenoids, alcohols, ketones, aldehydes and carboxylic
acid.

Above mentioned techniques can be employed in present study to characterize copper
nanoparticles.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, the review focuses on collection of information related to green synthesis of
copper nanoparticle using plant extract. Result can be concluded after successful experimentation
done. This is ecofriendly synthesis of Cu nanoparticles using leaf extract of Ocimum sanctum.
This method has merits over reported methods are easily available starting materials, inexpensive
and procedure is easy to carry out any laboratory use of toxic reagents is avoided and pollution
free.
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Abstract
The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of red, yellow green and blue colors and
ultra violet light on the growth characteristics, physiological parameters and plants height and
chlorophyll content of two plants, namely, maize and black- eyed pea. The blue light had shown the
positive effect on the growth of maize and black eyed pea, while, red, yellow and green light showed
the adversed effect on the growth of maize and black eyed pea. Similarly, it was also observed that
the ultra violet exposure of the given plantlets had adverse effect on growth and chlorophyll contents.
Studies on the synthesis of chlorophyll pigments A, B, C1, C2 and D compared to control have
shown that there was marginal increase in chlorophyll C1, C2 and D content in maize plant and
chlorophyll C1 of black eyed pea by exposing to green light. Similarly, the chlorophyll content A, B
and C1 was increased in black eyed pea by exposing to yellow light. The chlorophyll contents are
decreased significantly in maize as well as in black eyed pea by exposing the plantlets to red and
blue colors and ultraviolet lights.
Keyword: Visible light, ultra violet light, plant growth, maize, black- eyed pea,
Introduction
In photosynthesis the suns energy is converted to chemical energy by photosynthetic
organisms however, the various wavelengths in sunlight are not all used equally in photosynthesis.
Instead, photosynthetic organisms contain light-absorbing molecules called as pigment (W. Wang
and J. M. Lin. 1998, A. J. Mao and J. Wang, 2006). That absorb only specific wavelength of visible
light, while reflecting others. The set of wavelengths absorbed by a pigment is its absorption
spectrum. The order of colors in light arranged from shortest wavelength to longest wavelength is
called the visible spectrum of light (W. Wang and J. M. Lin, 1998, A. J. Mao and J. Wang, 2006
).Light is the main energy source for plant photosynthesis and is an environmental signal used to
trigger growth and structural differentiation in plant. In fact that light contains all of the colors of the
visible light spectrum, from red, blue, yellow, green. Each color has different wavelength. Light is
essential in a plants life and without light a plant cannot grow, reproduce or photosynthesize (W.
Wang, 1999, Y. J. Sheng and D. H. Chen, 2004). Plant utilizes the different colors found in visible
light to control different aspects of their growth. It is known fact that, the highest energy light is at
the purple or violet end of the color light spectrum. Purple and violet lights are of short wavelengths
and thus have lots of energy. At the other end of the spectrum red light has long wavelengths and
emits lower energy. Regardless of whether the color of the light is red or purple the plant absorb
some amount of energy from the light it is receiving. Green light is the least effective for plants
because they are themselves green due to the pigment Chlorophyll. Different color light helps to
plants for achieving different goals. Blue light, for example, helps encourage vegetative leaf growth.
Red light, when combined with blue, allows plants to flower. Cool fluorescent light is great for
cultivating plant growth indoors. Present investigation is about the effect of red, yellow, green and
blue color as well as ultra violet light on the growth characteristics, physiological parameters and
plants height of maize and black- eyed pea.
Objectives of this project are to study the effect of light on plant growth, to observed the growth
parameter of plant and to analyze the concentration of chlorophyll pigment.
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Fig. Color wavelength (nm)
Material and methods
Material:
Fluorescent tube of different colors, Medium size plastic glass, Seed (maize and black-eyed
pea), Soil, Ruler\ Tape, Acetone 90%, Vials, Micropipette, Spectrophotometer, Centrifuge.
Methods:
Fill each of the plastic cups 3\4 full with potting soil. Plant one-two maize and black-eyed pea
seed in each of the plastic cups. Plant 1\2 inch deep in the soil. Add 1\4 cup water to each cup. Place
the cups for 1-2 day of germination. Expose them from 2 feet distance to Red, Blue, Yellow, Green,
fluorescent tube and UV light. Observe the growth characteristics every alternate day. [0, 2, 4, 6, 8
and 10th day]. Collect and record the data: Height of the plant and Chlorophyll contents.
Chlorophyll Analysis:
Weigh leaves 0.5 gm. Crush leaves with 90% acetone in mortar and pestle. Extract and
centrifuge at 6000 rpm for 5 min and Collect the supernatant. Add the 0.5 ml of extract and make
volume to 5 ml with addition of acetone. Measure the sample absorbance in spectrophotometer at
wavelength 662, 642, 626, 629 and 710nm for Chlorophyll A, B, C1, C2 and D, respectively.
Observe the O.D. and illustrate the plot of the absorbance graph.
Result and discussion
In this experiment we have studied the effect of different light intensities on the growth of the
plant. The results have shown in the graphs. From the graph 2, it is evident that, compared to red
and green light, the growth rate of maize and blacked eyed pea under blue light was higher than the
control from 4th day onward till 10th day and showed increasing trend beyond 10th day. Similarly,
from the graphs 1 & 3 which show the effect of red and yellow light on the growth of maize and
black eyed pea, it is evident that both red as well as yellow lights are detrimental for the growth of
maize as well as black eyed pea from the day 2 compare to control.
Effect of chlorophyll contents on the exposure to green, yellow, red and blue light was also
studied on maize and black eyed pea. From the graph it is observed that, compared to control there is
marginal increase from O.D. 0.24 to 0.31, 0.51 to 0.71 and 0.15 to 0.21 in chlorophyll C1, C2 and D
content, respectively, in maize plant (graph 4) and from O.D. 0.31 to 0.39 in chlorophyll C1 of
black eyed pea (graph 5) by exposing to green light. Similarly, the chlorophyll content A, B & C1
were increased from 0.79 to 1.17, 0.565 to 0.99 and 0.20 to 0.31, respectively, in black eyed pea
(graph 5) by exposing to yellow light compared to control. The chlorophyll contents are decreased
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significantly in maize as well as in black eyed pea by exposing the plantlets to red, blue and
ultraviolet lights (graphs 4 & 5).
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blacked eyed pea plant
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Conclusion
In above study it was found that the blue light had significantly shown the good effect on the
growth of maize and black eyed pea, while, red, yellow and green light showed the adverse effect on
the growth of maize and black eyed pea. Studies on the abundance of chlorophyll pigment in leaves
revealed that the chlorophyll contents are decreased significantly in maize as well as in black eyed
pea by exposing the plantlets to red, blue and ultraviolet lights but showed enhanced effect by green
and yellow light.
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Abstract
The present study aimed at isolation characterization and evaluation of electricity generation
bacteria using cow dung. In this context, Soil contaminated with cow dung samples were collected from
Satara tahasil. A total of 3 distinct bacterial isolates were isolated from these samples by serial dilution
and plating on Sodium thioglycollate Agar medium. The bacterial Samples were processed for isolation
of facultative anaerobic organisms. Sodium thioglychollate medium was used for this purpose. Isolates
were further analyzed for their morphological characters and biochemical tests such as catalase, oxidase,
nitrate reduction and oxidative fermentative test. Isolates were tested for generation of electricity at 24
hour was 60µA, 110µA, and 25µA. respectively.
1. Introduction
The use of oil and gas, especially fuels, in last decade has accelerated and this triggers energy
crisis. But requirement o
f this basic need is fulfilled by paying high capital price. Taking a glimpse
of India we observe many villages which have not seen this basic commodity while many cities suffer
power cut. Microbial Fuel Cell (MFCs) are new technology also apply to treat and generate power from
mixtures as substrates, including animal waste, waste food and wastewater. MFCs consist of anode using
bacteria as a biocatalyst through the oxidation biodegradable substrate. Most MFCs have been operated
using anaerobic or facultative anaerobic bacteria which oxidize various substrate including glucose,
sewage sludge and petroleum hydrocarbons1. These bacteria can oxidize organic compounds to carbon
dioxide and transfer electron to the anode. Microorganism play important roles in anode chamber and
generate electrons, then electrons pass through an external circuit to the cathode to produce current2and
cathode with an electron acceptor compartment separated by membrane.3 The protons (H+) and electrons
(e-) are transferred from the anode chamber and combined in the cathode chamber to generate energy.
Microbial fuel cell are devices which convert the chemical energy to electrical energy by means
of electrochemically active bacterial decomposition. An electrochemically active bacterium develops
biofilm on the MFC electrode. A biofilm is an extracellular polymeric substance which immobilizes the
bacteria by providing greater opportunity for cell to cell contact and communication. The biofilm
producing bacteria include; Gram negative bacteria such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Geobacter
sulphurreducens and Gram positive bacteria like Clostridium acetobutulicum and Enterococcus
faecium4. and many others. Biofilms have capacity for Extracellular Electron Transfer (EET). For
extracellular electron transport, the bio electrochemical systems were taken into account. In this process,
electrons are pumped towards the electron acceptor outside the cell using direct or indirect mechanisms.
Construction of MFCs
A typical MFC consists of an anode chamber (anaerobic) and a cathode chamber (aerobic)
connected by Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) or agar salt bridge. The two chambers are built in an
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H shape configuration. In the H configuration the two chambers are connected by PVC pipes and filled
with agar and salt. Power generation can be affected by the surface area of the anode and the surface of
the membrane. Using ferric cyanide as the electron acceptor in the cathode chamber power density can
be increased. In the development of MFC identification of an electrode material is vital because it should
be durable, conductive and bio-compatible. Carbon electrode, carbon cloth or graphite belt can be the
material of choice for electrodes. Gold has been identified as a potential material for the MFC anode
development. It is highly conductive and can be vapour deposited. MFC using gold as the anode
material gave more reproducible results5. This circumstantial literature inspire us to isolate the organism
and construct the MFCs for generation of electricity
Objective:1) Isolation and screening of facultative anaerobic bacteria for Electricity Production.
2) Cultural Characteristics, Morphological characteristics, Biochemical tests
3) Construction of Microbial Fuel Cell setup.
4) Analysis of bioelectricity generation
2. Experimental Procedures
2.1 Collection of sample
Samples of buffalo dung were collected in sterile polythene bag and sterile glass bottle from
local agricultural farm Satara, Tahasil, Maharashtra.
2.2 Isolation and screening of facultative anaerobic bacteria for electricity
Production
Cow dung Sample was taken from agriculture farm and Serial dilution was carried out to obtain
6
10 dilution factor. 0.1 ml of appropriate serial dilution were plated with sodium thioglycollate agar
plates and incubated anaerobically at 300C for 48 hours.
After incubation, plates were observed for bacterial growth and distinct colonies were randomly
selected. Selected colonies were picked and repeatedly streaked on Thioglycollate agar plates until pure
cultures were obtained. The pure cultures were maintained on Thioglycollate agar plate at 5 0 C after
visible growth on the plate. The colony on the Thioglycollate agar plates were sub-cultured at two
weekly intervals.
2.3 Characterization of electricity generating bacterial isolates.
The isolates were further identified on the basis of cultural, morphological and biochemical
characteristics:1) Cultural Characteristics : Appearances of colonies on surface of sodium thioglychollate agar were
studied.
2) Morphological Characteristics: Gram nature of isolates was studied.
Biochemical Characteristics:
The isolates were subjected to following biochemical tests:Carbohydrates(sugar) test, urea
utilization test, H2S production test, Citrate utilization test, Nitrate test, oxidase test , Catalase test, M-R
test, V-P test, Indole production test, Coagulase test.
2.4 Microbial Fuel Cell setup
1) Inoculum development for MFC
Inoculum was developed by growing the highest electricity producing isolate in sterile sodium
thioglycollate broth which was incubated at 37 C. After 24 hrs the inoculums was inoculated in anode
chamber.
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2) MFC construction and operation
The H-shaped MFCs were fabricated with two beaker (500 mL) as chambers. The slat bridges
were prepared by filling boiledsodium chloride solution containing agar. The saltbridges were fixed to
the beaker with the aid of epoxy adhesive (MSeal,Pidilite Industries Ltd, Maharashtra, India.The
electrodes were inserted into respective chambers while circuitconnections were set with the copper
wires fixed into the drilledholes of the electrodes and sealed with epoxy resin to avoidcorrosion of
copper wire (Kim et al. 2002; Zou et al. 2007). This entire assembly was surface sterilizedwith 70%
ethanol and was exposed to UV rays for 30 minutes in laminar air flow before inoculation. Ammeter
wasconnected to the anode and cathode electrodes with copper wire to record the readings in micro
ampere.
The salt bridge was prepared by using 3% agar and 1M KCl, autoclaved at 15 psi for15 minutes.
Sterile sodium thioglycollate medium was added into anode chamber .Paraffin film was used to seal
anode chamber and maintain anaerobic conditionsin anode chamber. All operations were carried out at
room temperature (230 C - 370C) and at pH 7 for isolates. Readings were recorded after specific time
interval.
Result and Discussion
In this study we emphasized on bioelectricity generation by facultative anaerobic
microorganisms isolated from cow dung, soil. The isolates positive for oxidative as well as fermentative
test were selected for further studies.
MORPHOLOGICAL TESTSAfter studying cultural and morphological characteristics all isolates are actively motile, gram
negative, cocci shaped microorganism.
BIOCHEMICAL TESTSAfter observing the biochemical test results, isolates mainly use urea, hydrogen peroxide ,
citrate and nitrate.
After observing the carbohydrates test results, isolates mainly use Maltose, Lactose, Glucose
Summary
Microbial Fuel Cells (MFC) are devices that use bacterial metabolism to produce an electrical
potential from a wide range of organic substrates. The objective of this study was to generate electricity
with the help of facultative anaerobic bacteria using Microbial Fuel cell setup. We constructed a two
chamber MFC where salt bridge was used to connect the chambers. Samples of cow dung obtain from
local agriculture farm, Satara. Samples were processed For isolation of facultative anaerobic organisms.
Sodium thioglychollate medium was used for this purpose. Isolates were further analyzed for their
morphological characters and biochemical tests such as catalase, oxidase, nitrate reduction and oxidative
fermentative test. Isolates were tested for generation of bioelectricity, at specific time interval. After 24
hours, they showed optimum electricity generation.
Conclusion
The present study establishes the usage of cow dung as the organic fuel and its bacteria as
biocatalyst in the anode chamber along with sewage water as catholyte for the production of
bioelectricity in the fabricated MFCs. The study also recommends the further tuning of the technology
for the better usage of the waste towards the commercial utilization for the generation of alternate
energy to sustain the demand of future. The present study also indicates that buffalo dung bacteria might
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have electronic properties like C-type cytochromes (Kim et al. 2002) or conductive Nano-wires (Gorby
et al. 2006) on their cell membranes to generate profuse bioelectricity
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Result and Discussion
Table No. 1. Cultural and Morphological Characteristics:
Colony
IL 1
IL2
IL3
Characteristics
Colony Shape
Round
Round
Round
Elevation
Raised
Flat
Flat
Optical Property

Nontransferant

Opaque

Opaque

Size of colony

Large

Pin point

Small

Margin
Appearance
Colony Colour

Entire
Dull
Dark blue

Entire
Shiney
Light blue

Entire
Dull and Mucoid
Blue

Gram Staining

Gram negative

Gram negative

Gram negative

Bacterial Morphology

Cocci shaped

Cocci shaped

Cocci shaped

Motility

Actively motile

Actively motile

Actively motile

After studied cultural and morphological characteristics all isolates are actively motile, gram
negative, cocci shaped microorganism.
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Table No. 2. Biochemical Tests

Biochemical
Characteristics
Urea utilization test
H2S Production
Citrate utilization
Nitrate reduction
Oxidase test
Catalase test
M-R test
V-P test
Indole production

IL 1

IL 2

IL 3

Negative
Positive
Negative
Negative
Negative
Negative
Positive
Negative
Positive

Positive
Positive
Positive
Negative
Negative
Positive
Positive
Negative
Positive

Positive
Positive
Negative
Positive
Positive
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative

Table No. 3. Carbohydrates Test
Carbohydrate
Source

IL 1

IL 2

IL 3

Maltose

Negative

Positive

Positive

Lactose

Positive

Positive

Positive

Glucose

Positive

Positive

Positive

Sucrose

Negative

Positive

Negative

Fructose

Positive

Negative

Positive

Xylose

Negative

Negative

Negative

Mannitol

Positive

Positive

Positive

Galactos

Negative

Positive

Positive
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Isolates Electricity produces by
sodium Thioglycollate
broth (µA)

Electricity produces by
broth with organism
(µA)

Electricity
produces by
organism
(µA)

IL1

40

100

60

IL2

40

150

110

IL3

40

65

25

Table No. 4. Electricity produces after 24 hour
Representative Images

Control
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IL.1

IL.2
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IL.3
As per the picture at 24 hour time interval was in such way that electricity generated by broth
sodium thioglycollate without organism (control) was 40µA, at same the broth with IL No.1,IL No.2 and
IL.No.3 electricity producing organism was 100µA,150µA, and 65µA. respectively so result at 24 hour
the electricity produce by actual organism was 60µA,110µA, and 25µA. respectively
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Abstract
Securing network traffic has always been a must requirement for any network
application that employs insecure communication channel. The reason is to provide protection
for the transmitted data over the network against unauthorized disclosure and modification of
the messages between communicating parties. A key exchange protocol was introduced by
Deffie-Hellman. The purpose of the Deffie-Hellman protocol is to enable two parties to
securely exchange a session key which can then be used for next symmetric encryption of
messages. However, Deffie-Hellman itself does not authenticate the communicating entities.
In this paper, we present the concept Hellman key exchange. It is a method of securely
exchanging cryptosystem key over a public channel that is we exchange key between two
parties. The Deffie-Hellmankey exchange method allows two parties that have no prior
knowledge of each other to jointly establish a shared the secrete key over an insecure channel.
Key Words:
Cryptography, protocol,encryption, decryption, authenticated key exchange.
Introduction
The subject key exchange was one of the first issues addressed by a cryptographic
protocol. Cryptography is not concealing a message so that nobody can discover it yet out
rather to leave the message out in public manner that nobody can aside from the proposed
beneficiary comprehends the message. We investigate public key cryptography regarding the
Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol two clients unknown to one another can set up a
private however arbitrary key for their symmetric cryptosystem.It was first practical method
for setting up and a shared secret over an unsecured communication channel.
Material and Methods
Deffie-Hellman protocol work as follows:
 First they agree on a large prime p and an integer g with 2≤g≤p-2suchthat order of g
mod pis sufficiently high.
 The prime p and the primitive root g can be publically known.
 Now, Alice choose an integer a {0, 1, 2…, p-2} randomly. She compute A= mod p
and send result A to Bob. Bob choose an integer b {0, 1, 2… p-2} randomly. He
compute B= mod p and send the result B to Alice. To obtain the same secrete key
mod P =
mod p and Bob computes mod P =
mod p, then
Alice compute
common key
mod p.
Deffie-Hellman Key Exchange:
Bob and Alice know and have: P=23 (prime number)
And g=11(a generator)
Alice choose a secret random
number a=6

Bob choose a secret random
number b=5
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Alice computes: A=
A=

mod P,

B=

mod 23= 9

Alice receive B=5 from Bob

Secrete key, K=

K=

Bob computes: B=

mod P

mod P,

mod 23= 5

Bob receive A=9 from Alice

Secrete key, K=

mod 23=8

K=

mod P

mod 23=8

The common secrete key is 8
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Applications:
 Secure Socket Layer(SSL)SSL is a standard security technology for establishing encrypted links between a web
server and communication in which data transmitted remains encrypted.
 Secure ShellSSH is cryptography network protocol for operating network services securely over
an unsecured network.
 Internet Protocol SecurityInternet protocol security is a framework of open standard for ensuring private secure
communication over internet protocol networks through the use of cryptographic
security services.
 Public Key InfrastructurePublic key infrastructure in cryptography it is an arrangement that blinds public key
with respective identities of entities (like people and organizations)
Conclusion
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Our algorithm utilizes basic scientific ideas making execution simpler and in
addition avoidance from common attacks. This methodology for key distribution
gives off an impression of being one of the favored routines utilized as a part of
practice today.
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Abstract
In this paper we are trying our best to inspire students about mathematics. We can
calculate square of any given number ending with 5 by Vedic Mathematics quickly. Also we
can easily calculate the square root of given number cube roots of given number by using the
tricks of Vedic Mathematics. Therefore Vedic Mathematics is very beautiful gift that we get
from our Indian Ancestor.
Keywords: Sutras, curriculum, Indian Schools, Vedic Mathematics, Anurupya Sutra.
Introduction
India was the motherland of our race and Sanskrit the mother of Europe‘s languages.
Mathematics is one such division that involves thinking and mind is used at its best. In India
most of the students studying the conventional mathematics can solve problems that are
taught to them at school, but they are unable to solve the problems that are new and not
taught to them. Mathematics phobia commonly present in children‘s. According a new
generation it is very hard to solve complex mathematical problems orally as well as in
minimum time as compare to calculator. In Vedic system ‗difficult‘ problems or huge sums
can often be solved immediately by the Vedic method so we observe here that Vedic
mathematics helps to remove this phobia and it build up their self confidence.
What is Vedic Mathematics?
Vedic Mathematics is the name given to the ancient system of Indian Mathematics
which was rediscovered from the Vedas between 1911 and 1918 by Sri BharatiKrisnaTiethaji
(1884-1960). According to his research all of mathematics is based on sixteen Sutras. These
formulae describe the way the mind naturally works and are therefore a great help in directing
the students to the appropriate method of solution. The simplicity of Vedic Mathematics
means that calculations can be carried out mentally. This leads more creative, interested and
intelligent pupils. But the real beauty and effectiveness of Vedic Mathematics cannot be fully
appreciated without actually practising the system.
History of Vedic Mathematics:
Vedic Mathematics was not known to the world but with an increase of interest in
ancient Sanskrit text, the ancient Vedic Mathematics was rediscovered by Swami
BharatikrisnaTirthaji was a great scholar of Sanskrit, Mathematics, History and Philosophy.
His deep study and careful research had deciphered the great mathematical formulas known
as Sutras that were completely ignored as no one could relate these to mathematics. Vedic
Mathematics (1965) that is a pioneer work of Bharati Krishna Tirthaji, has technique of Vedic
Mathematics. It is considered as a first work towards Vedic Mathematics.
Importance of Vedic Mathematics in School:
The 16 Sutras of Vedic Mathematics
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1.EkadhikinaPurvena
(Corollary: Anurupyena
Meaning: By one more than the previous one
2. NikhilamNavatashcaramamDashatah
(Corollary: SisyateSesasamjanah)
Meaning: All from 9 and the last from 10
3. Urdhava-Tiryagbyaham
(Corollary:Adyamadyenantyamantyena)
Meaning: Vertically and creosswise
4. ParaavartyaYojayet
(corollary: KevalaihSaptakamGunyat)
Meaning: Transpose and adjust
5. ShunyamSaamyasamuccaye
(Corollary: Vestanam)
Meaning: When the sum is the same that sum is zero
6. (Anurupye) Shunyamanyat
(Corollary: YavadunamTavadunikrityaVargaYojayet)
Meaning: If one is in ratio, the other is zero
7.Sankalana-vyavakalanabhyam
(Corollary: YavadunamTavadunikrityaVargaYoget)
Meaning: By addition and by subtraction
8.Purunapuranabyham
(Corollary:Antyayordashake‘pi)
Meaning: By the completion or non-completion
9.Chalana-Kalanabyham
(Corollary: Antyayoreva)
Meaning: Difference and sSimilariries
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10. Yaavadunam
(Corollary: Samuccayagunitah)
Meaning: Whatever the extent of its deficiency
11. Vyashtisamanshtih
(Corollary:Lopanasthapanabhyam)
Meaning: Part and Whole
12. ShesanyankenaCharamena
(Corollary: Vilokanam)
Meaning: The remainders by the last digit
1.Sopaantyadvayamantyam
(Corollary: GunitasamuccayahSamuccayagunitah)
Meaning: The ultimate and twice the penultimate
2.EkanyunenaPurvena
(Corollary: Dhvajanka)
Meaning: By one less than the previous one
3.Gunitasamuchyah
(Corollary: Dwandwa Yoga)
Meaning: The product of the sum is equal to the sum of the product
4.Gunakasamuchyah
(Corollary: AdyamAntyamMadhyam)
Meaning: The factors of the sum is equal to the sum of the factorThe Sutra (formula)
EkadhikenaPurvena means: ―By one more than the previous one‖
Square of numbers ending in 5: Now we relate the sutras to the the ‗squaring of number
.Here the number is 25. We have to find the square of
ending in 5‘. Consider the example
25. For that, the last digit is 5 and the ‗previous, digit is 2. Hence, ‗one more than the
previous one, that is, 2+1=3. The Sutra, in this context, gives the procedure ‗to multiply the
previous digit 2 by one more than itself, that is, by 3‘. It becomes the L.H.S.(left hand side) of
the result is , that is 25. Thus
= (2x3)/25=625.
In the same way, we can find the value of
,
as
=3x(3+1)/25=3x4/25=1225;
=6x7/25=4225;
=10x11/25=11025;
=13x14/25=18225. Also we can apply this method to find the squares of many numbers
just like 15, 45, 85, 125, and 175.
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As we know about the squaring is multiplying a number by itself . Cubing also we can
define as multiplying the number with its square. So cubing is very important while dealing
with some algebraic equation and also while dealing three- dimensional figures in geometry.
Vedic Mathematics is very easiest method to find the cube of the number. We have all learnt
.
the formula when we were in school for cube. That is
But there is another method to find cube of the number is the Anurupya Sutra which is
. R.H.S of
based on formula that we have just studied
this formula or expression can be broken in to two parts. The first part has the terms
,
and
and the second part has the terms
,
. We can observe that addition of
these two parts is equals to R.H.S of that expression or formula. If we take the first term of
first part that is
and multiply it by b/awe get the second term
and if we multiply this
by same term that is b/awe get third term
. And again we go same way
second term
that means if we multiply by b/a to third term
we get the last term that is . This means
that as we move from left to right the term are in geometric progression and the common
ration between them is b/a. You will find the numbers in second part are obtained by
multiplying it by 2.

+
=
is obtained by multiplying
by 2. Second
The first term of the second row
term
is obtained by multiplying
by 2. We can apply this method on any number to
find its cube. For examples: To find the cube of 52 we can use the Anurupya Sutra. Her a=5
and b=2.We will move from left to right with the ratio b/a. The value of b/a is 2/5. So the
terms of the first row in above expression are as =125, 2/5*125=50,2/5*50=20 and =8
(or we can take here 2/5*20=8). The term of the second row can be obtained by doubling thw
middle terms of the first row.
First Row
125
50
20
8
Second Row
100
40
Total
125
150
60
8
The final answer is obtained by putting three zeros behind the term, two zeros behind
the second term, one zero behind the third term and no zero behind the last term and adding
them.
Thus,
125000
15000
600
+

8
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The cube of 52 is =

140608

In this way we can find the cube of any number.Theefore Vedic Mathematics is
biggest gift to whole world.
Conclusion
1.By studying Vedic Mathematics and observing today‘s curriculum of Indian schools
we conclude that one can do calculations must faster than done by using the
conventional method that is taught in schools.
2. It teaches the students to solve same problem in different ways. Why we rely just
on Western education pattern and learning through logical reasoning instead of
mentally solving them.
3. India has such a wonderful and useful way of calculating mathematical problems
then we should use these ways in all the schools for teaching.
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Abstract
Social media is computer/ mobile tools that allow people to share information, ideas,
images, videos and even more things on a particular platform. In this paper we will cover all
aspects of social media with its positive and negative effects. We are mainly focus on the
particular fields like education, security. We also describe how this media is affecting society
in a broad way. Today, it is crucial to determine the impact of social media on the population
and also on the academic performance of students. Technology is developing rapidly from
year to year, and the younger generations are the ones who caught in this rapid change.
Questionnaires were distributed through Facebook and Whatsapp, to find out whether people
and their routine or student‘s academic performance is impacted by social media or not.
There is a growing number of studies investigating the determinants of social media
addiction, we tried to contribute in this studies for the good of our country.
Keyword:Social Media, Academic performance, Statistical analysis, Sentiment analysis.

1. Introduction

Social media plays a vital role in transforming life style of people. Using social
networking sites is among the most common activity of today‘s youth, children and
adolescents. Social networking sites includes Whatsapp, Facebook, Snapchat, Instagram and
Twitter; gaming sites and virtual worlds such as Club Penguin, Second Life and video sites
such as Tiktok, YouTube; and blogs like as Tumbler. Such sites offer today‘s youth a portal
for entertainment and communication and have grown exponentially in recent years [12].
Social Networking is ―the act of engagement,‖ while social media is the tool used to
communicate with mass audience [7]. Social Media is the platform that give individuals the
opportunity to interact, using two way communication; meaning, that anyone who has online
accounts can share their opinions and talk with other social media users.
There are two types of social media users; digital natives and digital immigrants.
Digital natives are the ones who were born after 1980, they came to this world when the
digital media existed. However, digital immigrants are the ones who were born before 1980
and adapted their lives to digital media [12]. Social media platforms vary from Web blogs, to
micro-sharing platforms, to life streams to social networks and much more [12].
The younger generation discussed in this research paper are respondent between the
ages of 15 to 25 years old. A few of the platforms they use are Whatsapp, Facebook,
YouTube, Google, and many others that will be discussed in the findings of this research. The
younger generation are the individuals that will lead our world in the future, they must be
well educated to be able to impact this world and make India, a better and developed country.
According to a recent poll, 22% of teenagers log on to their favorite social media site
more than 10 times a day, and more than half of adolescents log on to a social media site
more than once a day.75% of teenagers now own cell phones, and 25% use them for social
media, 54% use them for texting, and 24% use them for instant messaging. Thus, a large part
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of this generation‘s social an emotional development is occurring while on the Internet and
on cell phones.
2. Impact of social media on various fields
1. Positive impacts of social media.
• It helps conversation around the world.
• Data, information can be exchanged easily.
• Money over text messages can be saved by using Whatsapp messenger.
• Information can be directly sent to large number of people by using groups or
broadcasts.
• We can expand our Business over the world with the help of YouYube or websites.
• Consulting doctors online anytime and anywhere.
• It helps us in making friends and meeting a new people.
• Helps in seeking new job offers or other beneficial offers.
• We can expand our friend circle.
2. Negative impacts of social media
• Addiction is the biggest negative impact of social media like we are addicted for
chatting or online shopping.
• Sitting all day in front of laptops or computers may disturb body metabolism.
• Use of social media causes reduction in physical activities like on ground plays
among teenagers.
• Eye problems: long exposure to the mobile screens may weaken eye sight.
• If someone is posting a lot about their happiness then we try to compare with them in
terms of looks, money, their tours, friends etc.
• Teens who use Facebook more may have psychological disorders like aggressive
tendencies. Researchers have proposed a new phenomenon called ―Facebook
depression,‖ defined as depression that develops when preteens and teens spend a
great deal of time on social media sites, such as Facebook, and then begin to
exhibit classic symptoms of depression
• Cyberbullying and online harassment.
3. Literature View
The statistics shows that out of population 80% of the people uses for the online
communication, 74% of it use for social networking sites ,30% use for entertainment, 13%
use for the online shopping,11% uses for online tickets or other bookings. Curtis states that
teens all over the world are starting to lose interest in the use of Facebook and are loving to
use Snapchat, Twitter and Instagram[4]. Victoria Rideout states that," an American child
spends on average seven and a half hours a day just for having fun on the media, not only
that, but they multi-task, between all the different media they use. For example, they can be
listening to music, sending a tweet and also posting on Facebook. Rideout says, that since
social media is seven days a week, unlike school or having a full-time job, over the years the
amount of time one could spend over the internet ―has exploded‖ [10].
Abelardo Pardo believes that technology offers a platform for innovation, and allows
its users to express their opinions about how they feel towards the information being
published. He adds that, social media is also a platform that allows students to interact with
one another, with their teachers and communities that share their same education. Pardo also
states that these types of interaction are ―an essential part of how humans learn‖ [9]. June
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Ahn discusses in her research a theory called ‗Signaling Theory‘, this theory refers to how
individuals on social network sites present themselves, and develop their identities and build
trust with others. She also adds that, by having many friends on the different platforms, this
causes the individual to lose the trust of their friends because they start adding people they do
not know, to show others how popular they are [1].Gwenn Schurgin O‘Keeffe and Kathleen
Clarke-Pearson believe that there are negative impacts caused by social media, which include
accessing inappropriate content and not ―understanding online privacy.‖ They also say that,
there is online harassment and cyberbullying, which is mostly caused by risks of peer to peer
engagement [8].
When individuals join online communities and participate in a group, they seek social
support and friendship in the community [11]. The perceived care, love and support of
members of a group is defined as social support [3]. Research shows that online communities
and SNSs generate both informational and emotional support [2].Twitter is a good example,
where individuals provide social support for other users [5]. It may also attract many
individuals to come online to search for information through these social media. Moreover,
the study of social media useful to see how individuals form their social interactions on the
internet [5].
4. Research Methodology
This research aims to find the impact of social media on the academic performance of
the younger generation in Satara. Questionnaires were distributed through the social media
platform, Facebook and Whatsapp, amongst a sample of people aged 15-25. The sample
consisted of 95 male and female of age 15-25. The research also has a mini-comparison
between the students frequency of using the following social media platforms: Facebook,
YouTube, Twitter, Snapchat, whatsapp, and Instagram.
The questionnaires consisted of questions regarding the number of hours they use
social media per day and for what they use social media. Other questions included that how
many social media accounts they have, which platform they prefer mostly, whether they use
social media to study or not, and if they do, how do they use it to study and which platforms
they use. The data obtained was analyzed in several ways, with grouping the respondent with
similar answers together, then applying the cross tabulation method to measure the impact
and effect of two things. First we find how many people uses social media and then we
calculated the number of hours they spend daily on social media. We also find which is the
most likely social media platform among people. Following with the research methodology
and the results obtained from the distribution of the questionnaires; followed by the
discussion that will answer the suggested hypotheses of the paper. The final part will be the
conclusion and the limitations of this study.
5. Statistical Analysis
We have collet data of 95 individual ranging from 16 years old to 25 years old and
average age of the respondent is 21 years.
5.1 Categorical variable Description Table :
Variable
Sub Categories
Count
Percentage
Yes
90
95%
Social Media Use
No
5
5%
Multiple Social Media
Yes
87
92%
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Most Used Social Media

Why social media used
Multiple reasons to use Social
media

No
WhatsApp
Instagram
YouTube
Facebook
Just Because other
people uses
Just for entertainment
To gain some
knowledge
To make connections
No
Yes
2-4 hours
5-8 hours
Depends upon time
availability
No
Yes

7
58
21
9
7

7%
61%
22%
9%
7%

3
49

3%
52%

19
24
45
50
31
12

20%
25%
47%
53%
33%
13%

Time spend on Social Media
52
55%
44
46%
Problem Facing due to use of
social media
51
54%
5.2 Graphical Analysis:
Most of the people uses social media but still there are 8% people who does not use it.
(Fig.1)The respondents were also asked to mention the number of hours they spend daily on
social media and studying; the results were quite surprising. 32% people uses social media
for 2-4 hours per day, 13% people uses for5-8 hours, only 1% people uses for 9-12 hours and
most of the people that is 54% of people uses social media for non-predefined time.(Fig.2).
When it came to looking at which platforms people use mostly, 28% people used
Whatsapp, 12.98% used Facebook, 20% used YouTube and 4.915 people prefer to use all the
platforms, while 5% people have using some other social media's. The least platform that
was used was SnapChat since 9.12% of the respondents voted for it the least. The other
platforms were, Instagram 19.3% used most frequent. (Fig.3)
Yes

No
2-4 Hours

5%
32%
54%
13%
95%

Fig.1: Percentage of uses social media

1%

5-8 Hours
9-12 Hours
Depend upon
me

Fig.2:No. of hours spent daily on social media
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Alland more also
All

5.26
4.91

Youtube

20

Snapchat

9.12

Instagram

19.3

Facebook

12.98

Whatsapp

28.42

Fig.3 : Mostly prefer social media platform

5.3 Hypothesis Testing
Hypothesis

Test Used

Ho: Average age of Social
media users = Average age
T-test
social media non users

Ho: Average age of the
WhatsApp users = Average age
of the Instagram users = ANOVA
Average age of YouTube users =
Average age of YouTube
Ho: Average age of the people
who spending 2-4 hours on any
social media = Average age of ANOVA
the people who spending 5-8
hours on any social media =
Average age of the people who
spending time on social media as
per time availability
Ho: Average age of people who
facing problem due to social
media = Average age of people T-test
who haven‘t facing problem due
to social media

P - Value Decision

0.3629

0.1949

0.4515

0.11

There is no significant
difference between average
age of social media users and
social media non users
There is no significant
difference between average
age of different social media
users

There is no significant
difference between average
age of users who spending
different amount of time on
any social media

There is no significant
difference
between
the
average age of people who are
facing problem and not facing
problem due to social media
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Ho : There is association
between the time spend on social
media and social media side
affects
Ho: There is a association
between the social media use for
different reasons and social
media side affects

Fisher
exact test

Fisher
exact test

0.01316

0.913

There is association between
the time spend on social
media and social media side
affects
There is no association
between the social media use
for different reasons and
social media side affects

5.4 Word Cloud of the people comments about the social Media

From Observing word cloud, we can see that people have mixed kind of filling about
the social media. Some people things social media is good and with the help of it we can
connect with the people within a less time at the same time some people things social media
is addicted, time wasting also people have fear about privacy, hacking and some people
facing health related issues such as headache and eye related issues.
5.5 Sentiment analysis of the people comments on the social media
With the help of sentiment analysis technique, we can get sentiments about the text
data such as positive and negative sentiments. We have used R- software to predict
sentiments of the people‘s comments. We found that negative comments (56%) more than the
positive comments (44%) from the social media users about the social media.
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6. Conclusion

This study investigates the effects of social media on the academic performance of the
younger generation. Results shows that social media plays important role in academic
performance. Teenagers mostly use social media for communication with friends and
families. There is association between the time spending on social media and social media
side effects. The mostly prefer social media platform is Whatsapp. Results also depicts that
social media cause health problems and affect our cultures. While using social media, users
have to remember the cultural values, social norms, and Islamic values. From word cloud and
sentiment analysis, we can say that people have mixed kind of filling about the social media.
positive and negative. We found that negative comments (56%) more than the positive
comments (44%) from the social media users about the social media.
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Abstract
The world wide web has propelled in no small extent off changes in the attitude and
behavior of people all over the world .due to this blessing ,online shopping has emerged
which influenced the lives of ordinary citizens .In India the growing number of internet users
provide a bright prospect for online shopping .This study analyses the consumer behavior
towards online shopping with due consideration with the product related dimensions .Online
shopping is mostly reflected in shorter time and less energy spent , Less crowd and queues
than real markets ,unlimited time and space ,which all increase convenience of shopping .the
study is conducted to identify factors influencing consumer towards online shopping in Satara
.The factors influence consumers towards online shopping and security is the factor that
contributes most towards online shopping .The result of study reveal that online shopping in
India is significantly affected by various demographic factors like gender ,age ,marital status
,family size and income. The present paper is based on assumption of classical model
behavior .This paper examine the behavior ,and perceptions of online customers
Introduction
In simple words online shopping is defined as purchasing items from internet retailers
as opposed to a shop or store or the act of purchasing products or services over the internet
.This trend of product exchange had reduced .The influence of middlemen over sales thereby
gaining profit to the business and satisfaction to the consumers. E-Marketing is one of the
most effective ways to keep in touch with customers .129 million and this number is
estimated to grow up to 150 million by December 2012 .Grown from 2.6% in 2010 to 4.6%
in 2012 ,a CAGR of 73% .internet marketing in India is a potent combination of technology
and marketing acumen Marketing companies can really seize opportunity here , as they can
use their abilities to make the purchase journey a much more pleasurable one for online
consumer .In India ,cash on delivery is the most preferred payment method ,accumulating
75% of the e –retail activities. The popular online retailing companies in India are Amazon
,Flipkart, Snapdeal ,Paytm etc .The five dominant factors which influence consumer
perceptions for online shopping are information ,easy to use , satisfaction ,security ,proper
utilization of available information to compare the different products .But though ,it is not
widely accepted ass the way it is accepted in Asian counterparts ,researches and practitioners
of e-commence regularly struggles to develop an improved vision into consumer behavior
along with the development off e-retailing ,scholar .continue to explain e-consumer behavior
from diverse perspective .Which are based on classical models of consumer behavior and
then study the validity of e-marketing
India has internet users base of about 450 million as of July 2017,according to study
done by Indian institute of e –commerce ,by 2021 India is expected to generate $100 billion
online retail revenue out of which $35 billion will be through fashion e-commerce .Online
apparel sales are to grow four times in coming years
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Review literature –
In the research study the attempt has been made by the research to identify the
previous literature pertaining to the topic to draw a deeper insight into the concept .The study
of previous related literature pertaining to consumer attitude towards online shopping
behavior would immense help the research in understanding the contributor made by other
and in creating a link to the chosen topic by the researcher.
1 Dr.V. Vijayalakshmi and Dr.R.laxami (2018) Mostly youngsters and youth generation (1930 Age group) are very much interested in online buying because they know about
technology and e-shopping
2 Anita Desai(2003) –In her study e- tailing in the practice of selling retail good on the
internet explores that e-marketing is the reduce version of electronic retailing which is
basically creates business to buyer business
3 Prof Ashish Bhatt (2014) – In artificial entitled consumer attitude towards online shopping
in selected region of Gujarat published in journal of marketing management stated that online
shopping is gaining popularity among people specially the younger generation but in today
scenario to become equally popular among all age groups e marketing will have cover a
longer distance .In a country like India consumer are finding online shopping very
comfortable because of many variable like cash on delivery ,home delivery etc.
Research methodologies
The structure build questionnaire is used in this research instrument for the study .The
research used convenience sampling method for data collection .The samples were collected
among various areas in and city. The data is collected from both primary and secondary data
.This study is based on descriptive research method and analytical in nature .This data
collected through published reports and online resource under sample design the method of
random sampling is been used to collect data from the respondents .Size of 106 respondents
are taken for the collection of the data .
Objectives of the study
1 To analyze the factor those affects customer attitude towards online shopping in city Satara
2 To present paper focus on the study of consumer perception and behavior towards online
shopping
3 To study present status of online shopping in city Satara
4 To find awareness level of the consumer towards online shopping features
5 To study the shopping trends of online buyers
Table showing the respondents on the basis of gender
Data analysis and interpretation –
1 Gender wise distribution of customer Gender
male
Female
Total

Frequency
23
83
106

Percent
21.70
78.30
100
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Chart- Showing respondents on the basis of gender

Gender classification
0% 22%
male

78%

female

The above pie chart shows that the female respondents are more 78.30 % while
comparing to the male respondents 21.70%
2 Most preferred online shopping sites Shopping sites
Flipkart
Amazon
Snapdeal
Paytm
Any other
total

Frequency
54
32
3
3
14
106

percent
50.94
30.19
2.83
2.83
13.21
100

most prefered online shopping sites
flipkart

13%
3%
3%

amazon

51%
30%

snapdeal
paytm
any other

The above diagram shows us the most preferred online sites by consumers on the
conclusion ,50.9% people use Flipkart ,30.2% people use Amazon ,,13.2% uses any other
,and remaining people uses Snapdeal and Paytm
3 Barriers keeping consumers away from online shopping
Barriers
Frequency
percent
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Safety of payment
Value added tax
High shopping cost
Other security reason
total

46
13
13
34
106

43.40
12.26
12.26
32.08
100

barriers keeping consumers
away from online shopping
safery of payment

33%

43%

value added tax
high shopping cost

12%

other security reason

12%

Majority 43.4% responds are due to safety of payment .32.1% are due to security
reason ,12.26 %due to value added tax and 12.26% due to value added tax
4 Payment methodMethod
Credit card
Debit card
Net banking
Cash on delivery
total

Frequency
14
9
4
79
106

Percent
13.21
8.49
3.77
74.53
100

payment method
13%
8%
4%
75%

credit card
debit card
net banking
cash on delivery

The diagram shows that mostly people use cash on delivery method while shopping
which is 74.5% ,13.2%of them use credit card ,8.5%use debit card ,and remaining net
banking
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Hypothesis –
Ho-There is no significant association between gender and online shopping
H1-There is significant association between gender and online shopping
Finding

The online shopping is getting popular among the young generations as they feel it
more comfortable, time saving and convenient. It is analyzed from the survey that when a
consumer make a mind to purchase online goods, he or she affected by multiple factors. The
main crucial identified factors are time saving, the best price and convinced.

People compare prices in online store and then review all feedback and rating about
product before making the final selection of products and decision.

The main barrier in the process of online shopping is the safety issues.

The online shopping are overall satisfied with prices, delivery, etc in comparison with
location of city.

Privacy and secure checkout is the most necessary feature during online shopping to
the consumers. Meanwhile multiple payment gateway, credibility and social networking
integration are also that important and should be consumed.

From all over analysis, it is found that most of the consumers in India prefer flipkart
online shopping sites. Secondly amazon is also used at high rate. Paytm and others are also
used in minority.
Conclusions
An attempt was made by research to study the present status of online shopping. 106
respondents were selected. Opinion from these respondents was collected with the help of
well structured questionnaires, with the help of data analysis, help of findings following
conclusions were drawn by research. Due to revolution in telecommunication sector, no. of
users of internet are increasing in India in resent time and customer are using internet for
online shopping, but skill for regular purchase, most of customers first choice is manual
shopping. To increasing number of customer for online shopping. There is need of extensive
publicity and promotion by online shopping companies to attract all class of customers. Most
of the customers are of opinion that shipping charges charge by companies are very high, it is
suggested to companies, to either reduced shipping charges or delivery of products should be
given freely.
After research it is observed that major hurdles behind development of online
shopping is of customer‘s awareness. Majority of customers are not aware of various pre and
post services rent by this online shopping companies. From the above discussion, it is
concluded that future of online shopping in India look very bright. Online shopping give
customers best Success of online shopping depends on its popularity, its brand image and it
unique promotional policies.
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Abstract
In this article, E-mentoring and empowering women format will be developed in
programming language like java or php. Women empowerment is a major issue taken up by
some of the organizations. So our research is for NGOs who will taken part in empowering
women.Theideabehindthisresearchcanbeusedtogiveanswerstoquestionsofwomenwith
effective manner by NGO‘s mentor. It will helpful for NGO‘s to collect questions
alsohelpful for women for getting answers on it. The advantage of article is that women can
ask any type of questions regarding to skills, knowledge, health issues, career guidance ,
confidence,
education,etc,andtheywillgetpropersatisfactoryanswerbyNGO‘smentorwhoiswelldoing
or
educated and article will handle privacy for women‘s problem withquestion-answers.
Keywords: Self-worth, Correct choices, Opportunities and resources, Education, Social
change.
Introduction
E-mentoring and empowering women format is a relationship that established
between more senior individual or any NGO and lesser skilled woman or girl who is
intended to develop and grow skills, health issue, knowledge, confidence.
This research paper of Women empowerment with E-mentoring for women with
question- answer format will be helpful to those women who want to be successful in their
life.
The research paper can be used to give answers to questions of women with effective
manner
byNGO‘s.Theresearchpapereasilymanagestostoreallquestionanswerinthedatabase.The answers can be edited or added by Admin who is NGO. Only
admin
has
authority
to
reply
on
questionsofwomen.Womenhaveauthoritytoaskquestionandtheycanaddsomestuffrelated
to
women. As soon as woman log in or register her details will be displayed in database. So
any detail of any women can be viewed to admin. We will develop article for women
empowerment. Our research paper can be used for NGO. Our research paper will start with
home page, on home page we will add the interactive information about women with
success stories, current news related to women. Next we will have about us, we add the
information about NGO and the mentor information in NGO who will gave the answers to
questions
regardingwomen.NowweaddLoginpagewhichwillhavelogininformationlikeusername, email
address, password after that we conduct registration form with name, occupation and other
details. Then after registration if woman have any question then she will ask in ask question
or create question box and question will go to admin which is NGO‘s mentorwhowill add
answer in answer box with privacy and satisfactory. We kept privacy for answers of any
woman. She will got personal response so there will be not any privacy problem. We will
add some rules and acts of women in that website for awareness of women, so women won‘t
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find any difficulty with article E-mentoring and empowering women.
Materialsandmethods
Inthisarticlewetakerequirementfromdifferentwomen,whichthey
arefacingmanyproblemsandtheywantpropersolutionsandanswersontheirquestionssowe first
start from this and then we collect information from NGO who is handling such problem of
ladies. So through this article we decide to provide platform for women and their questions
which will connect to NGO, via this rout they will get proper answers for their problems
from NGO holder or more senior individual. We also add registration of Sakhi-manch,
Manini for women ,who want to participate or interested they canregister.
Result and discussion
Women empowerment is a major issue taken up by some of the organizations. So our
research paper is for NGOs who will taken part in empowering women. As a result women
get the proper answer through mentor with proper guidance and they will get more
knowledge with the subject on the other hand article provide them some information about
women protection act and give some general information through this they will have access
to opportunities and resources.
Conclusion
Through this article NGO will connect to the women who facing some questions
regarding any topic as well as women will get effective answers for their questions .We will
keep privacy for their question answers. Women can confidently ask any question to mentee
via our research paper. So they can‘t find any difficulty.
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Abstract
The following website of STIL (student teacher interaction for e-learning) will be
developed in programming languages like vb.net or php. The website is basically used to give
one platform for teachers and students where they have access to facilities like Google meet
and Google classroom under one single website. It will be helpful for teachers as well as
students as they won‘t have to frequently change between two websites. The major advantage
of this project is that every teacher will have their separate classroom and a unique video
conferencing lobby. This will result in neat representation of class work and carrying out
assignments or activities. The website will work just like how things work in a classroom but
the interface will be on online platform. This particular website will give access to teachers to
share the subject related study material, assignments or notices. In every classroom the
students will have access to drop down any questions regarding a topic or the particular
lecture which teachers can answer them privately, publicly or in the next lecture when the
video conferencing will commence.
Keywords:
i) Student and Teachers interaction.
ii) Better interface on video calls and meetings.
iii) Easy accessibility to notes and study material.
iv)Lively interaction between students and teachers.
Introduction
In this project we combine or integrate the facilities provided by Google Meet and
Google Classroom. The teachers of a particular subject and their students will now have an
easy option of video conferencing, get access to study material and can complete their
particular assignment in the same menu. Every teacher of a particular subject will have a
separate classroom and a unique video conferencing link. If suppose a teacher has concluded
the lecture they can simply leave the lobby and the lobby of the conference will remain open
for default of 30 seconds. After 30 seconds the video conferencing will stop resulting the
students to leave the lobby. If a lecture is in progress the students will receive a notification
asking them to join the class. This particular website will give access to teachers to share the
subject related study material, assignments or notices. In every classroom the students will
have access to drop down any questions regarding a topic or the particular lecture which
teachers can answer them privately, publicly or in the next lecture when the video
conferencing will commence.
Materials and methods
In this project we observed various faults and requirement that is expected from many
other websites. These problems are commonly faced during the interface. Problems such as
disturbance in video and audio quality, screen sharing, delay in sharing study material,
reminder for assignments and many others. So through this website we decided to provide
platform for both students and teachers and have a better experience when online education is
taken into consideration.
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Result and discussion
The impact of pandemic COVID-19 is being observed in every sector around the
world. The education sectors of India as well as world are badly affected by this. The
pandemic has enforced a world-wide lock down, creating very bad effect on the students' life.
Around 32 crore learners stopped moving to schools or colleges. This website will be very
useful as every facility provided in this website will be under one roof and both the teachers
and students won‘t have to switch between various websites.
Conclusion
Through this website teachers and students will be able to connect to each
otherefficiently and have an easy interface.A single platform where all the facilities are
provided which are not given on various similar applications and websites.
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Abstract
The manual system of preparing time table in colleges with large number of students is
very time consuming and usually ends up with various classes clashing either at same room
or with same teachers having more than one class at a time. These are just due to common
human errors which are very difficult to prevent in processes such as these. To overcome
these problems people usually takes the previous year‘s timetable and modify it but still it is a
tedious job to make changes in it. To overcome all these problems we propose to make an
automated system. The system will take various inputs like details of students, subjects and
class rooms and teachers available, depending upon these inputs it will generate a possible
time table, making optimal utilization of all resources in a way that will be best suited for any
of
collegerules.
Soouraimistodevelopageneralpurposewhichcanefficientlygenerateoptimalsolutions.
Keywords:Time Table Generation, Software as Service, Web Application, Web Technology.
Introduction
Generating time table take lot of time and effort, while scheduling even the smallest
constraints can take a lot of time and the case is even worse when the number of constraints
or the amount of data to deal with increases. Institutions/Schools/Collages/Universities are
the regular users of such time tables. They need to schedule their course to meet the need of
current duration and facilities that are available to them. However, their schedule should meet
the requirement of new course addition and newly enrolled students to fresh batches. This
may result in rescheduling the entire time table once again for its entire batches andto be
scheduled in shortest possible time before the batches course start. Another problem that
occur when scheduling time table for exams.Whenmultiple batches have exam on same day,
they need to be schedules effectively taking into account all problems related to facilities that
are available to conduct these exams simultaneously. (BENEFITS)Timetable Generator, our
software allows users to generate time table for newly occurring changes in less time, with
less effort and with more efficiency. It will allow users to work on and view time tables in
different platforms and view different information simultaneously. The main objectives of
our project are: The final system should able to generate time tables in completely
automated way which will save a lot of time and effort of an institute administration. Ease of
use for user of system so that he/she can make automatic time table. Focus on optimization of
resources i.e. teachers, labs and rooms etc. Provide a facility for everyone to viewtimetable.
Methodlogy
Execution Process:
Students can see the time table according to faculty name or selected course. The
administrator mustlogin before performing any operation. The administrator must first
register the faculty name with their department. After that the administrator must input the
subject details. And finally the administrator must provide or fill data for timetable.
MODULE DESCRIPTION:
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The following modules are introduced in to our online system. Student Module:
The student module perform the followingoperationsStudents can see the time table according tofaculty name
Student can see the course and branch wisetimetable.
Admin Module:
The administrator can manage the whole time table system. The following tasks are
performed by the administratorCan do thefaculty registration.
Can do the subjectentries.
Candothetimetableentries.
Can update theentries.
Can change theadmin password.

Online Time-Table Planner

User

Manage Faculty

Manage Subject

Admin

Manage Faculty

Manage Subject
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Fig.1: System Flowchart
Start

Enter login id & password

Login id &
No
password
valid
YES
User logged in

Access information

Log out

Stop

Fig: 2: Flowchart for Admin Authentication
FEATURES OF AUTOMATIC TIME-TABLE GENERATOR:
Auto Timetable Schedule:
The Auto timetable schedule feature automates class, exam, and course scheduling
process for students, teachers, and different classrooms by taking into consideration all the
possible ―What-if‖ scenarios and outcomes. Moreover, the timetable software incorporates
user-centric and simple-to-use tools for educators to view, organize, and generate master and
individual timetables for each teacher/ class/ grade, develop personalized timetables, create
and pin to-do lists, schedule substitute replacements for absent staff, manage and organize
events on calendar, and much more on smart phone, tablet and, computer devices.
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Attendance Management:
The Timetable Software seamlessly integrates with Biometric-based attendance
management systems. The Software empowers educational institutions such as school,
college, and university organizations to record and track regularity of students as well as
teachers to classes, send SMS/Email messages to parents/ guardians informing their wards
attendance, monitor staff and faculty‘s activities and location, and many more.
Advance Allocation Tool:
The Timetable Software contains advanced digital allocation tools to allot students to
courses and classes, assign instructors to classrooms, and provide substitute teachers online.
Moreover, the system allows the administrators to allot and modify timetable for individual
teacher and student thereby, reducing the pain of planning class timings and distributing the
schedules manually to eachindividual.
Print & Share:
Auto print and share master, personalized and, individual timetable schedules in bulk
with fellow teachers, students as well as parents on a single click. Review and export the
reports and schedules to PDF, Word, and many other formats online by accessing the
software using a mobile app on any smart device or using the Web version on anycomputer.
Staff & Student Management System:
The system Records, maintain, and manage all the information and data of students as
well as faculty right from admission. Utilize the Staff & Student Management System to track
attendance, evaluate performance, monitor activities, allocate class and courses, create
custom reports, etc. of students and
staff, and seamlessly integrate with SMS & Email communication system to send messages
and notifications.
Examination Management System:
The system Organize, schedule, manage and conduct exams/ tests class-wise, coursewise, department- wise, and section-wise with online Cloud & Web-based Examination
Management System. Automate key procedures such as, question paper creation, hall ticket
generation, allocation of student as well as examiner to examination hall/ venue, exam
timetable making, attendance tracking, etc. Moreover, simplify results/ grade/ mark sheet and
releasing the results online.
Communication:
Share in bulk important college updates, announcements, fee reminder, events,
assignment, etc. Also, enable AI-Chabot for group and one-to-one textual conversation.
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MAIN SCREEN SHOTS RELATED TO WEBSITE:
Fig.1: Sign in/ Sign up page
Online Time-Table Planner

Fig.2: Admin Dashboard

Fig.3: Data Entries Page layout

Online Time-Table Planner
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Fig.4: Notice Page layout

Fig.5: Class time-table page layout

Fig.6: Exam Time-Table Page layout

Result and discussion
The final system should be able to generate timetables in completely automated way
which will save a lot of time and effort of a department administration. Focus on optimization
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of
resources
etc.
Teachers,classroomsetc.Provideafacilityforeveryou
toviewthetimetable.Thisapplicationis providedwithnecessary details of faculty and subjects
which are stored in database and then by making use of available data it generates timetable
with minimum time when compared to manual generation of timetable. The major benefit of
this project is to store information at one place and it can be accessed via online transaction.
Instead of tedious paper work, students can view the timetable with a quick turnaround. This
system is user friendly and provides faster and better generation of timetable, which in turn
saves time.
There are few points that justify the need of this system: User friendly, Faster and
better generation of timetable, Saving time and manpower.
Conclusion
It is complicated task that to handle many Facult's
Separate timetable for the individual class and faculty are generated automatically by
this system. Various slot combinations can be acquired so that another timetable is generated
as of need. The project reduces time consumption and pain in framing the timetable
manually. The project is developed in such a way that, no slot clashes occur , providing
features to the timetable as of wish. Some Additional features that is included in the project is
that, Time table Software integrates with Biometric-based attendance management systems,
and keep record and track regularity of students as well as teachers to classes, & send
SMS/Email messages to parents/ guardians informing their wards attendance. Other feature is
faculty replacement is also made possible by listing out the available faculty who are eligible
to be assigned as substitute, By using this software users can apply for leave by providing
leave required date, reason and also with substitute faculty. When selecting a faculty as
substitute it allows viewing timetable of that faculty for ensure that the faculty is free at that
particular period. Substitute can approve or reject request. Principal can also view the request
send by faculty and can also view substitute response. Principal can approve / reject request.
It is a comprehensive timetable management solution for Colleges which help to overcome
the challenges in manually setting the timetable. By using this software it will be very easy
for faculty to get timetable in their phones.
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Abstract
Asweknowthemostimportantthinginourlifeisahealth.Withouthealthwecannot
livefitandhappy.So,wehavetokeepourhealthgood.Somepeoplesknowhowtotakecare
of
themselves. but some people take their health granted they don‘t exercise, they don‘t eat
properly, their sleep schedule not proper. Sometime without proper consultancy people face
some health issues. That‘s why we need a proper guidance of medicalexperts.
In this century the technology gone more and more advance in all sectors. The
technologyplaystheimportantroleinmedicalsectors also,inmedicalrelatedmachinerylike x-ray,
CT-scans, lesser treatments, in software also like automatic report generating, live
diagnosing,datamanaging,etc.meanswiththehelpoftechnologythemedicalexpertstraces
the
problems quickly and treat them moreeffectively.
Our existing health care system is quite up to date and worthwhile in all medical sectors. But
nowadays system is facing many issues to provide health services to people. Because of the
overpopulation the system cannot provide the health-related services to everyone. To
overcome this type of drawback the system should be updated time to time.
Keywords: interconnection between medical participants, Medicalservices.
Introduction
Existing problem &system:
One of the striking features of India‘s health care sector is the range of quality in
available services. It can provide great services to the people of our country. But our system
cannothandlethelargepopulationwehave.Becauseitcannotreachtoeachpersonwhoneeds
or
seeks medicalattention.
Regarding to the current health care system. We have many applications in our
smartphone.Buttheyhavesomedrawbacksinfeatures,liketheydonothaveinterconnection
between their services in technical aspect. That‘s why it needs to be updated. The updated
application should be useful and simple touse.
Solution:
According to this problem the existing systems cannot provide desirable services
between medical participants, that‘s why we introduce a new solution with new features
called as MEDI-CONNECT application for android and web.
According to our solution, we provide the service to manage connection between
medical service providers. We focus on mainly on doctors, patients, lab, medical etc. The
users can establish communication between above defined services. Using our solution, they
can provide their services to the majority of people.
 Use of solution according to the userperspective:
a. Doctor/medicalexpert:Theseuserscancommunicatewiththeirclientseasilyand provide
their services, like medical prescription, lab prescription and medical advices and
also communicate with medicals orlab.
b. Patients: Patients can receive medical examination reports, prescriptions and lab test
reports etc. They can request for medicines and lab test and also bed registration.
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c. Medical: Medical can receive prescriptions of medicines by patients anddoctors.
d. Lab: Lab can receive the test requests of patients and also doctors can requestfor
their patients, and they can submit the test results to the respective patients and
doctors.
Methodology:
a. Identify problem: Desired communication is less between medical service providers
b. Objectiveofasolution:Tonarrowdownthecommunicationgapbetweenmedical service
providers.
c. Design and development: The solution is designed for smart phone and web.
Solution can be developed in user friendly platforms like android andweb.
Material andMethod
 Material:
a. Smartphone application:Android
Development tools: Software- Android studio. Language - java. Database
–SQLite.
b. webapplication:
Development tools: Software – Atom, Visual studio, frontend: HTML5,
CSS3, JavaScript, .net, react, Backend: PHP, Database: MySQL.


Method:
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Result and discussion
To make the health care system reliable and flexible, to reach every person who
seeks medical attention not regard of place. Anyone from urban to commercial area should
connect to the medical experts or services whenever they want24x7.
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Abstract
In this paper we describe the animation process as well as the applications that are
fully used for animation, which will help the audience understand what animation is we are
going to create a Google form for these surveys which will help us to know the public
opinion on animation. We study on-stage animation and off-stage animation by age in this
research paper. This research paper that we are also includes public awareness of animation
and animation applications.
Keywords- Animation, ON Stage Animation, OFF Stage Animation, Animator, Audience,
Survey.
[I] introduction
Animation:
It is a method in which figures are manipulated to appear as moving images.
Animation refers to simulated motion pictures showing movement of drawn objects[1].
Animation is a method of successively photographing drawings, models or even puppets to
create an illusion of movement in a sequence. Animation is the process of designing,
drawing, formatting and preparing photographic sequences that are incorporated into
multimedia and game products. Animation involves the exploitation and management of still
images to generate the illusion of movement. There are several educational possibilities that
can be explored with changing the form of representation from static graphics to computer
graphics simulations. Animation is one of those components[2]. Animation is an important
element in the design of interactive multimedia which creates visual interest and makes
science learning more engaging and enjoyable for learners.
Hundreds of years before the introduction of true animation, people around the world
enjoyed performances with moving characters created and manipulated by hand in puppets,
automatons, shadow plays and the magic lantern. The spooky multimedia shows that were
very popular in Western European theatres from the late 18th century to the first half of the
19th century featured realistic projections of moving ghosts and other spooky moving
images[3].
Applications: a) Education and training: animation is used in schools, colleges and training centers for
educational purposes. Flight simulators for airplanes are also animation-based.
b). Entertainment: Animation methods are now commonly used to make movies, music videos
and TV shows, etc.
c) Computer Aided Design (CAD): One of the best applications of computer animation is
computer aided design and is commonly referred to as CAD. One of the first applications of
CAD was in automotive design. But now almost all types of design are done using a CAD
application, and without animation all of this work cannot be possible.
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d) Advertising: This is one of the important applications of computer animation. The most
important advantage of an animated advertisement is that it takes up very less space and
captures people's attention.
e) Presentation: Animated presentation is the most effective way to represent an idea. It is used
to describe financial, statistical, mathematical, scientific and economic data.
Benefitsa) Interactive animation catches the audience's attention. The use of interactive audio, graphics
and video animations makes it interesting and engaging.
b) Computer animation is designed for interactive and flexible learning method. This arouses
the interest of users who want to know more and motivates them.
c) Animation allows you to assess your skills and abilities and to try out risk-free experiences
in a safe environment.
d) Animation adds fun to learning and motivates the person to seek more information to
learn.
DisadvantagesAnimation takes a lot of effort and time to create. It works well from a technical point
of view[1]. But educators may find it difficult to fit it into their curriculum. Animation
technology is created to interact with students. He cannot recognize the creative factor in the
batch of students. Some might use it, some might not. The animation created must be clear,
interactive and interesting. It must capture the attention of the public. Too many graphics and
excessive colors can be boring and distracting. It has its advantages and disadvantages. The
goal is easy learning, comprehension, task-oriented and practical.
[II] ON STAGE AND OFF STAGE ANIMATION
The public only knows what ON stage animation is. But in fact, they don't know what
an OFF stage animation is, there are basically three main types of animation process namely
pre-production, production, post-production. Animations are not just cartoons; animation also
means visual effects, photo editing, video graphics. Animation is also used in everyday life.
In addition, Bollywood, Hollywood and Tollywood use animation for their movies, songs and
series[5].
[III] IMPACT OF ANIMATION ON SOCIETY
People love visual content, it is educational, entertaining and can never get boring. It
is for these reasons that animated videos are becoming popular day by day, especially among
millennial. Videos are everywhere these days and carry messages about anything you can
think of. Through animation, filmmakers and other visual content developers are able to
extend their creativity far beyond what the world as we know it allows them[4]. They are able
to create characters that not only entertain their audience, but through which the audience
understands the world better. Today, animated GIFs are the hottest videos on social media
platforms. People share these GIFs on WhatsApp, Facebook, and Twitter as a way to visually
communicate with their peers, even more in an entertaining way.
Animation and audience: Animation is a sequence of images moving very quickly to create an optical illusion.
Animation also used in short video clips, film making. But according to the audience,
animation is only used in cartoons. Animation is also used in short videos like GIFs, but
viewers don't notice the animation inside. Across animators, view animation is the
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arrangement of the number of frames in a sequence, but audiences are looking for animation
just like a moving video clip.
[IV] LITERATURE REVIEW
(D. Joel, R. upadhyay, 2017) In this article, the author explains that advertising
companies analyse in more detail the role of animation and associated technologies in
advertising. He also explains that previous research shows the role of animation on attention,
attitude towards ads and brand awareness, advertising needs to be developed further. The
author also discusses that animation research motivates researchers to take an interest in this
new aspect of advertising. This article shows a large planning margin for new results.
Empirical work should show the impact of animated advertising on consumer buying
behaviour and sales.
(Griffiths, C., 2013). In this article, the author explains the pictorial presentation of
animation which has become the most important feature of technology-based learning
environments. The author's future work aims to establish an interdisciplinary field of
research aimed at greater pedagogical effectiveness. Given today's high educational
demands, traditional educational methods have shown shortcomings in keeping up with the
radical changes seen in the digital age. Without taking into account many significant factors,
educational facilitation material may prove insufficient for learners or may not meet their
needs. He also discussed the applications of animation and ergonomics in education that
have not received sufficient attention and the different temperaments of the students.
(Mayer, R. E., & Moreno, R. (2002)The author discussed how animation can be used to
promote learner understanding of scientific and mathematical explanations. It also examines
the role of animation in multimedia learning, including multimedia educational messages
and microworld games, presents a cognitive theory of multimedia learning, and summarizes
our research agenda. It also includes the multimedia principle, presenting the text on the
screen near rather than far from the corresponding animation, presenting the corresponding
animation and narration.
[V] Result and Discussion
In this article, we discuss the graphical representation on the inquiry approach towards
the sight of peoples and animators. There is substantial confirmation that creating special
visual animated structures improves people's ability to remember and understand[7]. The
research concluded that subjects remembered more words when presented with visual
presentation because visual elements were encoded as intact pictures in memory and were
retrieved intact in response to cue words. Visuals have been useful in organizing information
in the brain, and clues have been used to link the stored information and thus retrieve it
efficiently. Creating structural arrangements is expected to improve recall and understanding
of information in visuals by helping students organize information[8]. When information is
presented visually, it is encoded as it is presented. A meaning is then assigned to it, and it is
linked to the previous information already stored[9]. Careful spatial construction makes it
easier for users to organize the visual representation in a meaningful way.
We create a survey form and pass it on to Animators and individuals. We are
collecting 30 pieces of data using this survey document. We ask them 15 questions, and based
on that, we animators on stage and off stage look towards the field of animation. Following
figure shows the survey form of On stage and OFF satge animation. We collect 30 pieces of
data using this survey document, based on 15 animators and the rest are from other fields.
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The following figures shows the results in tabular form of given data and its graphical
representation in a bar chart and pie chart of the above questions from animators and peoples.
1. Your view towards animation sector.

Fig 1 Question 1- Your view towards animation sector
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a)Result of question 1

b) Bar chart of question 1

c)Pie chart of question 1

According to the participants, we found that animation is mainly used in
entertainment and education.
2. In which industry animation is used

Fig 3 . Question 9 -In which industry animation is used
a) Result of question 2

b) Bar chart of question 2

c)Pie chart of question 2
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Animation can be used in various industries and can also be used in short video clips,
but according to audiences, animation is only used in movies to create visual effects.
3. Animation is helpful for understanding problems.

Fig 4 . Question 11- Animation is helpful for understanding problems.
a) Result of question 3

b) Bar chart of question 3

c) Pie chart of question 3

Participants found that animated clips can be used to understand Problem simply.
4. Animation is useful for solving the problems.

Fig 5 . Question 12- Animation is useful for solving the problems.
a)Result of question 4

b) Bar chart of question 4 c) Pie chart of question 4
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Participants found that animated clips can be used to solve problems.

5. Animation techniques are effective in online teaching.

Fig 6 . Question 13- Animation techniques are effective in online teaching.
a) Result of question 5

b) Bar chart of question 5 c) Pie chart of question 5

Participants found animation techniques are effective in online teaching.
We can use animation in education. By using animation we can create marvelous scenes
which can be useful for understand any difficult concept.
6. Animated games are harmful for health.

Fig 6 . Question 15- Animated games are harmful for health.
a) Result of question 6

b) Bar chart of question 6

c) Pie chart of question 6

According to the participants, we found that animation is mainly used in entertainment and
education.
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7. Covid-19 pandemic situation easily understood by animated clips.

Fig 7 . Question 18- Covid-19 pandemic situation easily understood by animated clips.
a) Result of question 7
b) Bar chart of question 7
c) Pie chart of question 7
Situation of the Covid-19 pandemic easily understandable by animated clips, also
using graphics using multimedia, etc.
We want to answer several important questions such as: If you want to know more
about the animation process, we can walk you through the process using an animated video.
We can raise awareness about animation with an animated video clip.
[VI] Conclusion
Animation is part of everyday life today, but people are not aware of it. In this
research article, we describe the presenter and audience's views on animation. According to
the animator, animation can be used in various industries and can also be used in short video
clips, but according to the audience, animation is only used in movies to create visual effects.
The research paper includes the investigation from which we found that, thanks to public
view, animation used in video games is harmful, but animators found it to be safe. The
visuals were useful in organizing information in the brain and the clues were used to make a
connection between the stored information and thus retrieve it efficiently. We found that
participants have the same opinions regarding the use of animation in education. Using
animation we can create wonderful scenes which can be helpful in understanding any difficult
concept
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Abstract
This paper gives idea about how inbuilt animation is helpful to increase working
efficiency of user in 2D animation sector. In traditional system 2D software cant provides us
the facility of any built in animation, which requires lot of time to develop a small animated
clip. To overcome the problem our concept is about developing some text animation and
basics shapes animation in 2D sector. This paper has reviewed some concepts on built in
animation in 2D sector.
Keywords - Inbuilt animation, Adobe Animate, Photo Filters, Text Animation, key-framed,
complex modeling.
[I] Introduction
Animation is the process of designing, drawing, preparation of photographic
sequences. Animated films and cartoons by assemble a series of still images (frames).
Animation includes 2D and 3D animation. We can use different software's for 2D and 3D
animation.
Adobe Animate is also 2D software by using it we can create animated films. It is a
multimedia authoring and computer animation program develop by Adobe Systems. This
software is useful for creating key-framed animation. The frame by frame control is great and
again simple to understand our animation. But there are no any readymade effects as like in
after effect. That readymade effect makes our animation easy.
If there are any built in effects in Adobe Animated we can make our project in less
time. The benefit of inbuilt effect is that it will make our project more effective. We just want
to build some voice effects and filters in this software.
We give effects/animation frame by frame in adobe animate but if there are
readymade effects Involved then we animate film in less time. In this research we study on ‗if
we include some readymade effect in adobe animate for text or for some shape which makes
easy to us for making animated films‘.
Our research will cover all the details of effect, tricks while creating any project. If we
create effects in right way, then we will save our most time and able to make our project more
precisely. Text animation, Basic shape animation, voiceover and filters are frequently used
for developing 2d Animation. If we introduce these concepts in 2d it will take own position in
market.
Animation has rapidly evolved as a result of the computer. It has changed from hand
drawn processes to complex modeling, animation over time, hence in this research we study
on how to develop that in build effects in Adobe Animate means which effects should there
be?, how they work? Etc.
In this study, we can offer many options for an animator to their work more precisely.
Within a project we can develop our project using various filters and text animation. The
impact of these projects will be deep in animation field. Now a day's animation is revolving
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on large scales, and 2D animation is mostly used for children for entertainment and study
purpose. So it will help them to remember their studies for long time. Our main objective is to
make animation easier in animated films or animated cartoons.
In this study, there will be major areas like:
1. Animation in Adobe Animate
2. Effects (Filters) in animation
3. Voice/Sound effects
Now-a-days we have to do the work in less time and attractive. So if you add such new
effects in Adobe Animate, it will be easy for us.
[II] OBJECTIVES
1. To understand what is animation in Adobe Animate.
2. To develop inbuilt effects in it for making animation easy.
3. To develop inbuilt voice effects that will make projects worth looking and hearing.
[III] PROCESS OF ANIMATION
In this section we will try to study process of creating an animation. Animation need
not to be a full 2-3 hrs movie, rather it can be a clipping of few seconds consisting of just 50
frames. Four major steps to make an animation are explained as below:
A. Development of Ideas and Story Animation: It is based upon an idea. In the line of
idea, the characters and stories are further explored and expanded upon. This means
the characteristics of each character and details of the story. Then a script is developed
and then a storyboard is designed where thumbnails of major scenes are sketched with
captions to elaborate on it. This is the most significant stage of creating a successful
animation, because it is here where all the timing and plot of the story is created. With
an impeccable timing, better the animation is presented, and it also determines the
standard of the animation.
B. Sketching and Drawing: In the second stage, the key frames of the animation will be
drawn by a chief animator. Key frames are significant scenes in the story that shows
the essential actions that lead to the development of the story. These key frames are
used by the assistants or junior animators as a base to fill in the scenes in between so
that motions would flow smoothly. This process, usually done by assistants or junior
animators is commonly known as inbetweening or twinning. These days, this
twinning can be done easily by computer software‘s. The main animators take care of
the different characters, whereas, the special effect animators take care of the non
character-based frames, background, shadows, and happenings. The pictures will be
taken through a pencil test where drawings are animated without any frills and only
then it is inked and coloured on. At last, the different sheets of cels will now be
cleaned and polished to prepare for screening.
C. Combining it all Together: At the third stage, all the cels and pieces of art are
compiled together and screened. Screening can be done by using a camera and screen
the fast flipping of pages. Another method is by scanning the different pages and then
put them together to form the movie. But during these modern days, it is more
common and practical to use the latter method. The sound and music of the animation
is also recorded to match the pictures perfectly. Here the timing and accuracy of
sound and music is very important as it determines whether the animation will capture
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the audience's attention or loose it completely. High skill and level is required to tune
the music and pictures together.
D. Final Editing: At the final stage, the film is edited carefully and final touches are
made to make sure it has the maximum effect and quality. Editing of a film is usually
a length and elaborates process. Editing involves the coming together of different
minds and opinions of the directors. These opinions will decide on how to cut short
the film to fit into the required length of movie. It also decides which parts of the
movie will prove to be useful and which parts would be better without. Finally, after
all the hard work and struggling, the seemingly short animated film is ready to be
viewed by the audience.
The diagrammatic representation of this process of animation designing can be seen in Figure
1.
Developing Story

Sketching and
Drawing

Putting Together

Editing

Figure 1: The Process of Designing Animation.
[Iv] methodology
While doing some animation, we fixed some shortcomings in Adobe Animate for the
project. After a while we came up with some new inventions that we felt needed to be built
into this software. So we decided to do some research on the difficulties we encountered
during our project so that other animators like us could do their job better.
Adobe Animate is a computer animating software developed by Adobe Systems. It is
used to design vector graphics animation for television purposes. It was created for Adobe
Flash for interactive content. In 2015, it was renamed as Adobe Animate. Adobe Animate has
a camera that helps us stimulate camera movement to give your animation a realistic view. It
includes vector brushes, audio sync, fonts etc.
We researchers conducted a survey in some animators and discussed some of the
problems they faced. We gathered some information to overcome the difficulties and thought
of working on it for better results. The main objective for our research was to build some
effects or filters like After Effect software has. The effects like
1. Fade in and out –
The Fade In/Fade Out behavior lets you dissolve into and out of any object by ramping the
opacity of the object from 0 percent to 100 percent at the start, and then back to 0 percent at
the end.

2. Split –With help of this we can split the object or any shape in our work.
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3. Wheel – The wagon-wheel effect (alternatively called stagecoach-wheel effect or
stroboscopic effect) is an optical illusion in which a spooked wheel appears to rotate
differently from its true rotation. It can also commonly be seen when a rotating wheel is
illuminated by flickering light.

4. Zoom in and out – We can increases size or decreases size of object with help of key
frames.

5. Bounce – The bounce effect bounces an element. When used with hide or show, the last or
first bounce will also fade in/out. In the bounce expression gravity works just how you would
think gravity should work, the higher the gravity the heavier the object will feel.

6. Glitch – A Little More Than Just Digital Aesthetic. The glitch effect might have a dark
history to its origins. It's an old art form that signifies the presence of flaws or errors in the
original image. Intentional errors in an image or a GIF provide an added impact to the viewer.

This further effect will give your animation realistic effects and visuals if we create
inbuilt effect.
We also came up with some sound effects like
1. Tone- Tone, in acoustic sounds that can be recognised by its regularity of vibration. A
simple tone has only one frequency although its intensity may vary. A complex tone
consists of two or more simple tones, called overtones. The tone of lowest frequency
is called the fundamental; the others, overtones.
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2. High- low pass - An audio pass filter attenuates an entire range of frequencies. There
are two types of pass filters . A high-pass filter (HPF) attenuates content below a
cutoff frequency, allowing higher frequencies to pass through the filter. A low-pass
filter (LPF) attenuates content above a cutoff frequency, allowing lower frequencies
to pass through the filter.
3. Modulator- Modulation is also a technical term to express the multiplication of the
original signal by another, usually periodic, signal.
4. Band passes- A band pass filter is designed to pass a band of frequencies narrower
than the system bandwidth. This range is called the pass band. The selectivity of the
filter determines the width of the pass band; a highly selective filter will have a
narrow pass band.
5. Notch filter- A notch filter decreases the amplitude of frequencies in the mid-range of
the spectrum. It allows the low frequencies and the high frequencies to pass through.
Audio engineers use this type of filter to cut out a problematic frequency.
6. Mute- Mute is a filter which makes your audio silent. This filter is applied to unlisten
something.
7. Invert- The Invert effect inverts audio phase by 180 degrees. (To understand phase
degrees, see Waveform measurements.) Inverting doesn't produce an audible change
on an individual waveform, but you can hear a difference when combining
waveforms.
These sound effects will make engage audience for animation, it will also evoke
emotional responses, and it will indicate mood of scene better. At time of working on Adobe
animate, We observe that there was no any readymade effects for text or any shape as like in
after effects or premier pro. When we add some effects/filters then we can easily add that
effects on our text or on shape.
[V] LITERATURE REVIEW
1. Alan Beasley (2004) introduces concepts compared to older versions of Flash,
Adobe Animate is best for using and animation but now a days everything has to be
done quickly and it will also be effective, so it will be beneficial if you add some
new filters, such as text Filters, size filters, audio filters etc.
2. George Palaigerio (2010) Adobe Animate is 2D software that allows us to do some
2D work. We can handle this easily. But when we incorporate it into the software
we develop new effects, we do our work in less time.If nowadays we make 1 video
in 5 hours, if we add some ready effect in the software then we can complete it in 2
or 3 hours and that task became effective. So I think some filters are important in
Adobe Animate, such as text filters, image filters, audio effects, and so on.
3. Enrico Gobetti (201) has made the use of dynamic graphics easier to use in
computers. Most software has made 2D animation interactive through its graphical
interface. In this dissertation, they present the design and implementation of
interactive key-frame animation. Key-frame is a useful technique used to create 2D
animations. This gives the project a smooth momentum. Key values are specified
for each object but key frames are difficult to control. This technique was inspired
by traditional animation. Animators describe an object as an animation based on an
object. Therefore, an interactive key-frame animation system must provide real-time
playback to enable animators to evaluate the approach.
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[vi] Conclusion
Using built-in animation in 2D will increase the efficiency of the animator. We
provide frame by effect effects / animation in Adobe Animate but if readymade effects are
involved we animate the film in less time. From this research, we conclude that ‗if we include
some readymade effects in Adobe Animate for text or in some shapes that make it easier for
you to make animated movies in certain sizes.
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Abstract
The use of drones or Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), both for militaryandcivilian
purposes, has increased in India in the past decade. At thesame time, counter dronesystems
are also being developed to address the threats posed by UAVs. How effective are these
counter-drone mechanisms? This brief explores this question, and offers suggestions for India to
reduce the growing threat from drones. Any evaluation of the efficacy of anti-drone systems
has to be conducted in view of current technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI),
cognitive Global Positioning System avoidance, and hardware sandboxing—and such is the aim of
thisbrief.
Introduction
In the past several years, India has been seeing more use of drones—or small unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs)—for various military and civilian purposes.
These include
reconnaissance,imaging,damage assessment, payload delivery (lethal as well as utilitarian) and as
seen recently amidst theCOVID-19 pandemic, for contact-less delivery of medicines.
The use of drones, however, poses threats to public security and personal privacy.
1
Analysts warn thatas Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) become less expensive, easier
to
fly,
and
more
adaptable
forcrime,terrorismormilitarypurposes,defenceforceswillincreasinglybechallenged by the need to
quickly detect and identify suchaircraft.
2
The Small Unmanned Aircraft System (sUAS) technologies are continuously evolving:
indeed, customizedsUAS—i.e., UAVs, micro UAVs, and drones with their controller stations
and equipment— can operate without radio frequency (RF) command and control links, and can
use
automatedtarget
tracking, aside from having obstacle avoidance and softwarecontrolledcapabilities.
3
This brief outlines the significance of the various threats posed by the increasing use of
drones. It suggests a roadmap for addressing such threats. The brief covers the aspects of
detection, identification and localisationtechniques, as well as jamming and other countering
measures. It alsolooks into the various existing anti-UAS solutions already in the market.
Detection, Identification AND locallisation Techniques
Drones have low Radar Cross Section (RCS), slow speed and a small size—these
characteristics make the task of detection difficult, and thereafter, identification and localisationeven
more so. In response, governments and military forces across the world, including in India
have developed various approaches to detect these aerial systems. These methods canbroadly
be classified as radar, video/electro-optical (EO), audio/acoustic, andRF-based.
Detection
Techniqu
es Radar
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Radar is a useful tool for detection of aircraft. There are various challenges, however.
These includea drone‘s low altitude and velocity of flying, and very small radar cross-section
(RCS) which makes it extremely difficult to distinguish noise or clutter from the actualtarget.
Rcs Study
Analysingthe micro-dopplersignature by multi-static radar can help inaccurate drone
detection and tracking. 4 Small drone RCS estimation obtained by outdoor measurements has
been analysedand provedthat passive techniques can be used to detect and track drones.5 Back
scattering phenomenon associated with micro motion has also been studied by scientists.
Whereas thetotal RCS is important for target detection, the energy backscattered from rotating
parts like propeller and rotors are crucial for extraction of useful micro-Dopplersignatures.
Multiple Input single Output (MIsO) radar systems
A single antenna is used for transmission, whereas four antennae are used for
reception. The concept of estimating the minimum power requirement that must be transmitted to
reveal a targetwith a specific value of RCS is possible with the radar equation. Drones up to a
rangeof 150metrescanbe detected using thistechnique.
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) radar systems
Using MIMO radar systems further increases the probability of detection of drones and
UAVs. It introduces high angular resolution and sensitivity for slowmovingtargets and covers a
wider area with lesser cost, as compared to conventional phased array systems. It alsoexhibits
enhanced discrimination from clutter and phasenoise.
Ku–band (12 to 18 Giga-hertz) battlefield radars
Theoretical analysis of the detection probability has been carried out 8 in addition to the
relationship between signal to noise ratio as well as small RCS of drones. This was based on a
study sponsored by MoD of the Slovak Republic. A 35 Gigahertz Frequency Modulated
Continuous Wave (FMCW) drone detection system has also been studied, and the results obtained

have been validated in theory as well as practice.
Fig.1- Micro-dopplerRadarDroMiAn(Dronedetectionwithmicro-DopplerAnalysis) (Left)
&Cepstrumof Four Rotor Blades(Right)

ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENtAtION
Of the 537 systems discussed earlier in this brief, unfortunately, none
ofthesystemsfromIndia finda mention. This may be because information may be classified, or
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therewas no participation by Indian vendors. However, during the Republic Day parade in
2020, there were media reports of an anti-drone weapon having been fielded.23 Basedon the
various proof of conceptsaswellastechnology demonstrators, one can now elaborate on the system
design for a modular counter-drone weapon. The main purpose of these measures is to exploit
the vulnerabilities ofdrones.
Heterogenous Sensing Unit – Detection, Localisation and Tracking
A heterogenoussensing unit will serve the purpose ofdetection and localisationof the
drone. The heterogenoussystem will compriseof various sensors which can be utilisedinany
weather. There should be RF/ radar-based sensors asthe first line of detection, coupled with
acoustic sensors. This can be followed by an EO/IR system layer for enhancing the resolution.
The range of detection should be a minimum of three km and it should effectively be able to
track the drone at minimum 1 km, assuming the drone is carrying a destructivepayload.
Central Processing Unit
The Central Processing Unit should be able to collate the feed fromall the active and
passive sensors. It
shouldthereafter carry out analysis, derive drone features, and
achieveclassification.
For the acoustic sensors, the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) can be adopted and the
histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) can be used 25 for extraction ofimage features. These
arein addition to the PCA methods describedearlier.
In the case of the RF features to be extracted, it may be assumed that at least two out
of the following threelinksare active at any givenpoint in time, viz., controller link or the
ground control link (to include all frequency bands as prevalent based on the manufacturer
specifications); GPSlink(uplink&downlink frequency bandsas also to cover GLONASS,
Bediou&possibly IRNSS); and the payload (assumed camera/ optical device for reconnaissance)
WiFilink back to the ground control station which may transmit the data captured in real time to
the control station. The developmentand incorporation of neural networks can be considered
subsequently. By usingthe logical ‗OR‘ operation, it will be ensured that probabilities of
detection are high despite the possibility of a false alarm, albeit to aminimum.
Jamming Unit
Based on the inputs and analysis carried out by the Central Processing Unit, the
jamming unit can be made to work in three modes akin to air defencesystems viz., Weapon Hold,
Weapon Free, and Weapon Tight. Based on directional antennae to achieve better spatial
economy as well as meet power requirements, a 360-degree coverage is preferable
(gimbalbbased for added stabilisation) with a slaved servo/proportional-integral-derivative
(feedback based) controller to the tracker. A spoofing unit should be made alongside the
jamming unit to take over the droneifb The word ―gimbal‖ is defined as a pivoted support that
allows rotation of any object in a single axis. So a threeaxisgimbal allows any object mounted
on the gimbal to be independent of the movement of the one holding the gimbal. The gimbal
dictates the movement of the object, not the one carrying it, desired for forensics at a later
stage (Man in the middleattackc).
Kill Unit
If the jamming unit is unable to affect the drone operations due to any reason, the
highpower microwave unit should kick into action to get the drone on the ground. The rangeof
engagement
can
be
fixed
with
respect
to
various
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vulnerabilityaspects,suchastheinstallationbeingdefended,theimportanceofthe area, and the vital
point. An alternate high-power LASER may also be employed to destroy thedrone.
The close-in weapon support systems (CIWSS) as used extensively
by naval vessels the world over against hostile missiles is also another option which may be
explored.
System Integration and Implementation
The proposed system should be fabricatedin a modular fashion allowing sub-system
integration based on the felt need. The system at the same time should be made in two
versions, viz., manpack(portable) and vehicle-based, obviously scaling down the parts and
therefore, weight for the manpacksystem (SWaPconsiderations). The design of the system may
be adapted from the system as shown in Figure2.

Fig. 2 Envisioned CounterDroneFig. 3- Drone DomeBrochure
System –LayeredArchitecture(Open Source) – Array of sensors andintegration
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Fig. 4- Firefly Brochure (Open Source) – Tactical loitering weapon to ‘Kill’ Drones
CHALLENGES
The challenges being faced today with respect to counter-drone technology is manifold
as drone technology is itself growing by leaps and bounds. Reconnaissance, Intelligence,
Surveillance &Target Acquisition (RISTA) &ElectronicWarfare systems will have to work
together to tackle the threat of both stand-alone and drone swarms. Some ofthe pertinent
technological challenges are
being highlighted which will need immediate attention tobe
considered when the anti-drone weaponis conceptualised.
Heterogenous sensor Fusion.
The variety of protocols used forcommunication between sensors poses a problem
during their integration into a networkedsystem.
Energy Efficient sensors.
Power management considerations will always be towering as the employment of
such systems is going to be all-day and all-night. Solar power sources and fuel cells are the
technologies which may betapped.
Multiple Drone Detection and Localisation.
Technical challenges will be compounded when trying to detect and localiseswarms
wherein it will not be necessary that all the drones are having a viable RF signature. Progress has
been made in usingmillimetre-wave radar as well as measuring the turbulence caused by the
dronerotors.
This threat is evolving everythree to six months – it is justthatadaptive. This is going to
be a continuing challenge due to the adaptive nature of the problem of being able to use small
drones insomany different ways and you cannot rely on one technique to respond to them. VaylS. Oxford, Director, U.S. DefenceThreat Reduction Agency, March2019.
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Drone signature Database.
Extensive studies are to be conducted to havea comprehensive database. Inter-agency
cooperation mayhelp mitigate the issuesinvolved.
Identification Friend or Foe (IFF).
The IFF shall always remain challenging with the use of drones forall unethical purposes
by non-state actors. However, research has been carried out in this field using a relay drone with
beacon system.
Hardware sandboxing.
With systems in place to reducethe effectiveness of drone jamming (sandboxing), novel
kinetic kill methods will have to bedeveloped.
Prevention Against Jamming (JAMME) techniques.
Jamming is now being leveraged for drone missions into completion.
Cognitive Avoidance in 4th Generation GPs.
GPS systems arebecoming increasingly more interference-proof. Long Term Evolution
or LTE may soon be used to operate drones at theoretically unlimited rangeswithout RF links,
i.e., cellular base stations will provide theoretically unlimited range.Newflight modes that have
been
introduced
in
UAVs
or
drones
which
includeobstacleavoidanceusingultrasonicsensors,terrainmapping cameras integrated as SoC, follow
me, tapfly, active track and sports mode. Better batterysystems have been incorporated giving
the drone larger endurance (5230 mAhbattery on board the DJI Phantom4).
Conclusion
We gave a comprehensive review of four of the most widely used surveillance
technologies in Drone Detection and localization and also summerized existing antidronesystem
term. then we developed anti drone system , called ADS-ZJU, which combines 3 passive
surveillance technologies. Experimental Result show that our system can detect and localized the
intruding Drone in campusEnvironment.
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Abstract
Eyes arelike window to this large universe. The Advancements in the field of
biomedical electronics and in the field of electronics andcommunication system have changed the
perception of eye. People suffering fromparalysis donot have sensation to make any motion
using hands or legs. It results them of being dependent on others. Failing them beingindependent.
Using of joystick cannot be implemented too since they can notmove their hand. It is
estimated severely disabled persons able to control only the muscles of their eyes without any
problem. Hence usingeye gaze we can develop wheelchair that moves on the motion of the
eyegaze.
Keywords:
Eye movement detection video processing, wheelchair control.
Introduction
People encounteringlossof movement don‘t have sensationto make any development
using
hands
or
legs.
Individuals
with
extraordinary
motor
failures
arenotpreparedtomovetheirmembers wilfully and talk clearly, however the subjective parts of their
cerebrum are interface Thenoteworthy issue defied by loss of movement patients are
correspondenceand commuting.Forcorrespondence, daze system exists. In any case, each time
using flashes to control a wheelchair winds up clearly tiring for the eyes. It comes to fruition
them of being dependent on others; failing thembeing free. Thusly anotherstructure should
be perceived for helping the stifled to move their wheelchair. Since pushing the
wheelchair himself is out of question. Utilizing of joystickcantbe executed too since they
cantmove their hand, Even however their subjectivepartsofthe cerebrum isintuitive.
Setup:
The block diagram for a real time video processing based eye gaze recognition system
toassist paralysedpatient is asbelow.
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The video of the eye image is obtained by the webcamerawhichis being attached to
the head worn cap. The camera is adjusted such a way it focuses the eye along with
theforehead. The imagesare being captured continuously from that of the video input.
The imagethat is being captured by the web camera is the Raw RGBimage.
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Methodology:
This image is been converted to Y parameter which is found best among all that of
RGB, YCBCR and HSV.Y parameter is the best to differentiate between the Iris and
Cornea of the eye. The conversion of the RGB to YCbCRimage isdone using Matlab. The
conversionis done while the image access all the pixels and compares the threshold and
conversion isdone.
The conversion of the RGB image to Y parameter is done under the categoryImage

buffering using the software Matlab. The colourspace conversion enables to convert
colourinformation from RGB to YCbCRcolourspace as specified by recommendation ITU-R
BT601_5.
The casestudyisdone for the four samples. The foursamples are the image being
extracted from that of the webcamera. The samples of the converted images being observed for
the pixelcontent. The four images ate pixel for that of the Iris and scleriapart of the eye. The
average of the minimum and maximum value of the Iris and scleriais calculated and its
value is being noted. The maximumvalueofthe pixel is being observed also with respect
to minimum values. The imageis then converted to black and white image by providing
a function with a level of thresholdingotherwisethe default value is0.5.
The image is then extracted comparedwith the maximum value taken fromthatof the
reference. It access all the pixelsof that particular image. If the pixel is greater or equal
to the minimum value the output of that image is being converted to white. If atall the
pixel value is less than or equaltotheimagetheoutputisblack.Henceextractionof theeye is done
by the aboveprocedure.
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The above figure shows hoe the extraction of the eye is being complete. The Iris andscleriais
been easily identified hence extraction of the eye is completed. The errorswere removed by the
method of erosion andemulsions.
Conclusion
Using the approach of EOG, VOG and ENG we can enable the advancement of the
wheelchair we toevacuate the improvement of the eye using the MATLAB and after that matched
up with the gear part Aurdinois the hardware used which is being aided by the advancement of the
eye. From now on a constant video takingcare of based eye gaze affirmation system to help
debilitated patient isdone.
Future Work:
At the point the motor has tobe turned on manually. We would introduce blink system
into the system following which the motor can be on, handling such a way if the person blinks
for continuously 5 times the motor would turn on and viceversa.
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Abstract
Bridges are the crucial components of highway network. There has been growing
awareness about the problems associated with the existing old bridges. Many of the existing
bridges in service today were designed for less traffic slower speeds they are inadequate
according to current traffic situation. To ensure safe, it is important to take a periodic survey
of bridges. In this paper we discuss a algorithm for bridge survey based on linguistic inputs
obtained by observation of bridge components. With appropriate rule based system we can
obtain a condition of a bridge in linguistic term. The data collected from site and processed in
laboratory would be used to decide about suitable repair, demolition of existing bridges. It is
also important for the future need of the existing bridges which would help the decision
makers in identifying the most deserving bridges for improvement during the given a period.
Key Words: Fuzzy rule base, bridge survey.
Introduction
Bridge are the most vulnerable part of the modern civil infrastructure system whose
takes are to provides secure, reliable, continuous flow of goods, services and transportation of
people. The need of the survey as the bridges are damages depends on the location and size of
the bridges and how far is it. In recent years there are many bridges are collapsed around the
world and causes the great economics losses and casualties. Economic losses of a bridges
collapse can be both direct and indirect. The direct economic losses of a bridge includes: the
cost of repair, debris removal and the use the bypass in case of collapse. The indirect
economics loss is associated with the interruption of traffic flow.
Fuzzy set theory has been proving useful for helping in problems like assessing or evaluating
existing construction like in assessment of the quality of highway pavements and assessment
of damage in building after an earthquake, flood situation.
Material and Method
The linguistic fuzzy model (Zadeh, 1973; Mamdani, 1977) has been introduced as
way to capture available qualitative knowledge in the form of if then rule. Here a simple
fuzzy Model which qualitatively describe how we can examine a condition of Bridge by the
help of examination of different components of Bridge.
Firstly, we have defined Fuzzy sets representing a Poor, Fair, Good conditions of bridge
components and Bridge itself. The Qualitative relation between the Model Input and output
expressed by rules. The fuzzy relations
corresponding to the individual rule calculated by
using standard fuzzy intersection. The Fuzzy relation R, Which represent the entire rule base,
is the union (element-wise maximum) of the relations .
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Fuzzy
Inputs

Fuzzy Rule
Based
System

Fuzzy
Output

Fuzzy Inputs, Output and their Linguistic variables:
Inputs variables are:
1. Condition of Poles (Poor, Fair, Good)
2. Condition of Beams (Poor, Fair, Good)
Output variable: Condition of Bridge (Poor, Fair, Good)
Fuzzy If then Rules: (P –Poor, F-Fair, G-Good)
Rule
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Inputs
Pole
Condition
P
P
P
F
F
F
G
G
G

Output
Beam
Condition
P
F
G
P
F
G
P
F
G

Bridge Condition
P
P
P
P
F
F
F
F
G

Model Input Membership values:
Model Input Membership
Linguistic Terms 0
1.0
Poor
0.0
Fair
0.0
Good

1
0.6
0.4
0.0

2
0
1.0
0.1

3
0
0.4
1
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Model Output Membership values:
Model Output Membership
Linguistic Terms 0
1.0
Poor
0.0
Fair
0.0
Good

1
0.6
0.4
0.0

2
0.4
1.0
0.8

3
0
0
1

Relation corresponding to each rule:
[

] ;

[

[

] ;

[

[

];

[

];

[

];

];

]

[

]

[

]

Relation corresponding to Entire rule base:
[

]

The output of a rule based fuzzy model is then computed by the max-min relation
composition.
Formula:
1. An input fuzzy value ̌
composition :

,for which the output value

is given by the relational

2. Distance Between two fuzzy set:
∑
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Result
Now let,

be a input given by observer during survey then result

of max-min composition is the fuzzy set

.By distance formula distance

of
is minimum from a model fuzzy output representing poor condition of bridge. Hence
overall condition of bridge is poor condition.
Conclusion
Fuzzy logic helps to such an extent that it simplifies the survey procedure for the user,
i.e. it directs the user to closest approximate condition of bridge under consideration of
observed components. The proposed model of the system for the examination is based on
fuzzy logic. The usage of fuzzy logic makes it possible to generate a output representing
condition of bridge.
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Abstract
This paper examines a concept and use of fuzzy logic in decision of choosing mobile.
When choosing mobile device, it is necessary to take care about features of the device itself.
A fuzzy logic, that is fuzzy decision system makes it easier to choose mobile device as an
optimal solution depending on evaluation of device‘s criteria determined by user.
Furthermore, device‘s classification list is being generated and according to it selection of
mobile device is made by user.
Key Words: Fuzzy logic, Decision making.
Introduction
In selection of mobile device, it is necessary to consider the characteristic that
characterize the respective device. The affinities and desires of the users are different. Thus
there are various profiles of users who use the mobile device according to their needs. Fuzzy
decision making system, provides facilities in selection of a mobile device by evaluation of
the device criteria determined by the user. The process of evaluating the criteria supported by
fuzzy logic, is used to determine the qualitative set, based on the pre-determined criteria.
Accordingly, the device‘s classification list is made, and used to make the selection of the
mobile device.
Materials & Methods
Decision Making is always a fundamental activity of a human being. The task
becomes complicated when there are lot of options and alternatives. Based on the problem
following specific objectives are formulated:
1. To explore the use of fuzzy logic in decision making.
2. To develop a fuzzified model for rainfall prediction.
The Algorithm:
In a given model, a decision situation is characterized by the following components:
1. Set `A‘ of possible actions.
2. Set of goals (i
). Each of which is expressed by fuzzy set on A.
3. Set of constraints (j
). Each of which is expressed as fuzzy set on A.
We describe the meaning of actions in set A in terms of set and j by function
:A
(i
)
: A Yj(i
)
and express goals and constrains
by composition of
and
and composition of
and
that is
.
.
for each a in A.
Given a decision situation characterized by fuzzy sets A, (i
) and
(j
).A fuzzy decision D is given by a fuzzy set on A that satisfy given
goals and constrains. That is
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……. (1)
For all a in A.
One‘s a fuzzy decision is obtained we choose a best crisp alternative from this fuzzy set. We
choose crisp alternative corresponding to height of fuzzy set.

Crisp Input

Fuzzification

Fuzzy
Decision
Making

Best
Alternative

, , ,
Suppose that individual needs to decide which of four possible mobiles
to choose. His or her goal is to choose a mobile which have moderate cost under the
constraints that the mobile have good camera quality with long battery backup. Crisp values
of the inputs variables are as follows:
Mobile Cost

Camera capacity
(MP)
30
25
30
20
, ,
, }.

7000
8000
9000
8500
In this case set of actions is A = {
Goals:
To express the goal in terms of set A we need a function,
mobile the respected cost .
g( )=7000
g( )=8000
g( )=9000
g( )=8500
To express the constrain in terms of set A we need a function,
assign a respected camera capacity to each mobile:
( ) =30 mp
( ) =40 mp
(
=50 mp
(

Battery backup
(mph)
2500
3000
3500
4000

Which assign to each

.

) =60 mph

assign a respected battery capacity to each mobile:
( )= 2500 mph
( )= 3000 mph
( )= 3500 mph
( )= 4000 mph
Here individual wants to choose a mobile which have moderate cost, good camera
capacity and good battery backup.
Fuzzy set involving in this represent the concept of moderate cost., good camera, long battery
backup.
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(a) Goal G' : Moderate cost.
Membership values in Moderate cost

1.2
1

1

1

0.8

0.8
0.6

0.6
0.4

0.4
0.2

0.2
0

1

0
0

2000

4000

6000

8000

10000

12000

14000

Cost of Mobile

(a) Constrain C1' : Good Camera.

Membership values in good camera

1.2
1

1

0.9
0.8

0.8

0.7
0.6

0.6

0.5
0.4

0.4

0.3
0.2

0.2
0

1

0.1
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

Camera Quality (Megapixals)
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(b) Constrain C2' : Long Battery life .
Membership values in long Battery Life

1.2
1

1

3500

4000

1
0.8

0.8
0.6

0.6
0.4

0.4
0.2

0.2
0

0
0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

4500

Battery Capacity

Fuzzified values of inputs:
Mobile

Moderate Cost

Good
capacity

0.4
0.6
0.8
0.7

0.5
0.4
0.5
0.3

Camera Long
backup

Battery

0.6
0.8
1
1

Therefore,

Result
Applying now formula (equation 1) we obtain the fuzzy set

Which represent a fuzzy characterization of the concept of required Smart phone. The
; this is most desirable smartphone among the four
Smartphone to be chosen is ̂
available smartphones under the given goal G and constrains , .
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Conclusion
Fuzzy logic helps to such an extent that it simplifies the selection procedure for the
user, i.e. it directs the user to select the device according to the characteristics the user has
provided. The proposed model of the system for the classification and selection of mobile
devices is based on fuzzy logic. The usage of fuzzy logic makes it possible to generate a list
of devices that to the largest extent match the initial settings, i.e. criteria according to the
obtained results.
In selecting a mobile device using fuzzy logic, the user‘s requests are the most important.
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Abstract
Cancer may be a group of quite 100 different diseases. It can be developed almost
anywhere in body. In today‘s world, cancer is a common word in households, each of us
closely associated with at least one near, a family member or a neighbour, a friend or a
colleague, diagnosed with cancer.Among various diseases, cancer has become an enormous
threat to citizenry globally. As per Indian population census data, the speed of mortality
thanks to cancer in India was high and alarming with about 806000 existing cases by the top
of the last century. Cancer is the second commonest disease in India liable for maximum
mortality with about 0.3 million deaths per year. In India, there's also a perception that cancer
incidence is on the increase; and a hope that perhaps with the advances in technology, cancer
is diagnosed more frequently could also be a change in our attitude and approach, the myths
related to cancer are vanishing and that we are more hospitable accepting cancer diagnosis
and discussing cancer more openly.It is important to enhance awareness about carcinoma and
a multidisciplinary approach to cancer treatment is important and this has got to be made
available in the least Regional Cancer Centre. The aim of the project work includes the age
wise and gender wise analysis of cancer data and to find the maximum individuals affected
by cancer in each case.
Keywords: Cancer, Statistical Analysis, Awareness, Addiction,Chi-Square test for
independence, Proportion test.
Introduction
Cancer may be a group of disease involving abnormal cell growth with potential to
invade or spread to other parts of the body. It is the uncontrolled growth of abnormal cells
within the body. In cancerous tumours or malignant tumours, the cells have lost the ability
to stop growing. In other words, they need gone Rogue and cannot stop dividing.To better
explain, nearly every cell within the body is in a position to grow and divide to form new
cells, to a particular extent. This is the important for all living organisms. When cells grow
rogue, however, there is problem with the DNA. When mutations, which are changes in the
DNA sequence, occurs, they cause the cells to forget how stop dividing. After some time,
the mass of the cells becomes a tumour. The tumourcan either be malignant or it can be
benign, which means is not cancerous.
According to WHO, India features a cancer death rate of 79 per 100000 deaths and
accounts for over 6 percent of the entire deaths. These numbers are very close to those of
high income countries. Further the cancer mortality in India is projected to increase to over
9 lakhs deaths decade. Also with higher burden of the breast and uterine cancer, the cancer
incident in India is also identified with the significant gender dimensions.
Every year, lakhs of Indians are devastated by news of the cancer. On a mean, quite 1300
Indians succumb to the dreaded disease a day. With new cancer cases or its incidence in
India estimated to grow by 25% by 2020 (According to the cancer registry released by the
Indian Council of Medical Research), cancer has become one of the major cause of death
occurring in the country.
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According to a World Health Organization report, a premature death by noncommunicable diseases is one of the highest in India. Of all the other non-communicable
diseases like cardiovascular ailments, chronic respiratory problems and diabetes, cancer may
be a major public health concern. Although scientists have identified many risk factors that
increase a woman‗s chance of developing carcinoma, they are doing not yet skills these risk
factors work together to cause normal cells to become cancerous. Most experts agree that
carcinoma is caused by a mixture of genetic, hormonal, and environmental factors.
Literature Review
In spite of good advancements for diagnosis and treatment, cancer is still a big
threat to our society (Kotnis et al, 2005). This is the second most common disease
after cardiovascular disorders for maximum deaths in the world (Jemal et al, 2007).It
accounts for about 23 and 7% deaths in USA and India, respectively. The world‘s
population is expected to be 7.5 billion by 2020 and approximations predict that about
15.0 million new cancer cases will be diagnosed; with deaths of about 12.0 million cancer
patients (Brayand et al, 2006).Over the last 30 years scientist have worked hard to identify
carcinogenic substance in the home, work place and general environment that cause cancer.
Evidence for cancer causing substances and their risk comes from three sources namely
human studies, animal studies and laboratory experiment with human cells. Evidences from
each of these sources are important in helping public health officials decide whether exposure
to certain carcinogenic substances needs to be reduced or eliminated (Ingole S.P. et al, 2013).
The magnitude of cancer problem in the Indian Sub-continent (sheer numbers) is
increasing due to poor to moderate living standards (Wynder et al, 1974) and
inadequate medical facilities. Most frequently observed cancers in Indian population
are of lungs, breast, colon, rectum, stomach and liver (Nandakumar, 1990-96; Rao et
al, 1998; Murthy et al, 2004).
Research Methodology
The study is done by conducting survey in cancer hospital. This survey taken such
those focus on the cancer patients. Generally, a random sample is selected by using
appropriate sampling technique. Here the sampling method used is simple random sampling
without replacement to collect the Data of cancer patients. The data is limited to a hospital
only. The data collected for this project is primary type that is personal interview method.
Also we studied the case papers of cancer patients and collect the all information regarding
the data. The survey conducted include 204 patients where 118 male and 86 females patients.
Results & Discussion
Finding from the analysis of qualitative and quantitative datasets gathers from the
present study are given below.
1. Type of cancer
In the survey, we find 46 different types of organ related cancers. The most organ
related cancer occurred is buccal mucosa in male and Breast cancer in female which is 13%
and 16% respectively.
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Fig. 1
2. Age wise comparison of cancer patients
The age of patients is one of the important factors in cancer disease. The Survey
shows that 72% cancer a patient belongs to 30-60 age groups. The following graph shows the
data.
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5
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0 1
0 - 15
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Age Groups

60 - 75
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Fig. 2
3.Cancer disease over addiction
Addiction is a major factor which causes cancer. In this survey, we check that
which organ related cancer mostly affected by different types of addiction. For this analysis
we check the dependency between type of cancer and addiction by using Chi- Square
independency test of attributes. We check this independency test only for mostly occurred
organ related cancer.
Type of Cancer

P value

Buccal Mucosa

0.08
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Breast

0.4300

Oesophagus

0.3050

Lung

0.0080

Tongue

0.1457

Buccal mucosa, lung cancer disease and Addiction of patients is dependent, whereas the
breast, oesophagus and tongue cancer disease and addiction of patients is independent.
4. Analysis on weight of cancer patients
In the survey, we got the initial weight of cancer patients when they are diagnosed by
cancer disease and thecurrent weight of patient. We distribute the cancer patients according to
two duration:
 Less than 6 months period
 More than 6 months period
For this analysis we use the student‘s t-test for equality of two populations mean.
From this analysis we conclude that there is no difference between the weight of patient
before and after treatment in less than 6 months duration, whereasthere is a difference
weight of patients before and after treatment in above 6 month duration.
Conclusion
Cancer is almost found in any organ in the body. There are several types of cancer
like buccal mucosa, breast cancer, oesophagus, lung, tongue, etc. in human body. In this
survey there are 58% male and 42% female patients included. In male buccal mucosa
cancer and in female breast cancer is mostly occurs (Fig.1). Age matters in cancer disease,
the most of the cancer patients found in 30-60 age groups (Fig.2).This is because in this age
group people loose there immune system power as they get older so, the tumour cells
spreads all over in the body. Buccal mucosa and lung cancer occurs due to different types
of addictions. Major effect of cancer on the human body is weight loss. In short duration
the weight loss does not appear clearly but in long duration the cancer disease affect on
weight of human body. The diet and living style are important factors to regulate the
spreading of cancers and, hence, Indians should take care about these facts.
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Abstract
As we are that Due to COVID-19 pandemic, the whole world of human activity has
been changed dramatically. Not only business and economy is affected by COVID-19
Pandemics but also education system of whole world if affected. Particularly in developing
countries like India, where technical limitations like availability and suitability of devices and
bandwidth are serious challenges, there is need to study working and effectiveness of online
learning during COVID-19 pandemic. In order to explore the impact of COVID-19 pandemic
on education system in Maharashtra state we conducted Statistical survey. With the aim, to
extract the real time challenges and effectiveness of online learning education system in
Maharashtra. The study indicated that, this online learning environment is a big challenge for
students as well as for most of the teachers.
Keywords: Corona virus, COVID-19, education, online learning, technology
Introduction
The whole world is going through a very tough and unpredictable period of life.
CORONA virus has changed our way of living significantly. The situation forced to change
and find substitute for the old and traditional style of functioning of man-machine and
knowledge delivery ways. The educational field too needed to think for such alternatives,
because closure of all educational institutions for so long period is not good at all. During
‗keep social distance‘ period, education field has faced many challenges along with all other
fields. As we know, India is one of the largest nations with many geographical variations.
This makes the learning process a bit difficult in this COVID-19 pandemic.
The year 1985 indicated the digitalizing of education in India by central
government.‗Digital India‘ projects have been supporting education in a big way. Since 1999,
there are many inventions discovered in the e-learning. So, all educational institutions all over
the world immediately adopt online learning, and continued their academic schedule through
online learning. Online classes offer big opportunity to reach out to students. Virtual
classrooms have become a popular reality. However, the major concern is about the quality of
learning which is closely related with how well the content is designed and executed by
teachers through e-learning environment. Effectiveness of learning also depends on how the
content is assisted with online environment and also in understanding and addressing the
constraints faced by students. Moreover, in India, the system of online education has never
been tried at this scale and this is like a massive social experiment. So, there is need to check
whether all students have a good access for online learning. According survey taken in
November 2019, the teachers were not very enthusiastic about taking online learning to
upgrade their skill and knowledge; rather, they were happy with the traditional mode of
workshops to enhance their knowledge. So, there is also need to check teachers‘ knowledge,
aspects and opinion regarding online teaching and whether they have enough capability to
teach their students through online learning environments.
Literature Review
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Rapid developments in technology have made distance education easy (McBrien et
al., 2009). Online learning can be termed as a tool that can make the teaching-learning
process more student-centered, more-innovative and even more flexible. In online
environments, students can be anywhere (independent) to learn and to interact with
instructors and other students (Singh & Thurman, 2019). Endless repetitions, online
worksheets, immediate answer to queries at any hour are the major advantages of online
learning. The only thing required is the computer or smart phone and good network
connectivity (P. Verma, A. Trivedi, 2019). In the year 2020, the major part of the world is
quarantine due to serious outbreak of global pandemic COVID-19. During this tough time,
the concern is not about whether online teaching-learning methods can provide quality
education; it is rather how academic institutions will be able to adopt online learning in such
a massive manner (Caret, 2020). According to NCERT survey (2020), one out of three
students faces difficulty in attending online classes. The major reasons came up behind this
are poor internet connectivity, disruption in electricsupply and unavailability of devices such
as smart-phones and laptops/PC.
The study literature indicates that there are may advantages of using online education
and on others side it has its own limitation. For efficiency use and implementation of online
education is totally depends on the access of infrastructures and on strong connectivity.
However there are very few research are done that reflects the present scenario of online
education system and its impact on knowledge gaining process of students. Hence we
conducted the statistical survey to explore the real time advantages and challenges of this
online education system in Maharashtra.
Research Methodology
The study is done by conducting three surveys. Surveys are taken such that they
focused on the problems associated with online learning during COVID-19 pandemics. .The
sampling method used is ‗simple random sampling without replacement‘. Out of three
surveys, two surveys are taken from students and one survey is of teachers. All the three
questionnaires are designed so that the information gained as per the aim of the study. The
questionnaires were designed with the help of literature survey and informal discussions with
the students who are currently attending online classes. These surveys are conducted in
Western Maharashtra. Respondents were 409 students and 51 teachers, all are from different
educational institutions. Here, we have used ‗meta-analysis‘. So, the analysis is done by using
all the three datasets collected through three surveys.
Results
Finding from the analysis of qualitative and quantitative datasets gathers from the
present study are given below.
Table 1. Demographic details of the study:
The demographic variables included are age, sex, type of institution and place of
residence.
Demographic Variables

Type of Institution

Percentage

School

1.17%

Junior college
UG
PG

3.50%
42.02%
53.31%
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Sex
Place of Residence

Male

35.41%

Female

64.59%

Rural

63.81%

Urban

36.19%

Online teaching tools:
Device needed to attend online classes is either smart-phone or laptop/PC. 82.21%
students have their own smart-phone, whereas 9.57% students have their parent‘s smartphone. Following applications are used for online classes.

Zoom

2%
26%

Microsoft Teams
45%

Google Classroom
Google Meet

25%

2%

Other

Fig. 1
Daily data consumption:
Internet access is required for online learning. As use of online learning increased
during COVID-19 pandemic crisis, internet data consumption is also increased. Daily
consumption of data for online classes is given below.

11%

4%

0-400 MB

19%

400-800 MB
0.8-1.2 GB

16%
25%
25%

1.2-1.6 GB
1.6-2GB
>2GB

Fig.2
Dependency between residence of students and other necessities:
For attending online classes, basic necessary things are smart-phone or laptop/PC,
internet connectivity, fair speed of internet. Since during pandemic period, all are attending
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online classes from their home, where 63.81% students live in rural areas. We check
dependency between residence of students and necessities using Chi-square test of
independence of attributes.
Table 2. Chi-square test of independence
Necessity
p-value
Smart-phone

0.5672

Laptop/PC

0.0002

Internet connectivity

5.5*e(-11)

Speed of internet

0.00004

Internet connectivity, speed of internet and availability of laptop are depending on the
residential location of students, whereas availability of smart-phone is independent of
residential location of students.

Ability to afford internet charges:
As we have seen before, data consumption is increased due to online classes. it is
found that 34% students cannot afford the internet charges, out of which 76.13% students are
from rural areas.

No
34%

Yes
66%

Fig. 3
Effect on usage of internet data due to COVID-19 pandemic crisis:
It is found that daily data consumption is increased during pandemic crisis. We further
tested the significance change in internet charges paid by students before pandemic crisis and
after or during pandemic crisis using Wilcoxon signed rank test.
This test indicates that there is significant difference in before internet charges paid by
students before pandemic crisis and after or during pandemic, which conclude that there is
extra burden of mobile recharge due to this online education system.
Satisfaction with current e-learning infrastructure:
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On an average, overall satisfaction with the current e-learning infrastructure is 2.5 on
scale of 0-5 that indicates on an average only 50% of students are satisfied with online
education system in Maharashtra state.
Initiative by government:
While taking survey, we asked whether respondent feel that government should take
initiative regarding current situation of e-learning. This indicates that government should take
some actions in order to develop current infrastructure of online learning.
1%

strongly agree

1%

9%

agree
neither agree nor
disagree

29%
60%

disagree
strongly disagree

Fig. 4
Conclusion
The primary purpose of the study was to examine the problems and expenses faced
regarding online learning during COVID-19 pandemics. Rural areas are lacking very behind
in facilities as compared with urban areas. The major issues in rural areas are laptop/PC
availability, internet connectivity issues, speed of internet, financial ability to afford internet
expenses.
During, COVID-19 pandemic crisis, every student spend averagely 800MBs of
internet data daily for online lectures. 45% of both teachers and students are using ‗Zoom‘
application for online learning. Due to lockdown, internet charges have increased as there are
online classes. As per the suggestions given by students and teachers regarding current online
learning infrastructure, the points came up are- educational institutes should either decrease
their fees or should provide some help to students for online learning at home. Government
should take some initiative towards development in e-learning infrastructure and provide
some subsidy on mobile recharges for systematic implementation of online education system
in Maharashtra.
Limitations
Due to time constraint, the study was restricted to western part of Maharashtra.
Moreover, we have limited our analysis to understand the financial problems of learners and
excluded the effectiveness of online learning
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Abstract
Titanium dioxide nanomaterials have been extensively studied for their application in solar to
fuel (electricity) conversion because of their compatibility with modern technologies. Titanium
dioxide as a photocatlyst turned to be a versatile candidate for solar light induced water splitting.
The continuous breakthroughs in the synthesis and modifications of titanium dioxide nanomaterials
have brought novel properties and applications in the photovoltaic field with improved performance.
These steady progresses have demonstrated that TiO2 nanomaterials play an important role in the
search for efficient and low cost photovoltaic technologies. In these photovoltaic devices, the charge
transfer process is well associated with the properties of titanium dioxide nanomaterials. The unique
physical and chemical properties of TiO2 nanomaterials can be controlled through modification of
nanocrystal structure, shape, size and organization. It is possible to develop large scale preparation
technique for high quality, low cost titanium dioxide nanomaterials and transformative technology so
as to realize the marketing economically viable solar panels with wide application prospect.
Keywords: solar, harvesting, TiO2, photocatalyst, fuel
Introduction
Catalysis is a well established scientific discipline dealing not only with fundamental
principles or mechanisms of catalytic reactions but also with preparation, properties and application
of various catalyst. Catalysis is a phenomenon by which chemical reactions are accelerated by small
quantities of foreign substances called catalyst. The catalytic reaction is a cyclic process, it opens
pathway for transformation to products, afterwards catalyst can be regained without any chemical
change. Usually very small amount of catalysts are required for catalysis. A catalyzed reaction will
have a lower activation energy than the corresponding uncatalyzed reaction, which results in a
higher reaction rate at the same same reaction conditions. However, the mechanistic explanation of
catalysis is complex. The study of catalysis is of interest theoretically to know what it reveals about
the fundamental nature of chemical reactions; in practice, catalysis study is important because many
industrial processes depend upon catalysts for their success. Fundamentally, the peculiar
phenomenon of life would hardly be possible without the biological catalysts termed enzymes.
Solar energy: One - Stop Shop
Though a majority of the world's current electricity supply is generated from fossil fuels such
as coal, oil and natural gas, these traditional energy sources facing number of challenges which
include rising prices, security concerns over dependence on imports from a limited number of
countries which are having enough fossil fuel supplies and growing environmental concerns over the
climate change risks associated with power generation using fossil fuels. Results of all these and
other challenges facing traditional energy sources, governments, businesses and consumers are
increasingly supporting the development of alternative energy sources and new technologies for
electricity generation. Renewable energy sources such as solar, biomass, geothermal, hydroelectric
and windpower generation have emerged as potential alternatives which can share the load on
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traditional energy soucrces. As compared to fossil fuels, which draw on finite resources that may
eventually become too expensive to retrieve, renewable energy sources are generally unlimited in
availability.
Solar power generation becoming a best emerging altenative from the most rapidly growing
renewable sources of electricity. Solar power generation has several advantages over other forms of
electricity generation: No dependence on fossil fuels, environmentally friendly,matching peak time
output with peak time demand,modularity and scalability, flexible locations.Despite the cost, an
advantage of photovoltaic systems is that they can be used in remote areas also easily. Many times a
photovoltaic system is a much better life-cycle cost option [2].
Word photocatalysis is of Greek origin and composes of two parts: prefix photo (phos - light)
and the word catalysis (katalyo - break part, decompose). Thus a photocatalysis is defined as change
in the rate of chemical reactions or their generation under the action of light in the presence of
substances called photocatalysts- that absorb light quanta and are involved in the chemical
transformations of the reaction participants . It has attracted the attention of researchers because it
uses solar energy, a paradigmatic renewable energy to promote reactions under very soft conditions.
In contrast to most industrial catalytic processes, which often require high temperature and elevated
pressure, photocatalysis operate under ambient conditions. It is a highly appealing process with
multiple application mainly in the field of environmental and energy fields including self –cleaning
surfaces, air and water purification systems, antifogging, anti microbial sterilization, hydrogen
evolution and photoelectrochemical conversion [3].
In heterogeneous catalysis the catalyst is in a different phase from the reactants.
Heterogeneous photocatalyts commonly used are transition metal oxides and semiconductors, which
have some unique characteristics. Metals are having a continuum of electronic states but
semiconductors possess a void energy region where no energy levels are available to promote
recombination of an electron and hole produced by photoactivation in the solid. The void region,
starts from the top of the filled valence band (V.B.) upto the bottom of the vacant conduction band
(C.B.), is termed as the band gap.When a photon with energy equal to or greater than the materials
band gap is absorbed by the semiconductor, an electron can excite from the valence band to the
conduction band, generating a positive hole in the valence band. The excited electron and hole can
recombine and release the energy gained from the excitation of the electron as heat. Recombination
is undesirable and leads to an inefficient photocatalyst. The final aim of the process is to have a
reaction between the excited electrons with an oxidant to produce a reduced product, and a reaction
between the generated holes with a reductant to produce an oxidized product. Due to the generation
of positive holes and electrons, oxidation-reduction reactions take place at the surface of
semiconductors [4].
Mechanism of semiconductor Photocatalysis
Semiconductors are particularly used in photocatalysis for their well known characteristics. In
semiconductor photocatalysis , excitation of electron from valence band to conduction band is
accomplished by absorption of photon of energy equal to or greater than the band gap energy of
semiconductor. In first step of this process there is formation of charge carriers by absorption of
photon.These excited charge carriers are mobile and capable of initiating several chemical redox
reactions at the semiconductor surface. The excited electrons and holes in the absence of suitable
electrons and hole scavengers tend to recombine quickly, dissipating the energy as heat within a few
seconds. On the other hand, the interfacial electron transfer in the reduction reaction is very low, on a
scale of milliseconds. This is clearly shown in the figure (1.1)
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Figure 1.1 Schematic representation of photoexcited electron transfer process
Thus, photocatalytic activity of semiconductors is largely dependant on the competition
between the surface transfer of charge carriers and electron hole recombination. If a suitable
scavenger or surface defect is available to trap electron or hole, recombination will prevent and
results into successful photocatalytic reaction [5].
Todays interest in hydrogen as a way of delivering energy services has been growing in
recent years in response to heightening concerns about the environmental impact of energy use and
worries about the security of fossil-fuel supplies. Hydrogen, as an energy carrier, can able to replace
all forms of final energy in use today and provide energy services to all sectors of the economy. The
main attraction of hydrogen is its potential environmental advantages over fossil fuels- hydrogen can
be burned in such a way as to produce no harmful emissions. If hydrogen is produced without
emitting any carbon dioxide or other climate-destabilising greenhouse gases, it could form the basis
of a truly sustainable energy system – the hydrogen economy.
Hydrogen is the most abundant, lightest and simplest element in the universe, making up 90%
of all matter. It is made up of just one electron and one proton. In its normal gaseous state, hydrogen
is odourless, tasteless, colourless and non-toxic. Hydrogen burns readily with oxygen, releasing
considerable amounts of energy as heat and producing only water as exhaust:
2 H2 + O2

2 H2O

Hydrogen is highly flammable. It has a high energy content by weight – nearly three times that of
gasoline, for example. By contrast, hydrogen has a low energy density by volume at a standard
temperature and atmospheric pressure. One gram of hydrogen gas at room temperature occupies
about 11 litres of space. Storing the gas under pressure or at temperatures below minus 253º C, at
which point it turns into a liquid, raises its volumetric density.
Some Concerns about Hydrogen
Despite many advantages, application of hydrogen technologies may have some limitations.
Inorder to serve as a practical fuel for transportation, hydrogen must be compressed to minimize its
storage volume because of its low energy density. Hydrogen with low volumetric energy is generally
stored as a compressed gas or liquid, meaning that an advanced compression process is needed.
However, such processes will require energy and expansive equipment, which adds costs to the use
of hydrogen. The storage of hydrogen in metal hydride form is another alternative to compression.
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However, metal hydrides are often expensive, heavy, and have a limited lifetime, making the process
costly and less practical. Considering the application of hydrogen in road transportation, present
efforts are based on two directions. One is to make hydrogen-combustion vehicles, and the other is to
make hydrogen fuel-cell vehicles. The advantages of hydrogen vehicles include a reduction in the
emission of carbon dioxide and other smog-producing pollutants, as well as a great reduction in the
release of nitrogen oxides (NOx). Unfortunately, the introduction of hydrogen vehicles into the
commercial market has faced the challenges of inadequate hydrogen fueling infrastructure and high
production cost in comparison to other petroleum-based vehicles. In fact, these problems are
interconnected in the sense that customers will not purchase hydrogen vehicles unless adequate
fueling is available, that manufacturers will not produce vehicles that people will not buy, and that
fuel providers will not install hydrogen stations for vehicles that do not exist. So solution for all
problems is hydrogen production through a cost effective and easy method.
Methods for Hydrogen Production
Currently, most of the world‟s hydrogen is produced by a process called “steam reforming”.
Inthis process, methane is widely used as fuel since it has the highest hydrogen-to-carbon
ratio among hydrocarbons hence the by products generated are minimized. In general, steam
methane reforming process consists of two steps - first is the reformation process in which methane
mixed with steam is passed over a catalyst bed at high temperature (700-900°C) and high pressure
(1.5 – 3 MPa) to form a mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide (CO) as shown in Equation 1.The
second step is the shift reaction in which CO from the first step reacts with additional steam to give
CO2 and more hydrogen (Equation 2).
CH4 + H2O
CO + 3H2
(1)
CO + H2O

CO2 +H2

(2)

Another process used for hydrogen generation that involves fossil fuels is coal gasification.
Inthis process, the coal undergoes partial oxidation at high temperature and pressure (~5
MPa) with the help of oxygen and steam to produce a mixture of hydrogen, CO, CO2, methane and
other products. At temperatures above 1000°C and pressures of 1 bar, mostly hydrogen and CO are
main products. The process can be represented by the following reactions (3&4).
C+1/2 O2
CO
(3)
C+H2O

CO + H2

(4)

Pyrolysis and gasification are feasible thermochemical routes for hydrogen production,
whereas biophotolysis, biological gas shift reaction and fermentation are promising biological
processes that are under development. In the pyrolysis process, biomass is heated rapidly to a high
temperature in the absence of oxygen to produce hydrogen, methane, CO, CO2, carbon and other
compounds depending on the nature of the biomass. The temperature used for pyrolysis ranges from
400 to 600°C and pressure ranges from 0.1 to 0.5 MPa. If hydrogen is produced from natural gas,
coal, or biomass, it will use a lot of energy, not to mention the substantial amount of CO 2 that will be
generated as a by-product. Therefore, the best way of producing hydrogen is to utilize an alternative
energy – solar energy, for water-splitting reaction [6].
The photocatalytic water splitting is one of the promising technology to produce “clean”
hydrogen. Solar hydrogen production can be done by electrolysis of water using solar cell, reforming
of biomass, photocatalytic or photoelectrochemical water splitting.
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There are mainly two types of photocatalytic devices - Photoelectrochemical cell ( PEC ) and
particulate photocatalytic systems . (Fig 1.2 &1.3). Photocatalytic water splitting using PEC is first
done by Fujishima and Honda. In a PEC cell, the photocatalyst form one of the two electroanode (eg:
photoanode). While other electrode is a metal (eg: platinum) was dipped in an electrolyte (water).
The two electroanodes were connected in such a way that electron and holes which are generated at
the electrode can travel to cathode and anode, activate hydrogen evolution reaction and oxygen
evolution reaction respectively. In addition a bias voltage can be applied to this device between
cathode and anode. The bias voltage can shift band edge positions relative to water redox levels in
the solution. By this way materials with band gap larger than 1.23 eV but unfavourable conduction
band and valence band may still achieve photocatalytic performances. However applying bias
voltage consumes high energy and thus reduces the efficiency of the device.Therefore a large bias
voltage should be avoided. For this reason, photocatalyst are still required to have its valence band
and conduction band close enough to the H2/H2O and O2/H2O level even a bias voltage can be
applied. In powdered catalyst device, photocatalyst in the powder form are directly put into the
solution, by some mechanisms, electron- hole separation such as p-n junction occurs, built in electric
field and so on excited electrons and holes can travel to different places at the photocatalyst-solution
interface where they activate hydrogen evolution reaction and oxygen evolution reaction. Advantage
of photocatalytic water splitting using a powdered catalyst is its simplicity. Sun shines at
photocatalyst powders dispersed in a pool of water and then hydrogen is evolved. Moreover
powdered systems will be advantageous for large –scale application of solar water splitting because
of the simplicity. So photocatalytic water splitting is an attractive reaction and will contribute to an
ultimate green sustainable chemistry and solving energy and environmental issues resulting in
bringing an energy revolution. The disadvantage of this powdered device is that no bias voltage can
be applied on it indicating that band edge position should be strictly satisfied. In addition unlike
PEC, powdered device it produces hydrogen and oxygen on the same catalyst so it requires a gas
separation step [7,8].

Figure 1.2 Photoelectrochemical water splittingFigure1.3 Powdered device water splitting
The photocatalytic water splitting reaction occurs mainly in three steps(i) The photocatalyst absorbs the photon energy greater band gap energy of the materials electron and
hole pairs are formed in the bulk (i.e) electrons in the valence band of photocatalyst are excited to the
conduction band while holes remain in the valence band. Therefore creates negative electron (e-) and
positive holes (h+) pairs. This state is called photo-excited state.
(ii) The photo-excited carriers separate and migrate to the surface without recombination.
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(iii) Adsorbed species are reduced and oxidized by photogenerated electrons and holes into hydrogen
and oxygen respectively.
The photogenerated holes and electrons can recombine in bulk or on the surface of the
semiconductor within very short time releasing heat.
Photon absorption: 2hν
2e- + 2H+
H2O + 2h+
1/2O2 + 2H+
2H+ +2e-

H2

Overall: H2O + 2hν
H2 +1/2O2 ∆G = +237kJ/mol
Reduction and oxidation of water by photoexcited electron and holes should take place if the
bottom level of conduction band has to be more negative than redox potential of H+/H2O(Vs)NHE
while top level of valence band should be more positive than redox potential of O2/H2O(1.23eV).
Therefore band gap of photocatalyst should be greater than 1.23eV to occur water splitting [9].

Fig 2. Photocatalysis mechanism scheme of semiconductor
A good photocatalyst –(a) should be stable to photocorrosion, (b) its conduction band
minimum should be more negative than hydrogen reduction potential, (c) valence band maximum
should be more positive than oxygen oxidation potential, (d) it should have minimum diffusion
length so that photogenerated electron and holes will easily undergo redox reactions before
recombination, (e) it should be chemically stable, (f) it should be ecofriendly.
Due to rapid recombination of photogenerated electrons and holes it is difficult to get
maximum effeiciency in water splitting. So far water splitting has been achieved at a reasonably
using hole scavengers such as methanol, formic acid, acetic acid, latic acid, EDTA,CN-, aldehydes.
Among them methanol was widely used as sacrificial agent because it is the smallest molecule
having only one carbon, so all energy gained can be utilized easily to break -C-H bond [10].
TiO2 (titania) is a best candidate as semiconductor photocatalyst because of its chemical
stability, its non toxicity, relatively low cost, high oxidative ability. Upon light exposure titania is
super hydrophilic in nature and forms thin layer of moisture which make them application in self
cleaning substance. Titania is used in many applications like in white pigments, cosmetics,
antifogging agent, antimicrobial, waste water remediation.Titania itself will absorb only in UV light
which is almost 5% of solar energy make it less applicable in photocatalysis. But when it is modified
in a such way that it can absorb in visible region make it more useful for photocatalysis [11].
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Thermodynamically rutile is most stable phase, anatase, brookite and TiO2 (B) are metastable.
The photocatalytic activity of different forms of TiO2 are quiet different. For bulk materials ; anatase
have 3.2 eV band gap and rutile have 3.02 eV band gap [12]. The studies on pure phase titania shows
that anatase is more active than rutile because anatase has more surface area than rutile leading to
enhanced adsorption capability. Although rutile has better charge carrier mobility due to its high
crystanillity but anatase has more charge separation than rutile due to the presence of more oxygen
vacancies in anatase. The studies on mixed phase TiO2, anatase – rich, anatase/rutile is more active
than pure anatase or rutile, photogenerated electrons tend to transfer from anatase to rutile because
C.B. of anatase more negative than that of rutile. The rutile phase can acts as electron sink hindering
charge recombination in anatase [13].
Attempts to improve efficiency of Titania
Light Harvesting
Photocatalytic reactions are intiated by light absorption. Wide band gap materials like TiO2
can absorb only in the UV region which is the main drawback. In order to improve light absorption
capacity of titania in visible region much efforts has to be taken. Some of the modification methods
are discussed here.
Cation Doping
In titania, O 2p orbitals form filled valence band, while 3d, 4s, 4p orbital contribute to the
unoccupied conduction band. The lower position of conduction band is occupied by 3d orbitals.
Upon doping with cations an impurity level is formed in the forbidden energy gap which will help in
the electron transfer from these intermediate states to the conduction band of TiO2 which helps it to
absorb more visible light. In 1982, Borgarello et al reported Cr3+ doped titania splits water in visible
region due to photoexcited transition of 3d electrons to conduction band of titania. Fe, Cu, Mn can
trap both electrons and holes, but Cr , Co, Ni can trap only one type of charge. Co-doping with
more than one cations can increase photocatalytic activity due to better charge separation. Nishiro et
al TiO2 doped with Ni2+ and Nb5+ made titania more visible active. The co-doping with two metals
ion with two different charges can increase the stability of photocatalyst due to charge balancing
effect. Though cation doping gives visible light absorption to the pristine semiconductor, there are
also some limitations associated with cation doping. Mainly thermal stability is very low for metal
ion doped titania, moreover metal ion doping mostly requires ion-implantation facility which is more
expensive.
Anion Doping
Anion doping make changes to valence band of titania thus narrowing its band gap. C, N, F, S
can substitute O2- in titania. Among these anion doping, nitrogen doping is most suitable doping
element because it mixes with O 2p orbitals making narrow band gap.There is also another argument
that N doping does not narrow band gap, but creates localized states within band gap of titania just
above the valence band maximum of TiO2 thus making N doped TiO2 visible active [12,14]. Doping
of carbon in titania is another kind of anion doping. In this added carbon impurity give
semiconductor,TiO2 an a excess of conducting electrons or conducting holes which is crucial for
visible active.The carbons in doped samples may play roles such as (i) lattice defect of titania to form
interface states that effectively lower band gap (ii) it will acts as sensitizer for visible light absorption
[15]. Pal and co workers studied the photocatalytic activity of C, N, S doped titania and found that CTiO2 > S-TiO2 > N-TiO2. [12].
Composites of TiO2 with Carbon based material
In recent years composite formed by coupling of TiO2 with carbon based materials especially
with graphenes and carbon nanotubes has attracted increasing attention.Carbon nanotube can form
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chemical bonds with titania, this will help in high mobility of charge carriers as well as good
mechanical strength. Nanocomposite catalysts (MWNT-TiO2) were prepared hydrothermally from
multiwalled carbon nanotube and titanium sulfate as titanium source by Dia et.al. Photocatalytic
activity checked by triethanol amine as electron donor. In metal oxide and MWCNTcomposite is
made there is strong interaction between nanotube and metal oxide in close contact which offers an
effecting route of reducing electron-hole combination by improving injection of electrons into
nanotube. Thus CNT acts as a photogenerated electron acceptor to promote interfacial electron
transfer since CNTs are relatively good acceptor while semiconductor is an electron donor under
irridation [16] .Graphene oxide (GO) or reduced graphene oxide ( RGO) is another good option of
carbon based materials to make composites with titania. GO is having two dimensional open pore
structure and presence of abundant oxygen containing functional groups, it can make strong
interaction with semiconductors which inturn helps in good charge separation and providing high
surface area. Yeh et al, prepared titania /graphene composites and explored the actual role of GO in
photocatalysis. He confirmed that excited electrons of a semiconductor could transfer from
conduction band to graphene by a percolation mechanism. A schottky barrier forms at interface
where there is a charge-space separation region. The two dimensional and planar π conjugation
structure of graphene permits rapid transference of charge carriers and effective separation of
electron hole pairs. Hydrothermal method is most widely used for synthesis of graphene-TiO2
nanocomposite [17].
Semiconductor Coupling
Absorption of photons by semiconductor photocatalyst induces the photogenerated charge
carriers-electrons and holes. The photogenerated charge carriers are separated or recombined on the
way while going towards the surface reaction sites. The charge carrier separation is a important
parameter determining the light to fuels conversion efficiency. Therefore, much attention has been
paid to increasing the charge separation efficiency. Fabrication of junction structure has been
recognized as an effective strategy to avoid charge recombination in semiconductors.
Semiconductor based photocatalysts with heterojunction can be considered as a coupled
system of two semiconductors (e.g., TiO2 coupled with another semiconductor), in which both
semiconductors are excited by photons to generate electrons and holes in their CB and VB,
respectively. The directions of charge transfer would depend on the relative positions of CB and VB
of the two semiconductors [12].
Loading of Cocatalyst
Due to various reasons some of the semiconductors cannot give activity upto the mark in
photocatalysis - 1) wide band gap, 2) V.B. potential and C.B. potential will not favourable for
oxygen evolution and hydrogen evolution 3) fast recombination of charge carriers. To overcome
these drawback of photocatalysts we can modify these catalysts with cocatalysts like metals (e.g. Au,
Ag, Pt) and some oxides (e.g. Cobalt oxide, ruthenium oxide, Iridium oxide). Metals used here can
not only acts as electron sink but also can provide effective proton reduction sites, hence
dramatically facilitate proton reduction sites. Cocatalyst like Cobalt oxide, ruthenium oxide, Iridium
oxide helps for water oxidation [12].
Conclusion
Hydrogen has been touted as the basis of a new and powerful energy economy which is not
depends on fossil fuels. If hydrogen is to be an alternative to conventional energy sources for the
next century, we must examine - the hydrogen production will be economically favourable. It is
observed that the problems related to hydrogen production are mainly energy needed to produce it
and to provide for energy losses in the hydrogen-to-application chain. Using exsisting technology of
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hydrogen production it requires at least twice energy than the energy used to produce electricity. So
now challenge is to develop the method which should be cost efficient.
To get pure hydrogen electrolysis of water is one of the best method. Using electricity to
chemically decompose water into hydrogen and oxygen. But this method is not cost effective since
electricity is needed for that. Instead of electricity if we can use solar light for water splitting
(photocatalytic water splitting) then it will be a cost efficient method. For this photocatalytic water
splitting we need a good catalyst which can absorb solar light efficiently and to split water into
hydrogen and oxygen. A study of literature shows that one of the best semiconductor photocatalyst is
TiO2 because of some well known reasons. But the drawback is because of its wide band gap it can‟t
absorb the visible light which is abundant in nature. Need explore some aspects for modification of
TiO2 which will helps TiO2 to absorb the visible light like integration with metals and carbon
scafold, doping and semiconductor coupling.
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Abstract
Synthetic polymers have lot of application in industry and are used in almost all walks of life,
but its non degradable property producing serious problems to the environment. Now Plastic
pollution is became an acute global problem and adversely affecting wildlife, wildlife habitat, and
humans. Increasing plastics waste and rapid increase in the cost of fossil fuels, researcher‟s attention
has shifted towards development of environmental friendly materials and in recent year it has
attracted extensive interest. In recent times bioplastics are emerged as most environmental friendly
materials and have shown lots of capable properties. So bioplastics with improved properties can
overcome the problems arose by use of synthetic plastic. So bioplastics can be replacement of
synthetic polymer, which is easily degradable and environment-friendly. This paper focuses on the
methodology, types, and applications of bioplastics production.
Keywords: Bioplastics, Advantages of bioplastics, environmentally-friendly, replacement
Introduction
Synthetic plastics are long chain polymeric compounds which are inexpensive, low-weight
and durable. Since the discovery of these materials, it has shown its applications in variety of fields
and plays a vital role today in both industries and household appliances. Plastics are made of organic
compounds so it can be easily modified chemically and morphologically to different shapes and of
varying strength, as a fiber or as thin sheets. This unique property of modification increases the
widespread application of synthetic plastics in different fields. Plastics are used for various
applications, such as hand baggage, plastic bottles, toys, food packages, components and electronic
equipment, furniture, dress materials, etc1. Over the year its production and use is increased in
manifold, the annual production of petroleum-based plastics was recorded as more than 300 million
tons until 20152. Variety of plastic are made from polyethylene plastic films, such as low-density
polyethylene (LDPE) and high-density polyethylene (HDPE) which has drawback such as non
degradability. Because of stable carbon–hydrogen bond and very large complex polymeric structure,
it remains for longer periods of time in the environment. Every year, million tons of plastic were
predisposed of as unwanted elements, and they might take several hundreds of years to decay.
Dumping of plastic wastes in landfills create serious problems like formation hazardous chemicals as
they interact with water and the quality of drinking water may get affected etc 2. Law et. al, in their
report on accumulation of plastics in oceans, a long term study in the North Atlantic, shows that one
seawater sample contained the equivalent of 580,000 pieces of plastic per square kilometer3. Thermal
decomposition of these plastics generates greenhouse gases which contribute to worldwide climate
change4. In recent years, these environmental/economic problems and social concerns have triggered
developing environmental friendly materials such as bioplastics5.
Bio-based plastics, an alternative with greater safety and compatibility with the environment,
are made from renewable sources like corn, sugars, potatoes, cellulose, chitosan, wheat and
vegetable oil through chemical or biological process which include hydrolysis, acidification and they
also are produced by use of range of microorganisms, etc6-7.
In 1862, Alexander Parkes introduced bio based plastic Parkesine, the first man-made plastic
made from cellulose. Later in 1897, Galalith, a biodegradable plastic made from casein, is invented
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by German chemists. The bioplastics (polyhydroxybutyrate) made from bacteria was developed first
time by Maurice Lemoigne in 19268.
100% of the carbon present in the bio-based bioplastics is obtained from renewable source
i.e. agricultural and forestry resources such as corn starch, soybean protein and cellulose9. At present,
bioplastics production is very less, approximately one percent of the almost 300 million tons of
plastic. On the other hand, due to an increased demand for erudite biopolymers for various
applications and products, the market is continuously rising. Data reported by European Bioplastics
in cooperation with the research institute nova-Institute suggest that global bioplastics production
capacity will increase from around 2.11 million tonnes in 2019 to approximately 2.43 million tonnes
in 2024.
Methodology
Bioplastic can be made by three way 1) Natural bio-based polymers are produced from
natural renewable resources such as polysaccharides (chitosan, collagen), proteins and nucleic acids.
2) By fermentation i.e. use of microorganism 3) Conventional synthesis. Preparation of bioplastic
film from rice and starch is discussed here.
Step I- Extraction of starch
Weighed 100 g corn was first washed and boiled with water for an hour. After that corn was
ground in a mortar with 100ml water. The mixture was filtered and the remaining solid mass was
again mix with water and put back into the mortar. The procedure was repeated five times for
maximum extraction of starch. The filtrate was allowed to settle for few minutes and then 100 ml of
water was added and was agitated softly. The water was removed after repeated the same process
more than 4 times. Around 40 % yield of starch, white in colour, was extracted. Same steps were
used for extraction of starch from rice.

Step II-bioplastic preparation:
Glycerol is used as plasticizer since it improves mechanical properties has good water
solubility, and doesn‟t affect the glass transition temperatures by change in glycerol concentration.
The reported procedure can be used for the preparation of bioplastic film. The calculated amount of
starch, glycerol, gelatin, and citric acid were added to 100 mL distilled water. The resulting mixture
was stirred for 10 min at a rate of 180 rpm after that the mixture was heated in oil bath at 100 °C with
continuous stirring for 70 min. Then mixture was poured uniformly onto a teflon coated glass plate
and kept for 3-4 days for drying7,10.
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Types of bioplastics:
There are various types of bioplastic and it can be made by using easily available natural
resources. Following are the some main bioplastic made from natural resources.
1. Starch-based plastics
Starch is mostly used for bioplastic preparation and contributes approximately 50% of the
bioplastics market11. It is simple and easy to make starch based bioplastic film by gelatinizing starch
and solution casting. The pure starch-based bioplastic is brittle but properties of thermo plastic can
be achieved by adding plasticizer such as glycerol, glycol, and sorbitol and according to the specific
need resulting bioplastic can be changed by fine-tuning the quantities of the additives12. In nature,
availability of starch source is in enormous amount such as rice, cassava, maize (corn), wheat, and
potatoes. The most important starch is cassava starch, which contains more than 80% starch in dry
mass. The main compositions of starch are linear and helical amylase and the branched amylopectin
and its ratio influences the properties of starch. Starch with better mechanical properties can be
achieved with high amount amylase but it has less processiblity because of its higher gelatinization
temperature and higher viscosity 13.
Cellulose based bioplastics:
Cellulose esters like cellulose acetate and nitrocellulose and their derivatives are the main
part in cellulose bioplastic preparation including celluloid. By modifying properties of cellulose can
be used for packaging. Research group from Shanghai University reported cellulose based novel
green plastic by using method called hot pressing14
Protein-based plastics:
Various proteins can be used for preparation of bioplastics e.g. wheat gluten and caseins, soy
protein. These sources have promising properties as a raw material for different biodegradable
polymers15.
Aliphatic bioplastic
Poly hydroxyl alkanoates (PHAs) like the poly-3- hydroxyl butyrate (PHB), poly hydroxyl
valerate (PHV) and poly hydroxyl hexanoate (PHH) are aliphatic bioplastics. Polylactic acid (PLA)
prepared from corn is a transparent plastic. The biopolymer e.g. poly-3-hydroxybutyrate (PHB) is a
produced glucose, corn starch or wastewater by using bacteria16.
Polyhydroxyalkanoates
In nature, fermentation of sugar or lipids by bacteria produces linear polyesters. The prepared
poly hydroxyl alkanoate is more ductile, less elastic and it is also biodegradable. These plastics are
being widely used in the medical industry.
Bio-derived polyethylene:
The monomer ethylene is main building block of polyethylene synthesis and it can be derived
from ethanol. The ethanol is produced by fermentation of agricultural feed stocks such as sugar cane
or corn. The properties of bio derived polyethylene are similar to traditional polyethylene. These bio
derived polyethylene does not biodegrade but can be recycled.
Lipid derived polymers:
Using plant and animal derived fats and oils as source, various types of bioplastic have been
prepared17. E.g. Polyurethanes, polyesters, epoxy resins. Easily availability of vegetable oils as well
as low cost microalgae derived oils18 make researcher to explore more in this area.
Conclusions
This review has covered the bioplastics, methodology for preparation of bioplastic, their type,
and applications. By given methodology, starch was obtained approximately 40 % from corn and rice
source. The bioplastic films made from extracted starch has very good properties and also have better
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biodegradability than the existing plastic materials. This review also highlights different types of
bioplastic material in details.
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A b s t r a ct

As per analysis, the importance of forensic science is going to increase day by day. It is still important
to discuss the necessity of forensic science and importance of forensic science in the court of law. In India, the
process of investigation of crime scene and handling of evidences is not done properly. The result of this is the
number of crimes and criminals are increasing day to day. The big reason is the cases are remaining unsolved
due to lack or contamination of evidences. To reduce this we have to develop preventive measures of crime
scene contamination. Through this study, we are going to raise the awareness of importance of good
practices in crime scene investigation and prevention of contamination of crime scene as well as provide the
basic awareness about individual steps and actions which are useful to reduce the contamination of evidence.
If we follow the basic rules of prevention of contamination of crime scene, then definitely it results some
positive consequences like decrease of rate of unsolved cases inIndia.

Keywords:Crime Scene Contamination, Preventive measures
Introduction
Generally, Crime scene contamination is the introduction of something to a scene that was not
previously there. According to Webster‟s Dictionary, Contamination is defined as „To make impure,
corrupt, by contact; pollute taint‟(1). Potential contamination occurs at crime scene, during the
packaging, collection and transportation of evidence to a secured facility or laboratory and during
evidence analysis and storage. Occurrence of contamination of evidence can change the outcome of
criminal investigation and may have social and financial loss. Forensic scientist in a lab is sensitive to
the issue of contamination and has developed protocols to identify and reduce the risk of
contamination. According to Locard‟s exchange principle, „Whenever to entities come in contact,
there is always exchange of something.‟ On the basis of that, the possible reasons of contamination
of crime scene are
Weather conditions like temperature, rain, snow, sun, windetc.
2. Personal at the scene / onlookers. To minimize these reasons, we have to take step towards
prevention ofcontamination.
Contamination mainly depends on type of crime scene, corresponding no of individuals who
have access the scene. To reduce this, from the beginning to the end of crime scene strict anticontamination measures are important.
Overall India, only 21% cases are solved and remaining 79% cases are unsolved due to
„Lack of evidence‟ or „Contamination of evidence‟(3). To reduce the rate of unsolved cases, there is
need to prevent the contamination of evidences or crimescene.

Methodology

The issue of Contamination ofevidencesand need of preventive measures of contamination of
crime scene was studied using research papers. (2)
Proper scientific definition of „Contamination‟ was studied. (1)
The importance of prevention of contamination of crime scene wasobserved.
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The Raghunandan vs. state of Uttar Pradesh cases which is unsolved due to lack or
contamination of evidences was studied.(4)
The data of Solved cases Vs pending cases due to lack of evidences or contamination of
evidences was collected from official website of NCRB to study the need of prevention
ofcontamination.(5)
Observation:NCRB report of the year of 2016, 2017, 2018 and 2019–
On the basis of observation of the NCRB report, we concluded that, in this four years the rate
of solved cases as compared to rate of unsolved cases was veryless.
The number of cases reported from 2016 up to 2019 was in increasing order. We observed
that, only cases are registered but very less are solved and the other are dismissed or pending or
unsolved.
Raghunandan Vs state of UP–
The summery of the caseis-“ the Munshi Lal gave a written report that his younger brother Putan
aged about 25 year hase gone from home to the company of Raghunandan on 8 August 2005, at
4p.m. when he did not came in the house the search was made. Lastly Putan was seen in drunken
condition. In the nearby pond his dead body was found in water. On the basis of report the case was
registered.
In this case study, we observed the basic errors during investigation of this case. Firstly the
report of postmortem was not made properly. Secondly the collection of cloth evidence and other
evidences was not done properly and contamination occurred. So, further analysis notdone.
Due to lack or contaminated evidences the case was pending up to 5years.
Again the internal examination of dead body was done, in that they found the left side hyoid
bone was fractured due to forceful strangulation called as murder. On the basis of other
circumstantial evidences accused Raghunandan was convicted under section 302 ofIPC.
But we observed that the case was very easy to solve, if the collection and packaging of cloth
of victim was done properly and if the first postmortem report was done properly. Due to
contamination of evidences and follow of improper rules and regulation of basic investigation the
case was in court for 5years.
Preventive measures to Reduce Crime Scene Contamination:Barrigation of Crime Scene:
By securing the scene, risk of contamination is greatlyreduced.
Barrier tape, usually yellow and marked by words „Crime scene, Police line, Do not cross‟ are used
to identify the outer perimeter of thescene.
Crime scene visiting personnel‟s are the potential sources to contaminate crimescene.
Maintaining entry-exit log isnecessary.
Scene personnel can deposit hair, fibers, footwear patterns, or trace material from their clothing or
destroy latent footwear or fingerprints.
PPE and Equipment:
Equipment can be a possible source ofcontamination.
Clothing, their note pad, photography equipment, sketching and all processing equipment, in their
crime scenekit.
PPE contains mask, jumpsuit, gloves, booties, head cover, goggles, face shields, shoe covers,etc.
Equipment should be decontaminated before and after every crimescene.
Packaging of the Evidences:
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Secured access during collection and packaging of evidence prevents possible contaminationof
evidence
For some evidences, new sterile containers must be used to package thatevidence.
Use decontaminated packagingequipment.
Evidence containers must be sealed at crime scene and marked for identification at crime scene.
Wet objects should be air dried and then packed in a paper, container and sealed, then placed in an
open plasticcontainer.
Transportation:
To prevent contamination from the crime scene personnel‟s perspiration onto the packaging and then
on to the evidence, packages must always be handled while wearing disposablegloves.
Leakage from the evidence containers can be contained by transporting the evidence in an open top
plastic container.
To reduce contamination of evidences, the first responders have to strictly follow the basic rules and
regulations of crimescene.
Establish early communication at the scene and between the scene that is helpful to easily understand
the crime scene and finding the relevantevidence.
During the recovery of evidences acquire adequate recovery methods to avoid loss or contamination
of theevidence.
From beginning to the end of crime scene investigation strict anti-contamination measures are
important.
The sample collection is of utmost importance. The samples to be collected include every
material found in the scene which is labeled with time and site of collection. The name of the person
who has collected the sample should also be mentioned.

Some examples of Forensic Evidences and their Preventive Measures
ofContamination at a Crime Scene

Name of evidence

Preventive measures
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Body fluids
During collection there are two possibilities we have to
( Blood, Saliva, considerSemen, Sweat etc) If the body fluids are found in liquid form, then use gloves
and proper sterilized micropipette to collect the fluid.
If the body fluids are found in dried stain form, then use
1.Dry 2.Wet gloves and sterilized spatula to collect the stain.
During packaging, the liquid body fluids properly pack into a
sterilized container and avoid air contact to prevent the
growth of microorganism in fluid. The dried blood stains are
packed into proper zip lockbag.
Some body fluids may destroy when directly exposed to
light, heat and wind so avoid the contact of light, heat and air.
If the body fluids are found present on some article, then first
dry it and then pack and transport the evidence to reduce
contamination.
If the body fluids are found present on some article, then first
dry it and then pack and transport the evidence to reduce
contamination.
Impression
evidence
( Fingerprint,
Footprint, Lip
print, Ear print,
palm print etc)

On the crime scene, two types of impressions may be found
i.e Visible and Latent.
Impression is very sensitive evidence and can be easily
destroyed, therefore use proper gloves to handle the
impression evidence.
If latent or invisible impressions are found, then use different
impression development techniques to develop the
impression. During development decrease contact between
impression and developer. For fingerprint development, any
brush that touches suspected biological material must be
replaced to avoid contamination.
Use disposal and sterilized fingerprint development brushes
and collect the fingerprint by using tape with no disturbance
of
ridges and furrows on fingerprint.
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Glass evidence Glass is a important evidence found in cases of vehicular
accident, murder, suicide etc.
During collection use gloves to avoid fingerprint
transformation on glass evidence.
Sample must be placed in containers to prevent crushing
during transportation. Sample must be packed in such a way
to prevent movement inside the container which could
damage the edges of fragment ofglass.
Damage of edges should prevent the laboratory personnel
from matching the fragments, that leads to improper result.
so, avoid these basic errors during collection, packagingand
transportation of evidence.
Digital or cyber As compared to biological or physical evidences, there are
evidence
more chances of contamination of cyber or digital evidences.
( Computer, During collection, if the device is on then do not off it and
Laptop, Hard disk take detail photos of what is displayed on computer or a
etc )
laptop
according to scene.
According to cyber rule, make copies of evidence and do not
work on original evidence.
Do not add, delete or copy any of the data in digital evidence,
that leads to contamination of evidence.
Preserve original evidence and prevent alteration of original
evidence.
Document all relevant information about evidence.
Firearm evidence Firearm is a ballistic evidence.
Firearm includes handgun, magazine , bullets etc.
If at a crime scene the handgun is found, then it is properly
collected by using gloves to avoid transportation of
fingerprint and other objects.
During collection the firearm evidences are properly packed
according to evidence. E.g. if Handgun is there, use „gun
box‟ to pack and preserve the handgun.
The most important part during collection and packaging of
firearm evidence is, always remember to pack every part of
firearm separately.(9)
Tool marks

Tool mark is the impression left by the contact of a tool or
similar object on to a surface
Tool marks observed in cases of theft, murderetc.
During collection, use proper techniques to cast the tool
mark, if possible the whole article is have to collect.
Pack the tool mark evidence, properly with no contact with
otherobjects.
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If the climate is humid and hot a tool mark and steel article
may rust the mark may get damaged, so avoid air contact.
DNA

Biological evidence, which contain DNA, is not visible to
naked eye. All biological evidences at crime scene can be
subjected to DNA testing.
DNA evidence is more sensitive than other evidences, there
for law enforcement personnel should be aware about their
actions on crime scene.
To reduce DNA contamination, maintain DNA databases
with proper profiling.
Use clean chamber for packaging.
Use controlled method to remove DNA contaminant.(10)

Document
evidence

Document evidences may be found in forgery cases, illegal
document formation etc.
If we found torn document or charred document at the scene,
( Torn document, then we have to handle it properly because there documents
Charred document, are very fragile and easily break.
Forged currency This may lead to damage the edges of document and
notes etc)
contamination occurs.
During packaging, the document evidence is properly packed
into a cotton placed box to maintain it as it is.
Use gloves every time during handling of document
evidences.
Anthropological
evidences
( any bone part of body,
teeth, bone tissues etc)

Bone or tooth sample can be used for DNA testing.
If the bone or teeth sample is collected, then pack it in
appropriate container or box and avoid air contact to reduce
the growth of microorganism on that.
Wet or fresh bone if found ( actually this is rare), and we
placed it in plastic bags this encourage the bacterial growth.
Use safety gloves, glasses and mask to avoid contamination
of
biological remain.(7)
Botanical
The investigator of botanical crime scene, have to know
evidences
about the value of plant evidence.
( plant evidence, Botanical evidences are generally collected to link the
pollen grains etc) suspect to the crime scene, therefore it is important to collect
the evidence properly.
In rare cases botanical evidence is found. But it has forensic
importance, because it directly link suspect to crime scene.
Therefore to avoid contamination of this evidence, follow
general rules of collection, packaging and preservation of
forensic evidence.(8)

Standard Operating Procedure of Crime Scene Investigation –
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The team member(s) should:
Maintain scene security throughout processing and until the scene is released.
Documentthecollectionofevidencebyrecordingitslocationatthescene,
dateofcollection,and
who
collectedit.
Collect each item identified asevidence.
Establish chain ofcustody.
Obtain standard/reference samples from thescene.
Obtain controlsamples.
Consider obtaining eliminationsamples.
Immediately secure electronically recorded evidence (e.g., answering machine tapes,surveillance
camera videotapes, and computers) from thevicinity.
Identify and secure evidence in containers (e.g., label, date, initial container) at the crime scene.
Different types of evidence require different containers (e.g., porous, nonporous,crush-proof).
Package items to avoid contamination andcross-contamination.
Document the condition of firearms/weapons prior to rendering them safe for transportationand
submission.
Avoid excessive handling of evidence after it iscollected.
Maintain evidence at the scene in a manner designed to diminish degradation orloss.
Transport and submit evidence items for securestorage.(11)
Statistical Data Representation of Comparative study of Total, Unsolved and Solved Cases in
India according to NCRB report:1) Table of Total, Unsolved and Solved cases inIndia:(5)
Sr.
No

Date of the
Year

Disposed or
pending cases
(Unsolved cases)
1)
2016
4116498
4116254
2)
2017
4291686
4288857
3)
2018
4384601
4382461
4)
2019
4470678
4468061
2) Graph of Total Vs Unsolved Vs Solved cases inIndia:
Total cases for
investigation

Solved
cases
244
2829
2140
2617

Comparative study of Total, Unsolved and
Solved cases in India
4500000
4000000
3500000
3000000
2500000
2000000
1500000
1000000
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Fig. Graphical Representation
Importance of Forensic science in Crime Scene Investigation:In India, the very first official forensic science laboratory was established in
1878. Over time, there has been a notable rise in the number of forensic and crime
laboratories in the nation. This increase can be attributed to the rising importance of
forensic science in criminal justice and the ever-growing forensic disciplines.
However, with millions of cases still pending in courts across India, the need for more
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forensic labs and qualified forensic professionals is very high(6).
Forensic science is the application of basic science to the court of law. The work
of forensic scientist is to collect, preserve and analyze the evidence suitable for
prosecuting an offender in the court of law.
1. Forensic expert have a scientific knowledge about collection, preservation and
importance of evidence. But unfortunately in India, when a crime occur at any place,
the one who collect, preserve and transport the evidences from crime scene is always
non-forensic personnel. Because of that, he is not well trained, and therefore
improper handling of evidences at crime scene is probablyoccur.
2. That results, the contamination of evidences and the improper resultformation.
3. Due to that, the rate of unsolved cases in India goes on increasing, that‟s why
forensic personnel is important at the crime scene during crime sceneinvestigation.(6)
Result
On the basis of above observations, we saw that the number of reported cases
is approximately equal to the number of unsolved or pending cases. This is biggest
issue in India. If we saw the numbers of registered cases for investigation, then it is in
„Lakhs‟ and cases solving rate is only in some „Thousands‟. The biggest difference in
unsolved and solved cases was observed. To minimize the difference we have to
follow proper preventive measures which are listed above.
Conclusion
1. If evidence is properly collected from the scene, packed and handled correctly
during transportation and storage, and decontamination will be greatly reduced.
As a result, the integrity and value of evidence will bemaintained.
2. Forensic specialists are required to insure the proper handling of evidence from
scene to stage and ultimately, reducing the risk for contamination as well as the
impact of various issues upon the outcome of a criminalinvestigation.
3. Decontamination zone or Anti-contamination zone should be developed at
each and every crime scene that help to reduce the issue ofcontamination.
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4. Adequate recovery methods or preventions may avoid loss, degradation or
contamination of evidences.
5. If we follow the SOP of crime scene investigation then increase the convictionrate.
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Abstract
Considering the commercial development and advancement in life style, we've progressed
abundant however because of lack of healthy interaction with individuals there has been vast impact
on social health of individuals and amount of such pandemic scenario adds in it in worst means.
remittent social health ultimately results in unhealthy society with lesser probability of co-ordination
and exaggerated rate. thus a study was dole out to demonstrate the impact of such pandemics on
social health by applied mathematics survey technique. Through this study it had been found that
since 1971 until currently throughout pandemics there has been giant social health problems poignant
the psychological state staggeringly by means that of depression, anxiety along side different
consequences. though it's resulted in some positive consequences like decrease within the rate that
shows positive impact on social health. Thus, we tend to area unit suggesting some ways to boost the
social health among the individuals by educating the scholars and community staff.
Introduction
India, nation with a hundred thirty five crore population and numerous communities. Being
socially healthy means that exaggerated degree of happiness as well as sense of happiness and
concern for others. As we've a large population with restricted landarea, every and each subject plays
necessary role in maintaining sensible social health. Having a healthy relation with society includes
sensible communication, empathy, care of family, care of society, humanity towards indigent. As we
tend to area unit walking towards great power
nation, our administration, law and order and infrastructural development. Administration and law
and order is directly proportional to this social group state. Developing social health in positive ways
in which helps administration to convey a well disciplined and strict law and order scenario. This
results in crime free, mentally and physically healthy society. in keeping with National Crime Record
Bureau (NCRB), a total of 51,56,172 cognisable crimes comprising 32,25,701 Indian legal code
(IPC) crimes and19,30,471 Special & native Laws (SLL) crimes were registered in 2019. we tend to
area unit aiming towards crime free society and to attain this target we tend to should develop
sensible physical, mental and psychological health among society. Our study aims to search out out
ways which might be useful to make awareness regarding social health and throw light-weight on
some positive and negative impacts on society.
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Methodology: Crisis of social health and wish of social
health education was studied mistreatment
survey reports printed by Government of
India.
 Rate and statistics of crime in India since
1951 until 2019 was studied using statistical
publication printed by National Crime
Record Bureu (NCRB).
 Along side digital media which incorporates
reviews printed in report of UN agency,
World Health Organization, Southern New
Hampshire University, cyclopedia.
Fig.1 – Increasing number of suicidal















cases
Conjointly written media reviews just like the
Hindu, Times of India, geographic region Times,
The Economic Times
The graphical illustration of rate since 1951 to 2018 is collected from macrotrends and graphical
illustration of sucidal cases is collected from statista.
The acceptable definition of Social Health and the way it will have an effect on perosonal
lifetime of individual is obtained from The National Health Portal developed and hosted by
Centre for Health informatics (CHI), started at National Institute of Health and Family Welfare
(NIHFW), by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (MoHFW), Government of India.
The importance of social health education and the way community health may be useful to see
heath problems among the voters is discovered. conjointly Economic Importance of the social
health education conjointly taken into considration with the assistance of survey printed by
Marcy Vadurro, Southern New Hampshire University on Feb eight, 2018.
Current scenario of social health education awareness program and its interational affectance is
studied by mistreatment report printed by the globe Health Organization.
Observation1. Mental HealthPsychological state includes our emotional, psychological, and social well-being.
It affects however we expect, feel, and act. It
conjointly helps confirm however we tend to
handle stress, relate to others, and build
decisions. Psychological state is very
important at each stage of life, from
childhood
and
adolescence
through
adulthood.
Determination of quality of psychological
state of society we will observe dangerous
cases in India. For the dangerous cases
statistics we tend to used publication printed
by NCRB, New Delhi.
For the graphical illustration of those
Fig.2 – Increasing number of covid19
casesCourtasy- Wikipedia.com
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dangerous cases, we tend to discovered graph printed by Statista.
Given knowledge is betweeen 1971 to 2018. thus we will observe dangerous cases in forty nine
years from fundamental quantity 1971 to 2018.
Over 134 thousand deaths thanks to s
uicides were recorded in India in 2018.
moreover, majority of suicides were reportable within the state of geographic area, followed by
Madras.
Fig.1- Increase in suicidal cases in India
Courtasy- Statista.com
The quantity of suicides that year had exaggerated from the previous year. a
number of the causes for suicides within the country were thanks to skilled issues, abuse,
violence, family issues, loss, sense of isolation and mental disorders.
We will observe constant increase in dangerous cases as per time. Highest variety is in 2011 i.e.
1,35,590. Recently means that in 2018, variety of dangerous deaths is 1,34,520.
Physical HealthPhysical wellbeing promotes correct care of our bodies for optimum health and functioning.
There area unit several parts of physical wellbeing that every one should be cared for along.
Overall physical wellbeing encourages the balance of physical activity, nutrition and mental wellbeing to stay your body in prime condition.
Currently in corona pandemic scenario, increasing covid nineteen cases is one issue that shows
remittent degree of social physical health.
The statistcal knowledge of active covid19 cases is obtained from Press Informtion Bureau. *
The graphical illustration of given applied mathematics knowledge is obtained from wikipedia
and worldometer.
Fig.3 – Increasing variety of covid19 cases State wise, We can see constant increasing slope in
active cases of covid19 in India. we will observe lowest number of covid19 cases on 15 march
2020 and number is 26.
2. Criminal activity and Ethical behavior Crime free society is final aim of any civilization. To reinforce moral behaviour among
the society we've got to channalize active energy of youth in productive manner.
 Earlier we tend to determined 2 negative impacts of lack of social health and lack of
awareness abouth social health. However with the study of commission rate of crime in
India, we tend to got privy to positive impact of social health education, i.e. decreasing
rate.
 Statistical information is collected
from the annual report printed by
National Crime Reord Bureau
(NCRB), New Delhi.
 Study of collective information of
annual reports from 1995 to 2018
is allotted and that we will
observea nice decrease in degree
of crime commission rate in India.
 Graphical illustration is allotted
by macrotrends
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Fig.3 – Increasing number of covid19
cases State wise
Courtasy- Google News.com

Fig.4 – Constant fall in crime commission rate
Courtasy- Macrotrends.com
India Crime Rate & Statistics - Historical Data
Year

Per 100K Population

Annual % Change

2016

3.20

-5.88%

2015

3.40

-8.11%

2014

3.70

2.78%

2013

3.60

-5.26%

Year

Per 100K Population

Annual % Change

2012

3.80

0.00%

2011

3.80

0.00%

2010

3.80

0.00%

2009

3.80

0.00%
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Result

2008

3.80

0.00%

2007

3.80

-2.56%

2006

3.90

0.00%

2005

3.90

-4.88%

2004

4.10

2.50%

2003

4.00

-4.76%

Year

Per 100K Population

Annual % Change

2002

4.20

-2.33%

2001

4.30

-6.52%

2000

4.60

0.00%

1999

4.60

-6.12%

1998

4.90

2.08%

1997

4.80

0.00%

1996

4.80

0.00%

1995

4.80

-4.00%

1994

5.00

-3.85%

1993

5.20

-5.45%

Table 1 – India Crime Rate & Statistics- Yearwise Data
Source- National Crime Record Bureau

As from the given observations we can state the result of the particular poster:Before that we can say social health plays a very crucial and important role to build the healthy
society by physical as well as by mental means.
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1 . As the first observation says the suicide cases are increasing gradually since 1971 and its
highest in 2011. So from the first observation we can say the kind of depression and affected mental
health of person leads to commits suicide at the most in numbers as in 2011 . It supposed to be due
to lack of social health or social awareness among the society or among the individual. So being
socially healthy means an increased degree of happiness including a sense of belonging and concern
for others so accordingly this is needed to build the mentally healthy society .
From the statement its understand the vice versa kind of thing and that is if there is poor
social health there is unhealthy society with increased level of depression and poor mental health
also which can leads people to commit suicide.
2. So as the second observation says increasing the number of patients of Covid -19 . And it
shows there is lack of physical health and physical awareness among the society . so we can pass the
statement like people are not aware about the precautions about the care taking measurements about
what kind of care and precautions should be taken while dealing with this Covid-19 or during this
pandemic situations .
Having a healthy relationship with society includes good communication ,empathy, care of
family, care of ourself, humanity towards needy and people are not seems to be doing like this, they
are not taking proper care of themselves , their families , doesn‟t shows humanity towards the needy
people . These are the reasons behind affecting health of society by physical means .
3. The third observation when the social health is improving with respect to criminal activity
and ethical behavior, crime rate is gradually decreasing. India has the lowest crime rate in history of
2016. So we can say over that this is he positive impact on social health or positive side of social
health.
As the people are knowing that what kind of things are good for society and what kind of
things which are bad we can see the literacy among the individuals or among the society . And this
might be the reason behind decreasing crime rate in between the society .
Conclusion
From the above observations and result it is conclude that social heath has a big role in
developing or building a healthy society by various aspects of social health like mental health ,
physical health ,crime rate etc . So if there is poor social health following are the conclusions :
 If there is poor health there will be mental depression among the individuals which leads them
to commit suicide.
 If there is poor social health it will definitely hampers the physical health of society also
hampers health of individuals
But if we improve or we try to improve or to build and aware the community through proper
health education through proper training of health education we will be successful to build not
exactly to build but we can bit enhance the social health.
According to our observation , we have prepared strategies to aware society about social health
:
1. Healthy Talks: As everyone knows good or joyful conversation can take away your stress
So always do healthy, joyful, pleasant conversation with best ones with family members and fully
enjoy the conversation time with them .
If is not possible to do then always keep yourself busy in the things or the work which you love to
do, develop new and interesting hobbies
Do some exercise which keeps you fit and healthy , do some work like drawing ,reading, writing
which keeps you busy .
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2. Training for Educators: As the educators are educating to us how to deal with these kind of issue ,
the educators must be well trained so they can find out or identify or recognize the main issue which
we are facing
So for training of the educators there should be proper training institutes , organizations etc which
will be well equipped with all sources.
So the educators are capable to identify the issue related to the needy ones
3. Mental Health in Studies: As we don‟t know much about what exactly the mental health is what
exactly the social health is for knowing that particular mental health should be incorporated in
studies of the students as the core subject.
With that subject there should availability of authorized books of mental health so students can
understand better what exactly the mental and social health is.
4. Get Active: We have to get active participation in the various competition which we are interested
about . Whichever the things you do get actively part in the particular .
With this join the exercise group to keep yourself healthy . Also start new outdoor activities or
outdoor games friends.
5. Follow Your Hobbies: So as we are following our hobbies more related to our choices more
entertainment you gain from your regular routine and you will always busy in doing something i.e
your hobbies with lot of happiness while doing or following particular. So with these kind of things
if you implement in your daily routine so it will be more creative and pleasant task you will do in
particular routine of yours .
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In light of the current outbreak of a novel coronavirus, Chemistry plays a vital role in
understanding everything from viral structure to pathogenesis, isolation of vaccines and therapies, as
well as in the development of materials and techniques used by basic researchers, virologists and
clinicians. In this paper we wish to summarise the important contributions of chemistry in form of
synthetic drugs to understand and control the Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) proving the role
of chemistry is promising and crucial.
Keywords:Coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, global pandemic, synthetic drugs.
Introduction
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a novel disease caused by the severe acute
respiratory syndromecoronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). It is a severe infectious disease which affects
particularly respiratory system causing mild illness to fatal complicationsand was first reported in
Wuhan City, China [1].After then it was declared as a global pandemic by World Health
Organization (WHO) since the SARS-CoV-2 has spread across 213 countries which affected lives of
millions of people causing more than 5.5 million deaths. So this current crisis of COVID-19 has
become an increasingly serious concern to public health.
A novel coronavirus appears to be a genetic variant of existing coronaviruses which was first
identified in the mid-1960s. Structurally it is spherical in nature and looks like a typical crown ie.
Solar Corona [2]. Its structure is made up of four proteins namely spike protein (S), envelope protein
(E), membrane protein (M) and nucleocapsid protein(N).To facilitate the entry of virus into the host
cellglycoprotein of the spike protein bind itself to receptor ACE2 (angiotensin-converting enzyme 2).
It attacks on protein synthesis in human cells and synthesize viral proteins followed by replication.
The crown-like appearance of the virus is due to the presence of spike protein on the outer envelope
of the viral structure.The envelope protein (E) interacts with the membrane protein (M) to form the
viral envelope. The membrane protein is the central organizing element of coronavirus, which
determines the shape of viral envelope. The nucleocapsid (N) is bound to RNA genome of the
virus.The SARS-CoV-2 contains positive-sense single-stranded RNA which belongs to the
Coronaviridae family and further classified into four distinct subfamilies, viz., α-, β-, γ-, and δcoronavirus. The α and β subfamilies mainly affect mammals, while γ-, and δ- coronaviruses affects
birds.
SARS-CoV-2 has been reported to infect humans for the first time throughrespiratory aerosol
droplet transmissionwhen someone coughs or sneezes,contact transmission ie. touching a
contaminated surface and then touching mouth, nose or eyes and direct transmission. The most
common symptoms of COVID-19 include fever, fatigue, dry cough, cough, diarrhea, conjunctivitis
and respiratory symptoms like shortness of breath. The symptoms usually appear between 2–14 days
or may even longer after exposure to the virus.Infection can cause severe damage causing
pneumonia, acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS),
kidney failure/multiple organ failure and even death. In some patients COVID-19 patients may
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experience with irregular heart rate (arrhythmia), cardiovascular shock, and heart damage or heart
attack [3] .
Since there are no specific drugs or vaccines available so far, hence the development of
effective synthetic drugs or vaccines by chemists for fighting COVID-19 becomes to be a major
challenging task. Literature survey reveals that although there is no perfect treatment for this disease,
current clinical trials are involving infection prevention by adapting some control measures regarding
self hygiene and the use of some conventional synthetic drugs and therapeutic agents including
antiviral agents such as remdesivir, hydroxychloroquine, chloroquine, lopinavir, umifenovir,
favipiravir, and oseltamivir along withsome supporting agents like Ascorbic acid, Azithromycin,
Corticosteroids, Nitric oxide, IL-6 antagonists. So the aim of this paper is to focus on study of
structural aspects of these synthetic drugs that are not completely used to cure this disease but are
helpful in controlling the effect of corona virus. We hope that this paper will provide useful
information about how chemistry plays an important role during this corona pandemic and how the
role of chemist is challenging.
Precautionary Measures
To avoid exposure to the virus and people who are showing symptoms of COVID-19 or any
respiratory infection like coughing and sneezing etc is the best way that works a better precautionary
measure in pandemic situation. Home isolation in case of symptomatic persons, self hygiene
including washing hands frequently with water and soap,use of sanitizer, avoiding touching face,
mouth, nose or eyes, wearing a facemask helps to prevent the spread of infection [4].
Synthetic Drugs
To understand the action of various drugs on controlling the disease, it is important to know
the background of the diseases process, the host guest interactions of virus with human body (Fig 1)
[8]. Some clinically useful antiviral drugs and supportive therapies currently being employed for the
prevention of COVID-19 are listed as below [4,5].There are also some biological therapies like
plasma therapy in use , investigation on vaccines is also being focused as part of research.

Fig. 1 Interaction of virus with Host
1. Chloroquine (CQ) and Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ)
The most preferred synthetic drug found to effective in the pandemic situation for controlling
attack of corona virus is chloroquine (CQ) and hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) which was
conventionally used for the treatment of malaria and rheumatoid arthritis as an antiviral drug.Since
these are antiviral drugs hence can inhibit the entry of SARS-CoV- 2 virus preventing viral cell
fusion by interfering with glycosylation of ACE2 receptor and its binding with spike protein when
itis taken at the early stage of infection. And therefore National Institutes of Health, US, allowed the
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clinical trials of a combination of HCQ/azithromycin for the treatment of COVID-19 patients.These
drugs are FDA approved in which HCQ acts as an antimalarial/ anti-inflammatory drug while
azithromycin act as an antibacterial antibiotic.

2. Favipiravir (Avigan)
This is an anti-retroviral drugoriginally developed in Japanby Fujifilm Toyama Chemical in
2014 for the treatment of avian influenza or novel influenza resistant to neuraminidase inhibitors and
was also used to treat Ebolaand coronavirus which are caused by RNA viruses. This drug interrupts
the nucleotide incorporation process during viral RNA replication by targeting the
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp). China, Japan, US and India including Glenmark
and CSIR (Council of Scientific & Industrial Research) laboratories havealso initiated clinical trial
on favipiravir for the treatment of COVID-19 patients and are noted pisitive efficacy against SARSCoV-2 infection .

3. Remdesivir
This is an anti-retroviral drug originally developed by Gilead Sciences Inc. as an RNA
polymerase inhibitor for the treatment of Ebola virus infection which proved a potential drug for
treatment of COVID-19. Remdesivir is a prodrug (active form GS-441524) which stops the
replication of RNA virus. The antiviral mechanism of remdesivir is a delayed chain cessation of
nascent viral RNA.
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4. Lopinavir and Ritonavir (Kaletra)
The combination of a fixed drug lopinavir/ritonavir was earlier investigated to treat
HIV/AIDS and it is currently being studied to treat COVID-19 patients in several countries.
Lopinavir is a protease inhibitor with high specificity for HIV- 1 protease. Due to the poor oral
bioavailability and more biotransformation of lopinavir, it is co-formulated with ritonavir to enhance
its exposure to virus. Ritonavir is a potent inhibitor of the metabolizing enzymes in vivo that are
responsible for the extensive degradation of lopinavir. The co-administration of ritonavir boosts the
activity of lopinavir by enhancing its exposure to virus and improves the antiviral activity.

5. Oseltamivir (Tamiflu)
This is an anti-flu drug generally used in the treatment of influenza A and B, and now has
been successfully investigated to cure infection caused by SARS-CoV-2 in Thailand. In several
clinical trials, it is also used in combinations, such as with chloroquine and favipiravir .
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6. Umifenovir(Arbidol)
It is an antiviral drug marketed in Russiaand China for the treatment of influenza and is also
being studied in China and other countries as a treatment of infection caused by SARS-CoV-2. It
attacks on spike glycoprotein (S protein) of SARS-CoV-2 and inhibits viral host cell adhesion .

Supportive Therapies
SARS-CoV-2As is supposed to show the secondary infections and inflammatory reactions
like cytokine storm and therefore targeting these with the help of supportive therapies can help the
inhibition and control of corona virus. Here, nutritional supplements like vitamin D, ascorbic acid
(vitamin C) as immunity boosters along with zinc which shows antiviral activity, use of antibiotics
such as azithromycin, anti-inflammatory drugs like corticosteroids are showing positive effects in
treatment of covid patients [6, 7]. Some of them we will discuss here.
1. Azithromycin
Since Azithromycin is used indifferent types of bacterial infections such as respiratory
infections it is currentlyused in combination with HCQ for the treatment of SARS-CoV-2 infections.
Because it is an inhibitor of protein synthesis and also found to be effective in vitro against Zika and
Ebola viruses and in patients with severe respiratory tract infections suffering from viral infection .
2. Vitamin C (Ascorbic Acid)
Vitamin C is a potent antioxidant and an essential nutritional element that can neutralize free
radicals which enhances the host immunity. Also it act as antiviral agent especially against influenza
viruses. Vitamin C positively affects the development and maturation of T lymphocytes and NK
(natural killer) cells involved in the immune response to viral infections.

3. Corticosteroids
China and UK are effectively using steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs or corticosteroids such
as methylprednisolone and dexamethasone in COVID-19 patients as potent anti-inflammatory and
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anti-fibrotic drugs.They have the potential to prevent an extended cytokine response and may also
accelerate resolution of pulmonary and systemic inflammation in pneumonia.

Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) such as ibuprofen, indomethacin and
aspirin are also being investigated in SARS-Cov-2 infections because of their antiviral activity.
Conclusion
Although various Scientists have made much progress in the characterization of the novel
coronavirus and are working extensively on the therapies and vaccines against the virus, but still no
proper treatment came to the complete cure of corona virus.In this paper we have summarized the
current status of chemical drugs which are under investigation in preventing SARS-CoV-2 virus.To
develop targeted antiviral drugs and vaccines much investigation is needed to focus on molecular
mechanism of virus and host which provides different opportunities in research for chemists and
health care professionals.
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Abstract
In December 2019 in China a life threatening infectious disease started. Pneumonia is the first
symptom shown in affected patients. The diseases which are spread from animal to human are
zoonotic in origin this disease are of same type of origin. 2 to 10 days are incubation period of this
virus according to WHO ( World Health Organization). There is no any vaccine or drug for
prevention of this disease. On the basis of available information about the structure of virus, the
protein shell (caspid) include N protein or Nuclear Caspid which is bound to the virus single positive
strand RNA. This allows the virus to takeover on to the human cell and turns them into virus
explosion factories. In replication and transcription viral genome RNA which is coated by N-protein
plays role in it. According to WHO causetive agent is a Novel coronavirus that was showed result of
whole genome sequencing so, initially it named as 2019-nCoV but later on officially designed the
virus as SARS-CoV-2 by International Committee On Taxonomy Of Viruses.
Keywords: Coronavirus, Spike protien, Pendamic SARS-CoV-2 and Prevention.
Introduction
The first infected person of Novel coronavirus was observed in Wuhan city of China.The
Coronaviruses are belonging to the family Coronaviridae which include different viruses with a
single-strand, positive-sense RNA genome having approximately 26–32 kilobases in size [1]. Alphacoronavirus (alphaCoV), Beta-coronavirus (betaCoV), Delta-coronavirus (deltaCoV) and Gammacoronavirus (gammaCoV) this four genera are included in Coronaviridae family. For alphaCoV and
betaCoV bats and rodents are thought to be reservoir. For deltaCoV and gammaCoV which animals
serve as the reservoir currently it is less clear.According to their appearance under the electron
microscope Coronavirus are named. Due to the presence of spike of glycoproteins on to the viruses,
it looks like to be covered with pointed structures like a crown or corona [2].
As per informational data Centeres for Disease Control Prevention (CDC) created the
illustrations of SARS-Cov-2 virionin Fig.1(A) [3]. Formation of coronavirus there are four structural
proteins are essential.The two types of proteins encoded the genome of SARS-CoV-2 are structural
proteins and non-Structural proteins as shown in Fig. 1 (B) [3]. In the Structural proteins spike
glycoprotein (S) Spike proteins it critical for binding of host cell receptors to facilitate entry of host
cell, Nucleocaspid protein(N) it bound to RNA genome to make up Nucleocaspid, viral nucleocapsid
a thin section of SARS-CoV-2 within the cytoplasm of an infected cell, showing the Fig. 1 (C) [3].
Membrane protein(M) those are central organizer of CoV assembly and determines shape of viral
envelope and Envelope protein(E) it interacts with M to form viral envelope.And three chymotrypsin
like protease papin like protease, helicase and RNA dependent, RNA polymerase are included in
non-stuctural proteins [4]. Binding of viral particle to host surface cellular receptors it initiate virus
infections. During the binding of virus to receptor counterpart there is gain of virus function, in other
species it is also a requirement for the transmission.
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Figure 1: (A) Illustration of the SARS-CoV-2 virion (B) Schematic representation of the structure
of SARS-CoV-2. (C) spherical particles and cross-section under electron microscope. [3].
Presentation of data:
From literature study and structural data analysis of Novel Corona virus we understood that it
includes spike glycoproteins, M proteins, E proteins, Envelope. Hemagglutinin- esterase dimer (HE)
and RNA and N protein. On the basis of structural information of SARS-CoV-2 CTD and hACE2
should be light on the viral interspecies transmission route and this is the characterizing interaction
between S and hACE2 for different species in further [5]. To treat numerous viral disease medicinal
plant compounds have been already used succesfully. SARS-CoV-2 3CL pro activity & virus
replication may inhibited by top nine hits Selected medicinal plant & having 32,297 potential
antiviral phytochemicals as per the Study of medicinal plant database. It requires in-vivo & in -vitro
analysis for transformation of potential inhibitors into clinical drugs. In future our insights gained
that present study may prove a valuable for exploring & developing novel natural anti-COVID19
their apeutic agents [6].
From structural study, information regarding binding mechanism of SARSCov & host is
shown in figure 2(A) Schematic domain structure of SARS-CoV spike protein. NTD: N-terminal
domain. RBM: receptor-binding motif. TM: transmembrane anchor. IC: intracellular tail. (B) Overall
structure of trimeric SARS-CoV spike protein complexed with ACE2, including both schematic
topology of the spike protein (left) and negative-stain electron micropic images of the spike protein
ectodomain with (upper right) or without a bound ACE2 (lower right). (C) Crystal structure of
SARS-CoV RBD (i.e., S1 C-domain) complexed with ACE2. ACE2 is in green, RBD core structure
in cyan, and RBM in red [7]. In SARS-Cov Spike protein help to attach surface of host cell. So here
strucutral feature of S- protin is given in figure 3. In part (a) each S-protein have trimeric structure. it
surface shown in distinct colour `blue',`yellow',`purple '. In part (b) .„blue‟ S protein which are the
trimer shown in ribbon form (α-helix, red; β-strand, blue; coil, grey). Further more Surface structure
of the „blue‟ S protein isolated from the trimer located in part (c).Molecular model of a minimal
NTD obtained with Hyperchem in part (f), (g). amino acid residues of the NTD that could belong to
a potential ganglioside-binding domain are highlighted in part (h) [8].
Graphical representation:
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Figure 2: Structure of the SARS-CoV spike protein complexed with its receptor ACE2 [7].

Figure 3: Structural features of the SARS-CoV-2 spike (S) protein. (a) Trimeric structure (b) Ribbon
representation of S protein . (c )Surface structure of S protein (isolated). (d) Ribbon structure of the
„blue‟ S protein. (e) Zoom on the N-terminal domain (NTD) ribbonin representation in (f), surface
rendering in (g). (h) amino acid residues of the NTD . [8]

Observation:
From the literature serve study we received information that, Chloroquine interferes with
SARS-CoV-2 indicates the preliminary data and attempts to acidify the lysosomes and for optimal
cleavage of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein presumably inhibits cathepsins which is require at low
pH.Neutralizing antibodies is a major target of the SARS-CoV-2 RBD [7,9]. The large ectodomain, a
single pass transmembrane and short intracellular tail these three segments includes in spike of
coronavirus.The receptor binding subunit S1 and membrane-fusion subunit S2 includes in
ectodomain.The spike is a clove shaped trimer with three S1 heads and a trimeric S2 stalk ,according
to revealed studies of electron microscope [7]. For the entry angiotensin converting enzyme-2 (ACE2) receptor is used by S protein.but to host cell surface gangliosides the sialic acid also linked. For
SARS-CoV-2 treatment one of the drug currently under investigation is Chloroquine (CLQ) with
high affinity it binds gangliosides and sialic acids [8].
On Jan 7, 2020 Chinese center for Disease Control & prevention identified this in as Novel
coronavirus infection . WHO announced a new name for epidemic disease as 2019-new coronavirus
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disease on Feb. 11 2020 ( 2019 -nCoV & Now known as COVID-19) [10] Worldwide distributed
cases of COVID-19 shown in graph of fig. (4) upto date 17 October 2019. The cases are highly
observed in countries of Africa & America. These countries are highly affected one shows rapid
growth of cases in graph. In Asian countries moderate increase of growth cases are observed. Then
slowly (less) increase of growth cases observed in Europian countries. COVID-19 cases are still
growing in overall countries observed in graph. Worldwide death cases of COVID-19 are shown in
graph of fig.(5) upto date 17 October 2019. Death rate are highly observed again in Countries of
Africa & America. In graph sharp peak observed for it. Number of death cases for Asian countries
are moderate here & less cases of death are found in Europian countries. From month March to May
death cases are highly observed but it going to be decrease in last month of October in overall
countries. Purification and Expression of protein, Determination of structure and Crystallization,
Binding of Protein-Protein, Pseudovirus entry mediated by spike of coronavirus, Cloning of gene [5,
11]. This methods are followed by researchers.
As per literature the first whole-genome sequence of 2019-nCoV was released on January
10, 2020. The reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction RT-PCR method which helped to
researchers for quickly identifies the virus in patients. The C- terminal domain of the SARS-CoV-2
spike protein and human ACE 2 reveals that the mechanism for binding virus is different as
compared to SARS. These different observations shown in the different studies of virus via S-protein
CTD SARS-CoV-2 interact with hACE2 [5].

Figure 4: Distribution of COVID-19 cases, worldwide, as of 17 October 2020.

Figure 5: Distribution of COVID-19 deaths, worldwide, as of 17 October 2020.
Medicines:
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For this COVID-19 pendamic there is no confirm any drugs and vaccines. It is very necessary
to identify the active antiviral drug or vaccines on this virus. As per our reserch study for the
treatment of COVID-19 nelfinavir [12], chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine sulphate which are
recommended [8].An antiviral property against Zika and Ebola virus in vitro has been displayed by
Azithromycin. In the case of viral infected patients it can prevent severe respiratory tract infection. ln
the combat of coronavirus first fundamental step is to investigate the structural variation of COVID19 with the interaction of the best inhibitor to design new drugs and vaccines [13].
Prevention:
Recommendation of confirmed or suspected cases with mild illness are isolated at home.
For destruction of virus allow sunlight with good ventilation at home[14]. Now a days peoples wear
a mask is also important. As per recommendation of WHO should wear a mask N-95 because it's
having a further 4 layer[11]. 1st layer: includes spunbond polypropylene along with coating
containing citric acid. 2nd layer: Includes Copper and Zinc ions which is antiviral layer of rayon. 3rd
layer: is of Non- wooven melt blown polypropylen which is barrier layer . 4th layer: is simply of
Spunbound propylene[12]. Should cover the body parts with cloths or polycover and cover hands
with hand gloves as much as possible. Avoids to go in so much of crowded area. Use alcohol based
sanitizer or at least soap for proper sanitising hands in time to time. Protection of eyes can be done
by covering it with goggles or shield, use hand gloves and maintain social distancing[15].

Conclusion
In conclusion CoVs are zoonotic pathogens and humans are infected via inter-species
transmission. Energetic binding is important in this study. For elucidatation the role of E- protein ion
channel activity in virus pathogensis by the study of E-protein ion conductivity with the
manipulation of COVID-19 RNA polymerase. First crystal structure of a non- picornaviral
chymotrypsin like cysteine proteinase will facilitate further molecular modelling of other members of
the huge family of RNA viral 3C- like enzymes is a confident information but for this structural
information is still lacking. For the treatment of this disease not known vaccine is available. To
develope the vaccine of COVID-19 further investigation are in process & it may requires lot of time.
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Abstract
The Sensory & analytical study of Amaranth Chocolate was carried out. The main objective
of Amaranth Chocolate is to control hunger. Chocolates are act as Functional food, in preventing
in diseases like Coronary heart disease & hypertension. Chocolates are also helpful in memory
improvement. The main ingredients of Amaranth Chocolate are Amaranth, Puffed rice, Dates &
Dark chocolate.
The Amaranth is one of the pseudo cereals with high amount of protein compared with other
cereals. Amaranth & Puffed rice are available in bulk form in the Satara market. The dates in
Amaranth chocolate give sweet test.
Amaranth & Dark Chocolate have same health benefits like managing the blood cholesterol level
& hypertension conditions.
Key words- Amaranth, Puffed rice, Dark Chocolate.
Introduction
The Amaranth Chocolate is made by Amaranth, dates, Puffed rice and dark chocolate.
Basically in these chocolate all the ingredients are rich source of antioxidants. Nutritionally
chocolate gives 417.0KCAL per 100gm.The research of national science academy shown that, the
energy requirement for men is 2.300Kcal/day and women requires 1,900Kcal/day. The food that
we are eating is not sufficient to meet our daily requirement of Nutrients.[1] The lack of these
macronutrients & micronutrients can lead to malnutrition.
The Amaranth grain is helpful in growth of infants and it is a good source of food energy. In
the early civilization peoples were recognized the importance of six nutrients by experience.[12]
Amaranth grain can also be known as Ramadan and rajgira. Amaranth grain is best source of
macronutrients such as protein, carbohydrates and fats. These grains also show anti-inflammatory
effect on body. Puffed rice is type of grainmade from rice , it promotes digestion & it also has
antioxidant property.[16] Puffed rice gives a smooth texture to the Amaranth chocolate.
Dates are good source of anti-oxidants. They have a greater content of fiber. It plays
important role in preventing the cardiovascular disease and prevents free radicals.[17] In
these chocolate dates give us a sweet taste. Dark chocolate is used to coating Amaranth
chocolate. The presence of dark chocolate gives taste & it have its own nutritional value.
Materials and Methods
The different sample prepared with combination of Almonds , Oats , peanuts and Amaranth.
Materials
1. Amaranth.
2. Dates.
3. Puffed rice.
4. DarkChocolate.
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Flow chart of preparation of Amaranth Chocolate.

Selection of Raw Material
Remove the seeds from dates.
Mix the all ingredients except dark chocolate.

Grind the mixture
Mold the mixture into desired shape.
Melt the dark chocolate & Dip molded mix into
Dark chocolate.
Freezing 0-1 degree Celsius for 30 minute.
Packaging & Storage.
Preparation of Amaranth chocolate –
1. Selection of raw material – For the preparation of Amaranth chocolate Amaranth, puffed
rice , dates , dark chocolate are taken from satara local market.
2. Cleaning – Seeds are removed fromdates.
3. Preparation of Mixture – Take Amaranth , Puffed rice , Dates for the mixture except
darkchocolate.
4. Molding – Take the desired mold & grease it with little amount ofbutter.
5. Melt the dark chocolate by using standardprocedure.
6. Dipping – Dip the molded mixture into dark chocolate & Freeze at 0-1 degree Celsius.
7. Packaging – Primary packaging for Amaranth chocolate is in butter paper & secondary
packaging is in Aluminium foil.
8. Storage- Store the product in the refrigerator orfreezer.
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Result & Discussion
1. Proximate Analysis – The proximate analysis of most acceptablesample was carriedout.
Sr. No
Nutrients
Values Per 100 g
1.

Energy

417.70 Kcal

2.

Carbohydrate

63.45 g

3.

Fat

14.83 g

4.

Protein

7.54 g

5.

Ash

1%

6.

Moisture

12.84%

7.

Sugar

40%

2. Sensory Analysis

Amaranth chocolate is prepared with different combinations of almonds, peanuts, oats &
Amaranth. They are analyzed for sensory analysis.
The headonic rating is used to measure the acceptability of 9 point headonic rating to scale
food product. The particular Faculty members & Students are asked to rate Amaranthchocolate.
9

8
Color
7

Flavour
Textute

6

Mouth feel

2

Overall acceptablity

5
1
4

M1

M2

M3

Conclusion
0
The Amaranth chocolate is prepared with acceptable physiochemical & sensory
characteristics.
Amaranth chocolate is rich source of food energy and healthy fats. Amaranth and
3
puffed rice are useful to control hunger as well as gives soft texture to chocolate. These
ingredients are available in low price in satara local market. These chocolate is very easy to eat
because it melts fast in the mouth.
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Abstract
Ready to cook Kheer by using Roasted Barley Powder, Custard Powder, Milk Powder and
Jaggery Powder, Dry Fruits (Cashew, Almond, Pistachio) in different amount, Kheer Ready
To Cook Formulation containing different Proportions. It Produce desirable quality Kheer in
color, appearance, Consistency, Flavor , Overall acceptability. Roasted Barley Powder shows
significant effect on the sensory attributes of Kheer. The Kheer with desirable Consistency
was Prepare by reconstituting 25gm of Kheer Ready to Cook 20ml water, Further cooking for
10-15 min.
Keywords-Barley Powder, Custard Powder, Milk Powder, Dry fruits
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Introduction
Barley (Hordeumvulgare L.) is an ancient cereal grain, which upon domestrication has
evolved from largely a food grain to a feed and malting grain. However, barley
foodusetodayremainsimportantinsomeculturesaround the world, particularly in Asia and northern
Africa, and there is renewed interest throughout the world in barley food because of its nutritional
value. Barley was intimately entwined in Egyptian religious rites and celebrations. It was used as an
offering to the gods, in funerals, and even became a part of Egyptian legends. Apart from these uses
and as a food source in general, barley was used in therapeutic applications. Ground Barley
preparations, usually mixed with oil, were usedas purgatives, applied to wound to decrease [1][2].
Barley
is
a
major
staple
food
in
some
areas
of
North
AfricaandtheNearEast,inthehighlandsofCentralAsia, in the Horn of Africa, in the Andean countries
and in the Baltic States. Food barley is generally found in regions where other cereals grow poorly
due to low rainfall, altitude, or soil salinity. There is scope for improving the livelihood of rural
population in the regions wherebarley is a staple food not only by increasing sustainable crop
productivity but also by improving nutrition, reducing work drudgery and developing barley-based
local industries.Indifferentgeographicregions,differenttypes of barley are preferred. Worldwide use
of barley for feed and food is expected to remain stable for the foreseeable future [3][4].
Oneofthemostcommontraditionaldessertiskheer.Itis one such product which is offered on
religiousoccasions, functions and festivals. Conventionally it is prepared by partial dehydration of
whole milk in a Karahi over direct fire together with sugar and usually rice or semolina. Because of
changing habits and life style of people the convenience foods, ready-to-eat or ready-toservefoodsand ready mixes for different food products are gaining popularity, especially in the
urban area. In India urbanization is taking place speedily [5].
As estimated 50 to 55 % of milk produced in India is converted into a variety of traditional milk
products including numerous dairy desserts [5]. It is a semi-solid cereal-based dairy dessert made
by cooking roasted barley powder, jaggery powder, custard powder, milk powder in milk or water
till the point when kheer get boiled. The major ingredients of Barley kheer are Roasted barley
powder, jaggery powder, milk powder, custard powder, dry fruits. Barley is not eaten or consumed
by directly but it is very useful and nutritious, so we make a dessert which is a kheer from barley

Barley, hulled Nutrition Facts
(amount per 100g)
Calories 354kcal

Protein
12%
Carbohydr
ate Total
Fat
Potassium

3%
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Objective To develop a product to
 Reduce Blood Pressure.[6]
 Barley Beta-Glucan lowers Glycemic Index.[7]
 Insulin Response better with barley beta-glucan. [8]
 CholesterolandVisceralfatdecreasewithbarley. [9]
 Barley lowers glucose levels.[10]
Method and Material
1. Roasted barleypowder
2. Custardpowder
3. Milkpowder
4. Jaggerypowder
5. Dryfruits
Flow chart of preparation of barley based „ready to reconstitute‟ kheer mix powderSelect raw material (Barley)

Roasting

Grinding

Mixing (Barley powder, jaggery powder,
custard powder, milk powder and dry Fruits.)

Packaging
Preparation –
1. Select raw material- For the preparation of barley based kheer mix, select good quality
Barley, Jaggery powder, milk powder, custard powder, dry fruits are taken from a
localmarket.
2. Roasting- Roast the barley on lowflame.
3. Grinding- Fine grind roasted barley withmill.
4. Preparation of mixture- Take all ingredients and mix itproperly.
5. Packaging and storage- Finely, ready mixture packed in polythene bag and store
dryplace.
SensoryevaluationBarley based „ready to reconstitute‟ Kheer mix powderis prepared with different materials
like roasted barley powder, milk powder, custard powder, jaggery powder. They are analyzed for
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sensoryanalysis.
Result
We have prepared Four different types of barley based ready to reconstitute kheer mix
powder as followsA. Barley Powder + Jaggery + Custard powder
+ Milkpowder.
B. Roasted barley powder + Milk powder + Jaggery.
C. Roasted barley powder + Custard powder + Jaggery powder + Milk powder +
Dryfruits.
D. Barley powder + Custard powder + Jaggery powder.
Thefourtypesofmixturecreatedabovewere shared between the faculty members and
studentsandiftherefeedbackwastakenlater they said that the mixture of four numbers is
good.Theheadonic rating are used to measures the acceptability of 9 point headonic
rating to scale food product. The particular Faculty members and students are asked to
rate of Barley based kheer.
Reconstitution
Reconstituteof barley based kheer mix powder into portable water was boiled in pan one
pouch (25g) approx was added to it in water (20ml) temperature of water is maintained at 80-90
degree celcius for 5 min till desired consistency was obtained the product was gently stirred
occasionally during cooking process.
Conclusion
Barleybasedkheermixpreparedwithacceptablesensory characteristics. Barley based kheer is
good source of minerals, vitamins and other beneficial plant compounds and their material are
available in low price in market. These barley based kheer very useful in all age group people.
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Abstract
Aluwadi is the Indian traditional snack or appetizer made with colocasia (taro) leaves which
is called as Alu in Marathi. These leaves are layered with spices and chickpeas flour and rice flour
paste, applied one above another and rolled into a log and steamed and cut into the uniformed slices
then stored at a low temperature. Thawing and cooking of frozen product is done by various
methods, from which cooking by shallow frying method was more acceptable. The purpose behind
this product is to preserve such nutritious product and make it in ready-to-cook form for the working
women to reduce their cooking time and give a nutritious meal.
Keywords- Colocasia, ready-to-cook, Thawing, Cooking.
Introduction
In the modern days where the life is fast pace with the time valuable to every person, “Instant
Foods” play an important role in everyone‟s day-to-day life. The very term “instant food” means
simple, fast and convenient food which is easy and fast to prepare besides being hygienic, free from
microbial contamination and also convenient to eat. Unlike olden days where man used to his food
lavishly and slowly, the present trend changed the habits to foods which are simple and easy to
digest. Hence, the existence of these foods fulfilled all the needs of modern human being.
Taro leaves wadi (aluwadi) is Indian traditional food snack or appetizer made with colocasia
(taro) leaves which is called as Alu in Marathi. These leaves are layered with spices and chickpeas
flour and rice flour paste, applied one above another and rolled into a log and steamed and cut into
the uniformed slices then stored at a low temperature. Taro leaves wadi has a good source of
vitamins and micro-nutrients. Taro (colocasia esculent Linn) is a tropical root crop cultivated in wet
land as well as dry land conditions even in adequate irrigation or even rainfall. It‟s origin from South
East Asia. Taro leaves are heart shaped leaves and commonly growth in tropical and sub-tropical
regions. Taro leaves and tubers must cooked before ate because it contain some poisonous if directly
eaten raw form; acrid calcium oxalate which must be destroyed by heating. Taro is rich in some
carbohydrates, micro nutrients and also it contains antinutritious factors such as oxalate, phyates and
tannin. Taro is also good source of copper, potassium, magnesium, manganese, along with dietary
fiber, Vitamin A, Vitamin C and B vitamins.
Rice flour is good source of carbohydrates as it contains very less amount of fat along with
low protein. Rice flour is best replacement for gluten intolerance or have celiac disease. Rice flour is
made from ground raw rice (gelatinous/ non gelatinous). It also used as thickening agent in many
refrigerated or frozen foods since it inhibits liquid separation.
Gram flour or besan is pluse flour made from ground chickpeas. It contain high portion of
carbohydrates, higher fiber flour, gluten free and also high source of protein.
Material and Methodology
Raw Materials
The raw materials required for experimental work were Taro leaves, Bengal gram flour, Rice
flour, Tamarind pulp, Turmeric powder, Sugar, Chat masala, oil and salt. They all were purchased
from local market.
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Methodology
To prepare frozen instant aluwadi Weighing of all ingredients was done. Mixing of all dry
ingredients and tamarind pulp was carried out. With the addition of water very thick paste was
prepared. Cleaning of the colocasia (taro) leaves with water was done to remove dirt. Application of
the paste on the leaves on one side and stacking of leaves one above of another was done. The
stacked and layered leaves were rolled into rolls. Placing in greased steaming pan and steaming for
20-25 min was carried out. Cooling and cutting of rolled leaves into 1/2 inch thick slices to shaping
into wadi was done. Packing was done in air tight packaging material. Storage at freezing
temperature -18°c was done. The sensory evaluation was carried out after thawing and cooking of
frozen instant aluwadi. Thawing was done at room temperature. Cooking was carried out by three
different methods viz. Microwave cooking without oil, shallow frying, and deep frying. These three
samples prepared by three different cooking methods were sensory evaluated with the freshly
prepared aluwadi as control sample and results were noted down.
Sensory evaluation
Sensory evaluation of instant Aluwadi was carried out after thawing and cooking. It was
evaluated by 10 semi-trained judges for different sensory attributes based on a 9 point hedonic scale
was used for color, flavor, taste, texture, mouthfeel and overall acceptability.
Result and Discussion
Sensory evaluation of the Aluwadi prepared by (sample A3) had higher overall acceptability
and total score compared to that of other samples.
A1A1
A2
A3
A4

Color

Flavor

Taste

Texture

Mouthfeel

9
8
8
8

9
7
9
7

9
6
9
7

9
7
8
7

9
8
9
8

Overall
acceptability
9
7
9
7

Freshly Prepared Aluwadi(Control Sample)
A2- Frozen AluWadi thawed and cooked by microwave cooking
A3- Frozen AluWadi thawed and cooked by shallow frying
A4- Frozen AluWadi thawed and cooked by deep frying
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6
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5

Taste

4

Texture

3

Mouthfeel

2

Overall acceptability

1
0

A1

A2

A3

A4

Conclusion
In the present study, Prepared frozen instant aluwadi thawed and cooked by shallow frying
showed higher acceptability compared with other samples.
Hence, this Frozen Instant Aluwadi can serve for time saving and convenience. This can also
be a healthy and nutritious food product.
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